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INTRODUCTION

(The following teaching materials were developed from the re-

suits of Innovation Project and Grant, No. 83-RO?£.6 from the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, The Rehabilitation

Services Administration, Washington, D.C., with matching funds pro-

vided by Services for the Blind and Visually Handicapped, State of

Kansas, entitled "Methods For Improvement Of Listening Efficiency

In Individuals With Visual Impairment". The duration of the pro-

ject was from July 1, 1967 to June 3, 1970 and was executed within

the Kansas Rehabilitation Center for the Blind in Topeka, Kansas.)

This project, as well as the description of the teaching

materials, evolved out of discussion, training conferences, and re-

search which started as early as 1963. Many facts and truths began

to emerge that made us aware of the importance of listening to the

total person. Two-thirds of any human being's waking life is spent

in Listening. To the genera] public, poor Interpretation of what has

been heard causes more mistakes and accidents and slows down more in-

dustries than any other one factor. However, the area of listening

education, and its formal training, has long been neglected. Science

has proven that one hears with the ear but listens with the brain.

This can be compared to the fact that one sees with the eye but

visually reads with the brain. One does not have to be taught to

see but he does have to be taught to visually interpret the written

word through the brain. One does not need formal education to hear

but he does need education in properly and correctly interpreting

what he has heard.





New ideas and techniques are often greeted with suspicion and

even ridicule. Louis Braille was laughed at when he prepared the

first braille alphabet and not even during his lifetime was his method

of communication formerly accepted in his own land. However, today,

braille is a method of reading for the blind that is universally ac-

cepted and is unquestioned as part of a blind person's rehabilitation

program. Although for centuries blind people have "pecked" around with

a cane, it was not until World War II that Dr. Richard Hoover, now famous

ophthalmologist, begin to develop scientific and organized instruction

in preparing the blind person to use the long white cane as an effective

and safe moans of mobility. At that time there was much skepticism.

However, today, no rehabilitation center would be without a good mo-

bility and orientation department.

It has long been recognized in the area of rehabilitation for

the blind that hearing is probably the one most important sensory

modality that the blinded person has left. A person can be taught

the motor skill of the correct use of the white cane and still be a

very poor traveler. It is his level of listening efficiency that

makes or breaks his ability to safely travel about independently. A

blind person may have an excellent sense of touch and a good kines-

thetic memory, but if he cannot properly interpret words and sounds, he

cannot efficiently learn to follow new directions in learning new skills,

trades, and in functioning in the classroom or even the efficient care

of his daily needs. There is not one area of instruction in the re-

habilitation of a blinded person that is not highly effected by one's

level of listening efficiency.





Recognizing listening education as being such a vital factor to

the rehabilitation of the blind and actually so neglected, we decided

with the encouragement of our consultants and workers for the blind

from other agencies, to begin serious and formal work to develop this

c las s ro om ma te rial

.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

This material was designed primarily to be used over a 17-week

period; however, it is flexible enough that it could be extended or

could be shortened. The 17 weeks included a schedule of three hours

per week of listening classes for- each client or trainee in addition

to his other Center activities.

The teaching material is divided into three phases of instruc-

tion:

Phase I, Pre-Skills or Listening Readiness Program. This in-

cludes :

A. Discrimination of likeness and differences of sound:

Numbers, word sequences, and non-verbal sounds.

B. Unlearning rote listening: Eliminating retention

of irrelevant words and non-verbal sounds.

C. Use of other sensory modalities in listening and

retention.

1. Investment of total self.

1
2. Discrimination of "emotional filters".

This is attained through the use of music, non-verbal sounds, in-

formal paragraphs with emotional content, work and task drills and

stories. Much time was also spent in this phase in introducing the

person to the use of mental imagery and remembering what has been





heard and toward heller organization of sound. A great ileal of at-

tention was paid in helping the individual discover his own "emotional

filters" and how he may avoid or successfully cope with same.

It would seem that, initially, the greatest task a teacher has

to perform is to bring the class to the realization of what they do

not "hear". In the first teacher's manual, we had started listening

exercises, "for the improvement of listening efficiency", during the

first hour. We soon discovered that people were taking these exer-

cises as being rather immature and childlike and they were investing

very little in same. We discovered that most people came into the

class with the attitude that they did not need a listening class as

they had been listening all their Lives. Most, people in our culture

have been conditioned to rote learning and, therefore, listening was

approached in the same way. We quickly discovered that the old ways

of didactic teaching did not work, particularly, toward changing

these attitudes. We found that immediately the negative "emotional

filter" had already displayed a damaging affect in these early

classes. Therefore, we had to rewrite our lesson plans, for this

first phase, into a "getting ready to learn" process. We continued

to use some of the initial verbal and non-verbal exercises pertaining

to likeness and differences in sound but approached these in a more

rapid form to show the individual how much he does not pick up in

ordinary listening situations. For instance, rapid sequences of

numbers would be "fired"at the student asking him to immediately

recognize the sound that he heard twice, ie. 7U802ii31. The student

has to unlearn listening to a "number" as he is listening for pure

sound. He is not given time to repeat the sequence numbers to himself





but has to learn to pick out the likeness of the sounds through a

combination of "feelings" rather than the intellect alone. Exercises

relating to likeness and differences within a series of words were

presented: Tomorrow, today, tight , tonight, together, toward. He

must very quickly identify the word that sounds different from the

others. No series was ever repeated by the instructor. If the

student misses, they continue to the next series. Groups of non-

verbal but similar sounds were presented on tapes. For instance:

Four bells with similar sounds and one buzzer. The client had to

identify where in the series the different sound occurred. This also

was done in rapid order without repeating a particular series.

From "likeness and differences" we began to present series of

words where four of the words would have something in common and one

would be from a different idea. The student was then asked to begin

to use mental or visual imagery in picking out the word that did not

fit. For instance; hat, coat, boots, apple
,
gloves. These were

also presented rapidly without repetition.

Exercises with words and non-verbal sounds from tapes were grad-

ually presented to the individual for rapid, immediate response. This

initially causes frustration and the student rationalizes reasons

for his mistakes. They would initially complain that the exercises

were repeated too fast, they did not have time to think; however,

quite soon the person begin to recognize that this was a deficit in

his attention span and tendency to avoid the responsibility of quickly

organizing his own thoughts and most of all to help the individual to

recognize his own responsibility in learning to listen. Many began

recognizing, as is common in our society today, that we have a tend-





ency to "jump at conclusions" or not "follow through with our think-

ing". This can cause many personal, as well as vocational, problems.

[>'j-otn wox'king with pun pounds, verbal and non-verbal., w<: advanced Lo

exercises pertaining to rapid organizing of morels to form a complete

logical idea. For example, the student was asked to reorganize in

possible logical sequence four words from a general idea that were

presented him. For instance; plant, soil, vegetable, seed, which

the student should as quickly as possible reorganize into the sequence

of soil, seed, plant, vegetable. Non-verbal sounds from tapes were

also used. For instance, the sound of the opening of a car door,

getting into the car, fastening the seat belt, installing the key into

the ignition and starting the motor were presented out of order to

be reorganized in logical sequence.

Here we also begin to use "mental imagery" to help remember

rather than relying on rote learning. Stress was placed on the use

of all of our sensory modalities and the feelings that result from

same, rather than making each task an intellectual one. For those

people who were adventitiously blind much emphasis is placed on the

use of visual imagery. For those people who were congenita lly blind,

we quickly reached the fact that although there is no visual imagery

there is as much "mental imagery" relating to many words and phrases.

At this point, to encourage "mental imagery", recorded musical melodies

from the "Grand Canyon Suite" were presented to the group asking them

to relax and allow their fantasies and imaginations to move with the

music. After listening to the music, each person was to relate in

word any fantasies he had experienced during the music. Although

Many kinds of "stories" came from pieces such as the "Cloudburst"
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sequence, all of their stories did coincide with peace, fear, danger,

salvation and returning to peace again. These fantasies developed

from the effect of listening to the music being experienced through

nl.linr mimnn. Fur nxu.rfip.ltf , fWlbif.; cold, v.-miiUi, pltmmirn, the mim I 1

of new rain, the feeling of cold weather and the fear or pleasure

brought on by each. Along with this non-verbal presentation, ex-

aggerated short paragraphs were presented to the group and they were

told to repeat the story in their own words. They were again asked

to relax and to "feel" the words as they came through rather than

trying to rotely remember the story. Example: "In January, Jim

started for Jamaica in an outrigger canoe with a crimson sail and

a life boat tied behind, which was full of beer cans and pretzels".

One can readily see how such exaggerated material can possibly acti-

vate the total self in attempting the recall. As previously stated,

Phase T of these listening instruction series is meant as an awareness

period and wo soon discovered that it must be vjvid and greatly ex-

aggerated to accomplish this task. Mental imagery, emotional filters,

tuning in and following through becomes integral within the first phase

of listening.

All the exercises including the tape sequences were very ex-

aggerated and then through group discussion we were able to make

analogies to our daily communication of listening. The individual

quickly discovered that listening is just not hearing through the

ear but the total self must be involved if one is to retain and best

use his full potential. All of the exercises are followed up with

group discussions concerning how we had immediately felt during the

hour. It is during this first phase of the listening program that

the individual begins to recognize his own inadequacies and discovers

his poorest and best listening habits. The general group begins to





realize that much inability in immediate recall and in permanent re-

tention is due to the fact that he tries to remember everything he

has heard rather than tuning in to the main ideas and eliminating the

irrevelant sounds around him. LSome of this is directly related to

methods used in teaching rapid reading. We had initially tried,

through lectures, to explain these very principles to the class but it

did not work. Only through the group experiences where the individual's

able to gain insight into their own responsibility in this form of

communication. Whenever the groups reach this point of thought, we

are then ready to go into Phase II of the listening program. We

found that generally Phase I lasts about six weeks

.

Phase II, Development of Listening Skills.

A. Learning to tune in to instructions, general

speech, and non-verbal sounds in preparation

for the detailed listening process.

B. Recognizing transitions or retuning in with

clue words, phrases and familiar sounds.

C. Developing the recognition of concluding

phrases of the listening process

.

D. Further development of mental imagery and

pictures as a clue to better organized listening.

E. Learning to reorient to the mental picture through

verbal, non-verbal and other sensory clues.

F. Recognizing and learning better control of

personal "emotiona] filters".

During Phase II, we find the individual is more anxious con-

cerning his "disorganized listening" and he becomes more motivated





to learn more efficient methods of listening. He has more insight

,-.:! i,,, ronnntm Por tuning In, quon 1/lon.lnR, I In toning Cor nvit.ur.Jfil find

more interest to review and to retain same. During this phase, we

begin to put together previously singled out contributors to good

and poor listening. All the parts of the "previous puzzle" begin

to fit together to form a total picture. We try to accomplish this

now by presenting lessons "in the whole". Also the individual now

has tuned himself in to invest himself into the dynamics of the class.

Here we find the great benefit of teaching this skill in a group

rather than on an individual basis

.

We find that the listener can very often control the attitude

of the whole group and influence the presentation of a single

speaker. We discover the vast importance of verbal and non-verbal

identified sound:; in our- ability to be .-in organized individual. We

discover the importance of being able to verbalize what one has heard

into the permanent listening pattern. We discover also that merely-

listening and rotely "parroting" what we have heard does not mean that

we have learned.

By this time the group is well oriented to the physical sur-

roundings of the Center setting and is able to very adequately move

about from place to place in comparatible comfort. But, does this

mean that this particular mobility skill will be carried over into a

new environment? One of the prominent parts of this phase of the

listening course makes one wonder. In one set of listening lessons

each person is asked to choose and give directions to an unidenti-

fied spot in the Center setting or the surrounding grounds . The

group is to properly identify the destination from the student's

direction. It was amazing to the instructor and other group members
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at some of the places the individual's instructions would take us.

Then the instructor would switch the process and give verval in-

structions as to how bo reach an unidentified point in the Center

netting, and from these directions the group had to determine where

we had gone. Again, various members of the group would end up in

various parts of the Center. Is it any wonder then that blind people

find it very difficult at times to ask questions of strangers in

public places and public buildings and are then unable to arrive at

the correct destination? Of course, sometimes poor instructions

are given, but we think most of the time it is that the individual

cannot take responsibility in reorganizing confused directions into

their proper sequences. After the initial "shock" of these lessons

we began in an organized, almost didactic way, to help the individual

"tune out" unnecessary verbal and non-verbal sounds and to reorganize

in proper sequence garbled directions. Here mental imagery is of

utmost importance in recalling and being able to immediately use

same. Along with the verbal instructions we begin to use non-verbal

sounds and clues in an environment where verbal help is impossible.

For instance, in our own Center we taped all the sounds from the

front door through the building and classrooms to the very back of

the physical setting. Each person created his own mental imagery

as related to these sounds, in essence he painted a mental picture.

After the total "sound" story was presented various sound clues were

presented out of sequence and the person was to identify where he

would be, at that point, in his surroundings. We expanded these

tape sequences through airports, bus stations and dentists' offices,

etc. Each time "sound" stories were followed up with various clue
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sounds taken out of sequence in order that the person might reorient

hlmmijr an bo exactly whora ho would t><; in that particular environ-

ment if he became confused and had to reorient himself through sound

clues alone.

We also spent some time in listening to emotional laden material

in order to learn to listen through "the lines" and to make character

and personality judgments. Again there was much group discussion as

to how our own personal "emotional filters" can cause us to react

positively or negatively to any given situation. At the end of this

phase each individual again evaluates, with his instructor, his own

insight as to his poorest or best listening habits.

Phase III. Development of Recall and Retention through

the Techniques of Review.

This is accomplished through more detailed organization and

use of previously learned skills of Phase I and II; Longer and

more detailed material of directions, news stories, informal para-

graphs, speeches, music, personal conversation and non-verbal se-

quences of sound on tape that form a pattern, story or orientations

to time and space. During this period, tape sequences from radio,

television newscasts, commercials, etc. are used for testing our

immediate recall. Listening retention is tested out through

follow-up testing after readings of ten to fifteen minute short

stories. For example, many of these stories were taken from

Reader's Digest and read only once to the group. They were given

at least five follow-up tests over a period of two weeks to see

how much of the original material had been retained. In all of

these longer and more detailed sequences of listening, the individual
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constantly reviews, as a whole, what he just heard. He reviews the

gen«ra!l Ldwas ,
putn Lhwrm togeiUim* to 1'ojiii •> wholti, which u.L.lown

pertinent facts to emerge from the total picture.

It is of particular interest to note that when ten weeks of

listening material was presented to our college preparatory summer

group, they constantly came out taking better notes from classroom

lectures; so it is my feeling that the organized listener has far

less difficulty in taking good notes in a classroom.

The teaching manual for these classes is not set up on an hourly

basis. Material pertaining to the three phases just described are

set about in individual exercises varying in length. Naturally,

some groups will make faster progress than others. And some groups

will reach a plateau below the expectations of the teacher. A

teacher must know his or her own ^roup and their background to be

able to evaluate when they have reached a plateau in each phase.

If the instructor wishes to evaluate, testwise, the listening ef-

ficiency and gains of the students involved ,the Brown-Carlson

Listening Comprehension Test can be administered prior to the be-

ginning of the listening classes and again at their termination.

This test instrument comes in two alternate forms, the AM and the

BM and can show the instructor and the student how much he has

progressed from the beginning to the end of his listening in-

structions. The test should be administered in a one-to-one situa-

tion. Since this is a listening test it is not difficult to administer

to a totally blind person with a sighted person recording his answers

as they are given. Only one part of the test has to be adjusted

for the performance of the blind. One of the five subtests involves
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a chart. Ui.mI. Iiuti l.n l«> iiwnil ihirinj'. Win a.lint n 1;. I r.i t. i -n " f Win l.nnl..

This chart can be transcribed into braille and also it can be made,

relatively simple, with cardboard raised letters and numbers. For

those people who can neither read braille nor see the chart we found

the raised letters could be used quite adequately after about a ten

to fifteen minute study of same- Partially sighted individuals use

the same chart which is large enough to be easily seen. This test

was also administered several times in a group situation but only to

a group where each member had adequate method of writing. For those

people who could not write braille, type, nor write in longhand

this could not be done.

In the Kansas Rehabilitation Center, during the three years we

were developing the material, each group Wcis administered the Browne-

Carlson tests. Even though we were constantly developing, reorganiz-

ing and experimenting with the materials used the tests showed an

average gain of 13%. Another Rehabilitation Center similar to the

Kansas Center, that offered no listening instruction, provided us

with a small test sample which showed a \2% gain.

It is interesting to note in past projects related to listen-

ing, that were conducted with sighted individuals, the people who

scored the lowest on performance tests were also the poorest listeners.

Could this be, then, that organized listening does have a. definite

influence on ones ability to better orient to physical surround-

ings? Could this also mean that organized listening does improve

the use of kinesthetic sense? Could the post-test results also

indicate that for one to become a better organized listener he is

better able to cope with his physical surroundings? We feel that in
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the future a study done comparing performance test to listening scores

with an experimental and control group could prove valuable in the

area of work for the blind.

Reaults of inter-oat to note ia that the known underachieve!* is

also showing a standard score on the Brown-Carlson pre-test that is

somewhat lower than his IQ potential. In each one of these instances

general center staff evaluation of their total rehabilitation progress

seems to agree with the individual's standard test scores. It would

seem, that perhaps in the future, the Brown-Carlson Listening Compre-

hension Test might be another valuable tool to validate an individual's

total rehabilitation progress.

Looking at the entire picture of the test samples, it is quite

obvious that those individuals regardless of visual acuity who score

lowest on the pre -test are making the widest range of gain on the post-

test. Those people who score in the superior- range of listening, initi-

ally, do not flhow significant differences in the post-test.

During the entire three years on the project, while observing the

entire group and working with the participants on an individual basis,

it was observed that, without doubt, the greatest inhibitor to better

listening efficiency is the "emotional filter". Regardless of the

test scores and training in the various areas of listening, emotional

filters, whether positive or negative, can be an immediate influence

on listening efficiency at any one moment. Some emotional filters are

so instantaneous and traumatic that they can never be controlled.

However, there are old set patterns that we are individually faced

with, if recognized, can be watched for, identified and we can better

learn to cope with these. This was constantly observed with many
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individuals and those who were able to retain this insight did become

better listeners. Therefore, it is our feeling that realizing that

one listens with the total self rather than just the ear and the brain

must be recognized and dealt with on an individual basis while teaching

listening as well as any other training offered to the human being.

During the entire project the Center staff acted as consultants

to the classes and gave feedback as to a positive influence this

particular new program was having on the attitudes of their clients.

This alone demonstrated a value of listening education as an addition

to our regular training program.

The term "emotional filter" is used here and throughout the

teaching material as described by Dr. Ralph Nichols in his book ARE

YOU LISTENING? "...our emotions act as filters to what we hear. At

times they, in effect cause deafness, and at other times they make

listening altogether too easy. When our emotions over-stimulate our

brain, It becomes more difficult to listen effectively; meanwhile

important things may be spoken that will never be repeated for us

.

Emotional filters are at work to affect nearly everything we hear."

Doctor Nichols believes and we agreed after experiencing same in the

classroom, that one can discover his own emotional filters and is,

therefore, able to learn to satisfactorily cope with them.

2
The final and complete report of Innovation Project No. 83-RQ25.6

entitled "Methods for Improvement of Listening Efficiency in Individuals

with Visual Impairment" is available on request from the Kansas Rehabili-

tation Center for the Blind, 2£l6 West Sixth Street, Topeka, Kansas 66606,

Claudell S. Stocker
1971





LISTENING EDUCATION

PHASE I

Listening Readiness
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PHASE I

INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this section of instruction is to help the individual

become aware that sound is more than just noise coming into the ear and

that listening is part of the whole self. This whole section is highly-

exaggerated to make vivid to the person the main points of his good and

poor listening habits. To introduce some of these points in the "whole"

the following writings and speeches are suggested.

"Listening", an excerpt from Dr. Karl Menninger's book The Vital Balance ,

is suggested to present a philosophical point of view; a speech by Dr.

2
Ralph Nichols, "Listening Is Good Business" , stresses the importance of

listening as a necessary skill in our daily life; a speech, "How To Live

With Yourself" by Dr. Rober4 Banks, stresses the importance of the emo-

tional aspect in our life and how our daily cidjustments are highly affected

by how we listen to ourselves and another speech by Dr. Ralph Nichols,

h
"The Psychology Of Persuasion" , which emphasizes the importance of

"following through" in our listening which is one of the poorest listen-

ing habits of the American people.

This usually takes about four class periods and also allows the class

the opportunity to discuss with each other some of their own ideas

concerning the presentations. The group becomes more comfortable

with itself and more ready for the coming exercises.

Remind the class that words and sounds are only clues that are turned into

feelings and mental imagery that help us learn and understand; whether

in our personal or social life, our jobs or in the classroom.
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The things we will be studying in the listening classes are these clues;

how to recognize them and to use them to have better attention span, to

remember and comprehend and to be better organized people through better

listening. Much in life is lost to us because, we blame others for not

presenting themselves to us in a clear, concise way, when in reality,

we can educate ourselves to take initiative and responsibility to be

better listeners. To do this, we must know ourselves; therefore this

course will help each person if he learns nothing more than just what

his own poor and good listening habits are.
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LISTENING

A d.1n t.iii|Mil.-!li<(l Aimu'lc.'in [KKit Ii.i.m pii-tunnl Mdmuji coming down

from the mountain with not ten but eleven commandments, the "eleventh

commandment" being a single word: "Listen."

It is not enough that one's own inner voice
Make of one's life a lifelong monotone.
I, me, mine, to-for-because-of me, rejoice
A man but little, then less, less, and none.
What does he hear for news who has only heard
From his own island? It is a treasure of dust
On the wind when he unlocks his word-hoard.

Moses' commandment opens the world's mouth
To utter the memory of life. One listener
Is man multiplied, man taking in time's breath
To be in one body ancestor and heir.
He owes one duty thus: attention. Man
If he means to live shall hold his whole mind
At ready awake. With this the law began.

3o Moses brought the eleventh commandment down,
Knowing his will stir, his blood hasten
That the word be said aloud, the word be known,
That on it all men might take hold and fasten
On it, and hear it in all tongues: Listen.
He lifted the tablets up before them saying
The word that gave them all words: Listen.

Years ago Mrs . Menninger and I quoted from an unassuming essay

by a magazine writer because it was the clearest and most persuasive

account of this commandment I had ever read. After another quarter-

century I still think so, and propose to quote from it here even

more extensively than in our earlier book:

Who are the people, for example, to whom you go for advice?

Not to the hard, practical ones who can tell you exactly what to do,

but to the listeners; that is, the kindest, least censorious, least

bossy people that you know. It is because by pouring out your

problem to them, you then know what to do about it yourself.
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When we listen to people there is an alternating current, and

this recharges us so that we never get tired of each other. We

are constantly being re-created. Now there are brilliant people

who cannot listen much. They have no ingoing wires on their apparatus

They are entertaining but exhausting too. I think it is because these

lecturers, these brilliant performers, by not giving us a chance to

talk, do not let us express our thoughts and expand; and it is this

expressing and expanding that makes the little creative fountain

inside us begin to spring and cast up new thoughts and unexpected

laughter and wisdom. That is why, when someone has listened to you,

you go home rested and lighthearted. .

.

I discovered all this about three years ago, and truly it

made a revolutionary change in my life. Before that, when I went

to a party I would think anxiously: "Now try hard. Be lively. Say

bright things. Talk. Don't let down." And when tired, I would

have to drink a lot of coffee to keep this up.

But now before going to a party, I just tell myself to listen

with affection to anyone who talks to me, to be in their shoes when

they talk; to try to know them without my mind pressing against

theirs, or arguing, or changing the subject. No. My attitude is:

"Tell me more. This person is showing me his soul. It is a little

dry and meager and full of grinding talk just now, but presently he

will begin to think, not just automatically to talk. He will be

wonderfully alive."...
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Now why does it do them good? I have a kind of mystical

notion about this. I think it is only by expressing all that is

inside that purer and purer streams come. It is so in writing. You

are taught in school to put down on paper only the bright things.

Wrong. Pour out the dull things on paper too—you can tear them up

afterward—for only then do the bright ones come. If you hold back

the dull things, you are certain to hold back what is clear and

beautiful and true and lively. So it is with people who have not

been listened to in the right way—with affection and a kind of

jolly excitement. Their creative fountain has been blocked. Only

superficial talk comes out--what is prosy or gushing or merely nervous.

No one has called out of them, by wonderful listening, what is true

and alive.

Now how to listen? It is harder than you think. I don't be-

lieve in critical listening, for that only puts a person in a strait

jacket of hesitancy. He begins to choose his words solemnly or

primly. But creative listeners are those who want you to be reck-

lessly yourself, even at your very worst, even vituperative, bad-

tempered. They are mentally saying as you express these things: "Wheel

Hurrah! Good for you I" and they are laughing and just delighted

with any manifestation of yourself, bad or good. For true listeners

know that if you are bad-tempered it does not mean that you are always

so. They don't love you just when you are nice; they love all of you.
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.
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kind of ungenerous eavesdropper who mentally (or aloud) keeps saying

as you talk: "Bunk . . . Bunk . . . Hokum."

In order to learn to listen, here are some suggestions: Try

to learn tranquillity, to live in the present a part of the time

every day. Sometimes say to yourself: "Now. What is happening now?

This friend is talking. I am quiet. There is endless time. I hear

it, every word. " Then suddenly you begin to hear not only what

people are saying, but what they are trying to say, and you sense

the whole truth about them. And you sense existence, not piece-

meal, not this object and that, but as a translucent whole.

Then watch your- self-assertiveness . And give it up. Try

not to drink too many cocktails to get up that nervous pressure

that feels like energy and wit but may be neither. And remember

it is not enough just to will to listen to people. One must really

listen. Only then does the magic begin.

Sometimes people cannot listen because they think that

unless they are talking, they are socially of no account. There

are those women with an old-fashioned ballroom training which in-

sist there must be unceasing vivacity and gyrations of talk. But

this is really a strain on people.
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No. We should all know this: that listening, not talking, is

the gifted and great role, and the imaginative rale. And the true

listener is much more beloved, magnetic than the talker, and he is

more effective and learns more and does more good. And so try listen-

ing. Listen to your wife, your children, your friends; to those who love

you and those who don't.; to bho3c who bore you, bo your enemies. It will

work a small miraclu. And perhaps a great one.

1
An excerpt from the book VITAL BALANCE , by Dr. Karl Menninger, M.D.,

copyright 1963; publisher, Viking Press, New York, New York. It is re-

printed with the kind permission of the author.
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2

"Listening is Good Business", a record by Dr. Ralph Nichols,

copyright I960; publisher Edward M. Miller & Associates, Inc.,

5l8 McKay Tower, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

3
"How to Live with Yourself" a record by Dr. Murray Banks

,

copyright 19h>2; recorded by Murmil Associates; distributed by

Elmer E. Wood, P.O. Box 622, Springfield, Missouri.

h
"The Psychology of Persuasion", a record by Dr. Ralph

Nichols, copyright 1962; publisher Edward M. Miller & Associates,

Inc., 5l8 McKay Tower, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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PHASE I

EXERCISE 1.

Explain to the class that you are going to present a short series

of oounda Lo each person. Two oi' these sounds within Lho serjes are

the same, the others are different. The series should be read

rapidly, allowing the individual only about five or six seconds to

respond. If he does not, move on to the next person with the next

series . The numbers are not to be repeated by student or teacher.

We want to listen only for repeated "sounds" and not make an in-

tellectual task of same by repeating or thinking about the numbers.

Subtle feelings begin to creep in when practicing exercise of

"likeness and differences" and one almost unconsciously begins to

"feel" the difference. The process of this brings out various re-

actions from individuals; resistance to change comes out in forms

of "you're going too fast", "I can't think". The class experiences

some frustration but the teacher must not "bend" the directions as

the class is learning and quickly recognizes same. Fifteen to

twenty minutes of two or three class periods should be used for

this exercise. Exercise II should share the same class hour.

(The student should take responsibility for knowing when it is his

time to make a response. If he does not, skip him and go on to

the next person. Next time around he will most likely be more

alert. If the teacher reminds each person when it is his response

the teacher is unintentionally becoming a "crutch" in the develop-

ment of alertness which is vital to listening. )





6-8-2-9-5-8

14^3-7-8-7

3-9-6-1-3-2

h -5-9-1-3-1

9-6-7-1-2-1

1-1-2 -0-9-i

3-8-1-6-3-7

9-5-1-7-3-7

2-^-8-3-1-U

l-2-l|-8-9-2

7-3-1-8-2-7

1-^-2-7-8-14

26
PHASE I

EXERCISE 1.

Listening Readiness
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6-8-3-6-9-2

9-6-2 -U-8-9

5-7-8-U-8-9

U-3-9-2-7-3

7-9-6-U-7-5

8-9-U-2-3-9

8-5-14-9-3-8

^-8-6-7-1-2

8-6-5-7-9-8

6-U-7-1-5-6

8-U-8-1-3-5

3-8-2-2-1-7
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1-6-0-3-1-5-7

9-6-7-2-7-1-U-3

8-U-9-2-U-3-5-6

7-1-3-9-7-2-8-5

9-2-1-5-8-9-U-0-3

3 -9-6-3 -U-7 -5-8

2-£-7~l-£-94i-8-6

6-7-7-5-1-U-3-2

l_ 7_8-2-U-l-3-5-6

9-.U-l-6-l4.-8-S-7-0

7-U-3-1-0-3-2-5-6

6-1-2-2-9-8-U-5-3
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7-^-8-0-2 -U-3-]

6-1-3-9-U-9-8-7

1-3 -l-h-9-l-6-5-2

7-6-3-0-3-9-8-5-U

3-U-U-8-5-9-7-2-1

6-8-2-3-7-6-5-U-9

3-U-6-7-3-1-0-5

l-3_l-9-7-J.i-2-8-6

^-2-9-8-9-1-3-14

U-l-2-5-7-1-3-6

8-1-5-6-3-9-5-2-U-7

6-U-2-5-U-7-3-1-8
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l_84i-l-5-9-3-0-7

7-8-U-3-1-3-2-9-0

5-3-1-U-7-8-2-5

5-9-U-3-8-9-6-1

6-9-2-6-3 -7-U-8-0

2-U-3-9-U-8-7-6

6-0-6-1-2-5-9-8-3

9_l„2-U-7-2_-8-3-0

5-0-2-1-0-8-9-3-U

6-£-|, -0-9-5-8-2-1

14-9-5-9-8-1-3-7-0

9-U-3-U-7-2-8-1-0
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PHASE I

EXERCISE 2.

This exercise should be presented in the same manner as Exercise 1.

A series of :;ix words arc rapidly repeated bo the individual wj In

the idea that he is to recognize the one word whose initial sound

is different from the others. In some instances all of the words

in the sentence will begin with the same letter except one, in

other instances the entire series will begin with the same letter;

however, the initial combination sound is different. Alternate

these exercises back and forth with Exercise 1. We are again only

concentrating on likeness and differences of sound eliminating

the pictures or ideas behind the words.
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PHASE I

EXERCISE 2.

I.i.-i toning Read.I nran

mountain, moose, miss, mice NICE, mother

SALAD, shock, shook, show, shop, shoe

round, rasp, reach, ready, run, DIE

black, blame, blow, blue, BOY, bless

creative, cry, creep, CHAIR, crazy, create

bowling, beef, boil, ball, bite, DEER

sea, CRIME, sick, stew, simmer, simple

ocean, octapus, oxygen, office, EBONY, orange

fish, fly, fry, freeze, foam, ROAM

smoking, smog, smear, smack, SNORE, smooth

lineoleum, life, landing, lake, DUCK, leg
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lovely, lace, RACE, lavender, London, laundry

laboratory, love, DOVE, liberty, lemonade

Louisiana, lubricate, DUPLICATE, locate, lamp

larkspur, lever, laugh, BATH, licorice, limestone

Rome, radishes, radio, rumbling, LUMBERING, running

railroad, rascal, HASSLE, romantic, rotate, register

radical, MEDICAL, roller coaster, rooster, religion

remake, referee, rebound, FOUND, regress

remember, revolve, DISSOLVE, relate, redouble

reward, RUMBLING, regard, rebate, reclaim

donate, dainty, doctor, PROCTOR, doggone, dance

ENHANCE, dandy, digging, dusty, diamonds

Denver, diving, doughnuts, delicious, MALICIOUS, dirty

delightful, Delaware, SILVERWARE, delivery

delicate, DUPLICATE, designate delegate
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delate, delve, VALVE, delicious, delectable, delphinium

nowadays, nonsense, COMMON SENSE, newness, novelty

nodding, PRODDING, Nevada, notable, nutty

nifty, nighttime, RIGHT TIME, needle, New Jersey
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tomorrow, today, TIGHT, tonight, together-, toward

abandon, about, above, aboard, APPLY", abroad

anyhow, anybody, anyone, ANOTHER, anything, anyway

attempt, aster, astonish, EXCESS, ask, abstain

market, manual, matron, ROUGH, mayor, maybe

race, z'acket, reform, CONFORM, reconsider, recite

invoice, IRON, intense, invest, invade, invite

joy, jacket, jerk, jewel, jump, DUMP

.free, FOUR, frantic, frank, fragrant, fraction

core, coward, cover, convey, corset, BULGE

burlap, brown, brutal, broad, blow, SLOW
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diagram, dump, dam, denial, SENILE, dial

fancy, PHASE, fairy, fever, feint, feed

vein, virtue, vine, WINE, village, venison

hope, home, MOLE, hole, hoe, hose

passive, pastor, pastel, BASHFUL, passbook, passport

kangaroo, key, TEA, kidney, kick, kettle

gal low, SALLOW, gallon, gallant, galley, gallop

error, event, AVENGE, essence, erase, even

copy, cooperate, cord, GOURD, corpse, coin

pennies, IDEAS, penguin, pencil, pennant, penthouse

flatten, flatter, flee, BLEW, flip, flop

late, lame, land, PAIN, label, lady
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SNEAK, steal, step, strum, stroke, stop

aspirin, act, achieve, answer, CAP, astray

coin, content, coat, PHONE, counter, contain

VARIATION, further, fire, flee, flame, fly

STACK, pop, place, pan, page, pour

lathe, LISP, lamp, lack, lawn, ladder

hand, hair, head, NEWS, hot, high

OXYGEN, increase, income, island, insure, ice

box, Bob, board, boat, DOG, beny

milk, mouse, man, HEN, mail, move

grape, gang, CARD, grouse, grow, group

apron, CANTALOUPE, apple, anchor, after, away
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sugar, sidewalk, sneeze, NONSENSE, signal, singer

tractor, trader, BLUEPRINT, track, trail, trick

post, pasture, paper, YESTERDAY, pencil, peppermint

bolt, WALLPAPER, butterscotch, button, boast, beat

WATER, memory, make, marble, milk, matter

bubble, bust, boil, ball, THREAD, boulder

calendar, candle, comb, ERASER, cough, cloud

channel, COLD, church, chase, chair, choice

divan, door, BLACK, dope, dumb, dump

smoke, SUPPLIES, smother, smog, smear, smell

garden, greeting, MEDICINE, green, ghost, goal

GRANGE, ride, range, rave, read, rip
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jumper, justice, Jericho, joke, KIPPER, Jaquar

house, hurrying, horseback, PLUM, helicopter

Mildred, mountains, NORTH POLE, marmalade, memory

wedding, William, HUMOROUS, Wednesday

wagging, HUMBLE, witch hazel, work

favorite, friendly, VOICE, fancy, Florida

fearless, VINCENT, fog, fact, found

flying, flower, Flipper, FOLKSONG, flounder

Florence, flat, FROG, Flander, flapper

pattycake, perfume, positive, BORROW, pineapple

pretty, Pennsylvania, BASEBALL, packed, peaches

Goorg i a , glnge rbrond , J UDG E ,
glad ,

gabby

give, gentleman, get, JOSEPH, glamour, golf

grabby, gridiron, gristle, grubby, DRUM, growing, grain

groggy, gramaphone, DRAINBOARD, greeting, griddlecakes , green

butterfly, bread, beautiful, DUTY, boldly, beetle, Boston

boundary, baggage, bus, DUST, boss, Baltimore, buffalo
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;xkkc i:;k i.

At this point it is interesting to present non-verbal sounds that allow

the individual to experience likeness and differences . Non-verbal

exercises can be composed on tapes which are of the same nature but pre-

sent definitely one sound that is different. For example: One might

present the sound of four bells in a row. Three of the sounds would

come from the same size bell but the fourth sound would be a different

shape bell which would give a different tone. The class is to quickly

recognize which in the series is different. Other sounds can be taped

such as four glass tumblers; three large ones and a small one. The

sound can be created by tapping each tumbler with a spoon. A series of

notes from a piano could be used; three similar sounds from motors and

one different; and any other sounds that the teacher might make up from

the immediate environment.
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EXERCISE )j

In this exercise the emphasis is still likeness and differences of sound

but we are now adding difference in ideas . A series of five words

are presented. Four of the words belong in the same "family idea",

one is different. We also begin to add a little mental imagery. In

the first series: Coat, hat, boots, apple, gloves, one can"see" or

'Yeel" that coat, hat, boots, and gloves are from an entirely different

idea than the apple. One can receive a s ens uovs clue of tasting the

apple, whereas, the coat, hat, boots, and gloves would be rather dis-

tasteful. Instruct the students to try to visualize in their own ways,

each of the words as they are read aloud. Again, do not allow the in-

dividuals to pause or have time to "figure out" the answer.
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PHASE I

Listening Readiness

KXKKCir.K )|.

i. coat, fiat, bouts, APPLE, gloves

2. auto, airplane, RAKE, bicycle, truck

3. newspaper, TV, telephone, GOOD EARTH, telegram

U. red, blue, green, ORCHARD, yellow

5. rain, sea, ocean, GOLF, Pacific

6. banana, orange, date, pineapple, GRASS

7. tree, branch, GROUND, limb, twig

8. knife, spoon, fork, CUP, eggbeater

9. wind, storm, SUNSHINE, hail, snow

10. BUILDING, dog, cat, mule, rabbit

11. OUTDOORS, building, room, floor, window

12. whale, crab, COW, shrimp, squid

13. grandfather clock, RING, wrist watch, stop watch, kitchen clock

111. shot put, broad jump, high jump, hurdle, BALL

1$. FOLDER, Magazine, newspaper, book, catalog
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16. Kansas, Missouri, Virginia, CANADA, Montana

17. hamburger, steak, PORK, chuck roast, roast beef

18. oval, square, triangle, PRINT, round

19. OIL, nail, hammer, saw, wood

20. boat, canoe, SAIL PLANE, raft

21. book, pamphlet, GRAPE, newspaper

22. sparrow, robin, woodpecker, ZEBRA

23. spacecraft, SUBMARINE, glider, jet

2)4. England, MEXICO, France, Spain

25. Sheppard, Glenn, NIXON, Collins

26. Liberty Bell, NINA, Friendship 7, Gemini 11

27. pencil, PIN CUSHION, pen, crayon

28. cottonwood, spruce, elm, HOLLYHOCK

29. milk, CANTALOUPE, coffee, buttermilk, coke

30. mailman, postoffice, mailbox, BUFFALO, letter

31. knee, wrist, EAR, ankle, elbow
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32. jelly, PANCAKES, syrup, butter, jam

33. REFRIGERATOR, steel, wood, marble, concrete

3iu think, wonder, WALK, worry, plan

35. shovel, broom, rake, WHEELBARROW, hoe

36. morning, DINNER BELL, sunrise, dawn, sun up

37. CABBAGE, cake, biscuits, bread, muffins

38. sneeze, cough, chuckle, TRIP, hiccough

39- GREEN, ahead, up, sideways, back, around

hO. AROMATIC, acrobat, actor, ballerina, artist

Ul. laugh, giggle, guffaw, GROWL, chuckle

h? • mink, muskrat, POLE, mole, polecat

U3. mashed, PICKLED, hashed browns, French fried, baked

kh* LIFE JACKET, outrigger, raft, surf board, canoe

U5« potato chips, hot dogs, pickles, PUMPKIN, potato salad

U6. sweltering, sweating, shivering, SHADOWY, shaking

U7. TUESDAY, tired, tense, hungry, happy
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U8. valley, canyon, HILL, gulch, hollow

h9. labrador, COLLIC, collie, cocker, shepherd

50. shout, yell, call, SQUASH, speak

5>1. Miami, Milwaukee, MARCH, Minneapolis, Madison

52. S.O.S., Titantic, lifeboat, RADAR, raft

53. clap, SING, rap, rub, pat

5>l4. skiing, sledding, skating, toboganning, TOBACCO

55. fur, FOX, feathers, hair, scales

56. FAT, fire, furnace, fireplace, flame

57. wrinkled, rough, TOUGH, smooth, creased

58. sweet, TENDER, salty, bitter, buttery

59. smell, sight, SHORT, taste, touch

60. white caps, whipped cream, glacier, FREEZING, snow capped

61. diapers, bottles, FORMULA, shirts, blankets

62. STOCKINGS, sandals, boots, rubbers, shoes

63. milk, yogurt, EGGS, ice cream, cottage cheese
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PHASE I

EXERCISE 5.

Tapes with non-verbal sounds. For this series of non-verbal sounds

llirnn or Tour- <l 1 f'fn ith I, ob.1nct.fl 1,1ml "mil nminri nan bn lupnd. I-W

instance: the sound of three typewriters, in succession, plus perhaps

the sound of an adding machine; three chords on the piano plus another

instrument; a series of automobile motor sounds with a motorcycle in-

volved and three bells and a buzzer. These sounds within the series

should be intermingled so that the individual will have to quickly

pick out the "pictured sound" that is different from the others.





PHASE I
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EXERCISE 6,

In this oxercioo we are aguin din Linguibhing likuneas <uid differences,

using mental imagery, sensory clues, but now we are adding the pro-

cess of re-aligning words into a proper sequence or whole logical idea.

For instance; the first exercise, properly read, would be soil, then the

seed, then the plant, then the vegetable. This series of ideas should

be read out of order and the individual's task is to re-align the words

in a proper sequence or logical idea. If one person misses the idea

then the group should help out in re-aligning the sequence.
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PHASE I

EXERCISE 6.

Listening Readiness

soil shower sun

seed dress clouds

plant breakfast storm

vegetable work rainbow

foundation red bat

walls white ball

roofs blue men

house flag game

second bicycle

minute car

hour airplane

day rockets hip

newspaper infant

telephone toodler

radio teenager

television adult

Marco Polo

Christopher Columbus

Charles Lindberg

John Glenn

Nixon

Johnson

Kennedy

Eisenhower
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walk

trot

canter

run

mound

rock

hill

mountain

wire

current

electricity

light

morning

noon

evening

night

tackle

pole

water

fish

ingredients

pan

heat

cake

shower

s have

tie your shoe

eat breakfast

go to work

write letter

put in envelope

stamp

mail

egg

drop

splatter!

anger

gift

open

surprise

!

boy runs

boy trips

boy yells

Candidate

Election

Congressman
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dog

puddle

muddy

key in lock

key turned

door locked

Spring break

May exams

Summer vacation

pop popcorn

pour on syrup

form into ball;;

pop corn balls i

baby

ball

happy

alarm goes off

springs creak

feet hit floor

whistle blows

gang plank goes up

ship casts off

ship saj In away

buy a balloon

take a deep breath

blow hard

balloon bursts I

happy

smile

laugh

recess bell

marching feet

playground noises

wait in line

buy a ticket

find the gate

check the ticket

board the plane

plane takes off

puddles

fast car

splashedl

nest

egg

bird

eggs

egg beater

scrambled eggs

match

fire

smoke
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clearing

rainbow

pink

rose

red

crimson

heat

wind

tornado

key

ignition

start

rain

flooding

damage

price

pay

own

contest

win

prize

baby

Wtit

cry

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

mauve

lavender

purple

smell

taste

chew

swallow

money

count

bank
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skiing music dive

fall hear splash

crutches sing swim

check test thirsty-

cashed grade bottle

money pass open

drink
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1. Wednesday, Sunday, Tuesday, Saturday, Monday

2. Saturday, Wednesday, Monday, Sunday, Thursday

3- Thursday, Sunday, Monday, Friday, Saturday

U. Tuesday morning, Friday morning, Monday afternoon

5. Saturday noon, Wednesday night, Friday morning

6. Sunday afternoon, Tuesday morning, Thursday noon

7. Sunday morning, Wednesday afternoon, Sunday night, Saturday noon

8. Tuesday night, Friday noon, Wednesday morning, Tuesday afternoon

9. Friday night, Thursday afternoon, Monday noon, Monday morning





PHASE I

EXERCISE 7.

Taped non-verbal sound sequences to be re-aligned for a logical idea.

Tapes can be made of non-verbal sounds involving i\ task. For example:

the telephone rings, it- i:; taken 1'rom the cradle, someone says "hello",

then there should be a "goodbye" and the instrument is replaced in its

cradle. Remember, however, that these sounds should be taped out of

sequence so that the individual can re-align them into a proper sequence

Opening a car door, fastening the seat belts, placing the key in the

ignition, starting the motor could also be re-aligned in a logical

sequence. Stress heavily the importance of mental imagery as well as

other sensory clues. Note: It is easy if one looks around within

their facility to find many series of sounds that are used every day

that are much ignored in our environment.
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kxki«;i:;k 8.

In this exercise, which is quite exaggerated, we are beginning to

learn how one can form vivid mental pictures to help remember and

recall. Our whole culture and educational system is much involved

in teaching rote memory forgetting the fact that we are a total person

and can use many ways of learning and remembering besides memorization.

The simple sentences and short paragraphs in this exercise are very

vividly presented with many colorful "feeling" words. The teacher

should instruct the group that they should listen and feel all the

words as they are read then attempt to tell back the story that is

presented totally from their mental imagery. The adventitiously

blind individual will have no difficulty with his visual imagery and

the congenitally blind individual will have his own way of "feeling"

and "seeing" the word picture. After the group or an individual has

described his "word picture" and has missed some of the picturesque

sensuous words the instructor should bring these forth to the group

showing them how each word and each part of the sentence or paragraph

can be "felt".
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EXERCISE 8.

Listening Readiness

1. In January, Jim started for Jamaica in an outrigger canoe

with a crimson sail, and a life boat tied behind, which

was full of beer cans and pretzels

.

2. Betty's Badminton Club meets Tuesday upstairs over the

billiard hall, following which they stop at the Pancake

Palace for blueberry waffles

.

3. Marion and Margaret motored through Maryland Monday morn-

ing, finding Marion's missing muff in a museum in Mercer-

ville, where the manager served them muffins and marmalade.

U. Donovan's sold dandy doughnuts every day, Davey discovered,

denouncing the doughy doughnuts at Dick's on Drexel Street.

5. The nettles outside the Nicholson farm at Napperville,

Nevada, were not as tall as the ones at the Knickerbockers

'

nine miles north of Nevada City.

6. Wally watered the hollyhocks while he wondered if Wilson

and Wilkins were really the names of the winners, or

whether they were Wendy and William Wax.

7. "No," said Cathjj "cocker spaniels couldn't come because

only cats of a special color were to be allowed."
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8. Otto's otter was named Ophelia Olson after his wife; her otter

was named Otto Olson after him; but the otters called each

other "Offie" and "Ott."

9. At the Atkinson affair, Amy and Al ate apples and apricots

in the Atkinson orchard, asking one another why they had come

to such a dull doings.

10. "Hurry, honey!" Harry hollered to Harriet as he held the heavy

hot house plant in one hand while hanging on to the halyard

with the other to hold the bucking ship straight into the wind.

11. Uncle slowly opened the envelope enjoying the suspense he

caused Imogene and Imelda who were anxious for news of the

iodine shipment from Ithaca and Utica.

12. Badly bruised, Bert crawled from the wreck of his Bantam

Badger, determined to fly to the Balkans if he wrecked a

dozen planes to do it.

13. "Pardon me, please. But do you have a ticket for Paris,

Polynesia, Port Sieb and Portugal? If so, please permit me

to take your picture for the paper."

III. When Uncle Jiminy jumped off the porch where he was repairing

the jiggling jalousies he landed in the Juniper Beans, smashing

them. Aunt Josey told him to jump in the iris next time, since

they're finished blooming; then she drove him with his broken
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where Kurt and Ken had hoped to try out their new Karate

tricks, and consider how best to win the Colorado Cross

County Relays starting in Kindycook on the 22nd.

16. Dave pushed through a tangle of bushes and branches .. .and

stopped shortl There... in a small opening, no larger than

his kitchen at home... there stood a roller coaster carl

Here in heavy forest... a good fifteen miles from the near-

est town! Bright blue with chipped gold paint... the red

plastic cushions peaking from heaps of last Fall's leaves.

Slowly, Dave walked toward the strange sight. What in the

world would a roller coaster car be doing HERE?

17. Pete kept his balance on the bucking houseboat by hanging

on to the deck railing with one hand while the others kept

the downpour from his eyes as he searched the lake for Ken's

power launch. The wind was still rising. Out here, so far

from shore, there was no protection at all for a lumbering

houseboat. Could any boat as large as this hold its anchor

in a blow like this? Pete cursed the toss that kept him

here while Ken and Mort took the big launch into town for

supplies. One of them, they'll decided, should stay with

the S. S. Marigold so that casual boaters wouldn't board

her to sightsee and, maybe, vandalize. He, Pete, had won
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the toss and gone back to his bunk, relishing the prospect of

looping late. The wind struck suddenly on the port side,

throwing him from his bunk. His left shoulder still hurt... it

was hard to move that arm even to shade his eyes. He was

cold and wet. The life jacket he'd buckled over the old rain

coat he found, matted the cold rubber of the coat to his back.

His whole arm was throbbing now. . .not just the shoulder. Maybt

he should find a dish towel and make a sling. "Better get

inside", he told himself .. ."Maybe plug in the electric coffee

pot..." The wind paused for a second, as if getting its

breath for a giant blow. Pete pulled a cabin door open,

ducked inside, and pulled it shut, just as the gale struck,

almost turning the houseboat on its side. Pete hung on the

door knob as the boat reeled and dipped and wallowed. . .Pete

chanted what was becoming almost a prayer for him. . . "Mar ce—

gold! Hold! Hold! Hold!"

18. The competing race cars thundered around the race track as

his crew buckled Bill's seat belts. Jack signaled the tires

were OK. Bill revved the motor. The white flag came down.

Bill roared out on the track.

19. On a cold wet day when you've waited a half hour for the bus,

the finest thing to come home to is the smell of home made

doughnuts

.





20. All afternoon, when the temperature had stayed at 98 degrees,

George thought only of a fast drive home, ripping off his

clothes , and standing under a cool shower. It was 20 after 5,

when he raced upstairs pulling off his tie. There was a note

from his wife pinned to the bathroom door. It said: "Honey. .

.

The washing machine broke. I called the plumber. He turned

off the water to fix the machine. He needs a part of some

kind which he will bring tomorrow morning. Then he'll turn

the water back on. I'm across the alley at McHenry's, sitting

under their hose. Love, Jenny."

21. The morning was so still, Andy's skates sounded like silver

knives carving lines in the ice. There was no wind, just a

heavy, deep, cold. The steel runners slid through the silence,

leaving an echo so brittle, it shattered into a hundred high

notes played on n fine violin.

22. The last thing in the world Doug wanted was to try a new

food, and here he was .. .trapped in this walk-up apartment in

New York with people he didn't know, all of them speaking

Hungarian! They were insisting he eat with them. They

smiled at his protests and pressed him down in his chair by

the table. The dark girl was dishing up a huge bowl of

thick white soup... He'd never been trapped like this. He

took a slow spoonful, expecting the worst, but... what was

this? It... it tasted Taint ly... of— of his favorite vegetable.

CUCUMBERS! It was Cucumber soup!
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Non-verbal word pictures can be created by presenting various parts

of The Grand Canyon Suite . The instructor should prepare the students

by telling them to try to close out all word pictures, let their

fantasies run loose, and from the feelings they experience while they

listen to the music recall some kind of story. The task is not to make

up a story but to merely describe in words the feelings that emerged

while listening to the music. Do not tell the students the name of the

music or the piece that you are playing. Starting with "Cloudburst"

sequence, which seems to be the most vivid of all The Grand Canyon pieces,

each member of the group will come out with his own word story created

from his feelings. Every member of the group should have the opportunity

to express what he felt. The story does not have to have a beginning

or an end but merely to describe what he felt and what he saw while the

music was playing. Group discussion will emerge and other pieces from

the same Suite can be played and experienced. The teacher should keep

the group as informal and non-didactical as possible.

At this point "background music" is mentioned. In every day listening

"background music" can tell us much that actual words do not reveal. In

this exercise "background" tells us all. Also we begin to include into

our discussions our "emotional filters". During group discussion of

the music the teacher will readily see that each member projects him-

self and his own past experiences into the music. The "emotional filter"

is constantly at work in our interpretation of experience. With a more

sensitive group the teacher can bring out each persons own projection from

his "emotional filter". If one can learn to understand the influence his

'emotional filters" have on his interpretations he can learn to be more ob-

jective and comprehension will improve.
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EXERCISE 10.

Now that we have spent some time discussing and experiencing emotional

filters, mental imagery, background music, and likeness and differences

we are ready to begin to concentrate on "tuning in" and learning to

discard or overlook words that are not pertinent to facts that we are

listening for. Much time is wasted in listening and trying to remember

all the words that are spoken rather than tuning in for the ideas that

we are most interested in. The old foursome of who, what, when and where

begin to play an important part in our lessons. The sentences or short

paragraphs are to be read to the group informing them ahead of time

that they are only to listen to one of the foursome. For example, we

would start with the "whose". You would read sentence one asking the

group to tune into only the "whose" in the sentence. Each person in

your group should have the opportunity at one sentence or paragraph

and remembering rapidly only the "whose" in that sentence or paragraph.

After going through the ten sentences tuning in only to the "whose", then

again go through the sentences asking the group to tune out everything

but the "what". Continue this procedure until you have read the sen-

tences and the paragraphs four different times asking for either the

who, the what, the when or the where. Any four of these, at any one time,

become the important tuning in element. When people attempt to listen

for facts rather than ideas one comes out with exactly that, a few

facts but nothing that can be put together to form a whole. After tuning

in for each of the previously mentioned things, these ideas can be placed

together to form the whole meaning of the sentence or paragraphs.
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EXERCISE 10.

Listening Readiness

Who, What, When, Where

1. After Church last Sunday, Will drove to Kansas City, had

lunch at a drive-in, then went to a movie about two

o'clock.

2. Margaret and Jane skipped lunch on Friday to shop for shoes.

By 12 :30 they had been to three stores without finding any

shoes they liked. Then they went back to the office.

3. Ed took a bus to Denver for his vacation last summer. He

stayed with his brother for two weeks. They did a lot of

fishing in the mountains. Ed had a wonderful Lime before he

came back to Topeka.

k» Pete and Bob loved to water ski. All winter they worked in

their basement, refinishing their water skis. Last Sunday

they tried them at Lake Shawnee. The skis were perfect; the

day was perfect; but after two hours of skiing, the boys were

tired.

5. John left his house at 5:30 every morning because he had a

newspaper route. One winter morning when the snow was deep,

he left at 5:00 o'clock and was finished in time for school

at 8:30. The route manager said John was the only boy on the

northside of town to finish his route that morning.
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6. Alice and Shirley had lunch together yesterday. They ate

at a coffee shop at one o'clock, then shopped for towels and

pillow cases. At three, Alice had a dental appointment.

Shirley went to the Public Library and read until it was

time to pick Alice up and go home.

7. Andy and Bob were roommates at school. Andy worked part

time at the filling station evenings and Saturdays. Bob was

a stock boy in a hardware store, a large hardware store.

They both worked very hard and spent every spare moment,

studying. They both had good grades, but Bob's were the

best.

8. Bill and Chris loved to bowl, hunt and fish. Chris liked

to swim and ski, while Bill preferred surf boards and water

skis. They both enjoyed basketball at the Y, and volley

ball, too. Chris was better at tennis. Because of his job

he didn't get much time to play any of the sports he loved.

His friend did, though, because he started work at five

each morning, and finished by one o'clock.

9. Tom and Diane went to the grocery store last Saturday.

Diane bought milk, eggs, cheese, meat and apples. Tom

bought rolls, bread, breakfast food, beans, squash and

ice cream. Together they bought oranges , grapes and

two pies

.





10. Amy planned to take Fred and Dan to the dentist on Saturday

morning. She had an appointment for them. But Friday night

Dan tripped on the back steps and had to have three stitches

taken in his chin, and Saturday morning, Fred woke up with a

very sore throat. So she had to cancel the appointment.
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EXERCISE 11.

Again we are dealing with the who, what, when and where; however, in

these sentences ask the individual to listen for all four of these

at the same tjme. For example, they should quickly listen to the

first sentence then be able to identify the who, the what, the where

and the when without difficulty.
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Lin tening Readiness

Who, What, When, Where

1. Aunt Gertrude's brother Joe works Tuesdays at the car wash.

2. Wednesday's in September, the Ladies Club eats waffles.

3. Leroy's car is blue inside and smells of hair oil.

U. Frank Jacobs wrote from Fresno that he was going prospecting

and salmon fishing.

5. Barbara's baby has a blue bonnet and booties, and a brown

toddle toy.

6. Two senators and a salesman stopped for lunch in Salina and

ate salami sandwiches and salad.

7. Bob's bowling club tied the league and won the district at

Dodge in December.

8. Fried wall-eyed pike and nweet potatoes were Charlie's

choice for Bill's breakfast.

9. Terry's tantrum threw the cafeteria in an uproar Tuesday

during tea.

10. Andy's animal crackers were accidentally mixed with the

gum drops and jelly beans by Uncle Igor.
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11. "It's all quite remarkable," the doctor said, "that a man

Mfitt'n •iK'- could rn.'irv.i fM • to muffle hi:; rrnuiq >: ; all Monday."

12. If the wind blows hard during October, 1 shall wilte thret

letters to the governor, and make a blueberry pie.
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Prior to this exercise our sentences and paragraphs have dealt with

general information and atmospheric listening. Beginning with this

exercise we will begin to work with directions and orientation to time

and space. In this introductory exercise of remembering directions,

the sentences are to be read and the individual is instructed to use

his mental imagery as he listens and to repeat the directions that

he has heard. Also, pay attention to the who, the what, the where and

the when. Each individual may not successfully remember all the pertin-

ent ideas within the directions ; however, do not dwell too long because

we are not interested in memorizing directions. We are beginning to test

out some of the concepts that we previously have worked with. Mental

imagery gained from the clue words should help in memory.

Remember the individual is to repeat, in his own words, the "listened

for" ideas and is not to try and repeat each word verbatim.
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EXERCISE 12.
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1. The telephone book is in the top drawer of the desk, to the

right of the door.

2. The appointment is for two o'clock on the tenth, at Doctor

Kilroy's office.

3. John's office is the third door on the right side of this

hallway. Just rap. He's waiting for you.

U. If you turn right at the next corner, and go two blocks,
you'll be on Gage Avenue.

$. To make coffee in this pot, just fill it, hall full of water,

put four tablespoons of coffee into the basket thing at top,

put on the cover, plug it in and wait.

6. The hammer and nails are across the room in the cabinet to

the left, in the third drawer down. The nails are in a little
box.

7. After you hang up your coat, cross the hall to the stairway.
At the bottom of the stairway, turn left down the ramp.
Wo ' I I be j n the end room.

8. In the top drawer of the desk to the right of the door,
you'll find the telephone book.

9. To get to the Library from here, walk three blocks straight
ahead, turn left across the street for four blocks. Then
cross the street to your right, and you're there.

10. The fence is on the other side of the driveway, across from
the house. Half way along the fence, by the pine tree, there
is a gate, leading to the alley. Go through that and turn
right, about 1/2 block.

11. If you hold the ruler in your left hand, the pencil in your
right, and line the paper up parallel with the edge of the
table, then you can draw the line you wish.

12. To tie a square knot, hold a piece of rope in each hand.
Then twist the right hand rope over the left, then the left
hand rope over the right, and pull.

13. The stairway is half-way down the hall to the left. When
you get to the top of the stairs, turn Left again, and walk
about twenty J'eet. It's the third door on your right. Just
go in. There are chairs on both sides of the door where
you can wait. When you open the door a bell rings. The nurse
will come as soon as she can.
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l)i. Ank Uio rlrivnr If it'n Win Hunl.oon bus. That's tho one you
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It'H ttu'fae blocks straigiiL ahead, and one bLock Left.

1$. Ask for Art Martin in the shoe department, and tell him
you're a friend of mine. He'll go with you through the shoe
department, to the hallway running left to David Radford's
office at the end.

16. About fifty feet along this sidewalk, there is a stairway
leading down on your right. It goes down to the park. If

you take the path to your left at the foot of the stairway,
it will lead you around to the west, past the little lake
where the ducks are quacking on your right, through the
hedge, to the sidewalk on Sixth. Turn right and walk a half
block to the corner. That's the corner the bus stops at.
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EXERCISE I}.

This exercise deals with directions and sound stories. At this point

in training each individual should be quite familiar with the facility

or building where the classes are conducted. It is interesting to take

a portable tape recorder and work from the front door of the building

to the very back door of the building taping each and every sound from

the building in their sequence. Replaying this in the classroom the

individual is able to form a picture from the non-verbal sound clues

that will fit his own knowledge of physical orientation to the building.

After taping the entire sequence go back and play some of the sound clues

(out of sequence) asking the group to identify where they would be in

the building at this one point of sound. As we well know sometimes

non-verbal sound clues alone are the only way we have of reorienting

ourselves in our environment. These sound stories can be taped in

other places also. For instance, taping sounds of a restaurant from

the front door, through the building, back by the cash register and

on), the door; sequential noundn from an airport., .sequent,.'! a 1 sounds

from the door of a dentist's office into his working office, sequential

sounds boarding a bus and departing and many others that can be taped

from the community. After the sound stories have been played to the

group they should have the opportunity to form verbal stories of what

the sound has told them. Then isolated sounds chosen from the sequential

sounds within the story should be replayed so that the individuals may

have the opportunity to discover where they are from the isolated clues

within the total sound story.
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EXERCISE Hi.

Thin In n fjroup tank of llntonintf to directions and or: tabid .thing ln>w

one l.M able to u;i<- those ill root ions l.o arrive at. a pa rtieu la r point.

The group should be instructed to spend a few moments in silence and

each are to choose one particular point within the buildings or on

the campus grounds that would be familiar with everyone in the group.

He is then to repeat the directions to this particular point without

divulging the name of the destination. From the directions the rest

of the group in to Linton and with their mental imagery they are to

try and follow the directions and end up in the proper place. This

is a test not only of the individual's ability to verbally give dir-

ections to a familiar place but also a test of the group to be able to

use his mental imagery well enough to arrive at the proper destination.

The teacher also lias a task in this lesson. After each student has had

the opportunity to give hi a own directions and the group has had the

opportunity to respond, the teacher should then choose a particular

destination and ask various members of the group to repeat how they

would give directions to arrive at this point. It is sound learning

theory to believe that if one is not able to verbally attach the pro-

per words to proper physical movements and directions, he does not

himself thoroughly understand the concept well enough to use directions

that have been given to him. Many visually impaired people simply learn

to move from one place to another by the "hunt and peck system" without

ever really attaching sound concept which can be later transferred to

new physical surroundings. These should be verbal and physically

oriented clues and not tactile clues. We have discovered that many

totally blind people, particularly a congenitally blind individual,





when asked to give directions to a familiar point will give tactile

directions rather than something that could be applied visually or

physically to the environment. Is it any wonder then that many blind

people are unable to take directions from a sighted individual in an

unfamiliar area and turn it into a practical use? For instance, in

a public building one person might relate "two doors to the right".

If the blind individual has a tendency to want to give others directions

such as "go out the do or1

} "feel your way along the wall", "find the first

door" then "move to the second door", then he would have difficulty

in actually turning the first direction into something of practical

us e

.
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EXERCISE L5

Listening Readiness

ATMOSPHERICS: WORK "CLUES" TO PERSONALITIES:

THE WAY A PERSON TALKS, THE WORDS HE USES, HIS SPEECH MANNERS AND
MANNERISMS VERY OFTEN TELL YOU QUITE A BIT ABOUT THE PERSON. IT IS

ALWAYS WISE TO HAVE ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE BEFORE MAKING A JUDGMENT, BUT
IN NEW CONTACTS, TEMPORARY JUDGMENTS CAN BE MADE. USUALLY, Tilt,

SPEAKER PS UNAWARE OF THESE PHRASES.

HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES. NO DOUBT YOU CAN THINK OF A DOZEN MORE.
THE STUDENTS MAY WANT TO START LISTENING FOR CLUES TO PERSONALITIES
THROUGH SPEECH. IT SHOULD BE REMEMBERED THAT A "CLUE" MAY, OR MAY
NOT, BE A PART OF LARGER WHOLE. IF THE CLUE HELPS YOU TO "GET ON"
WITH SOMEONE, THAT'S ITS ONLY VALUE. PEOPLE WHO USE VERBAL CRUTCHES,
OFTEN HAVE DEEPER PROBLEMS NOT SOLVED BY SURFACE JUDGMENTS.

1. "As I always say..."

2. "Now, let me tell you "

1. "What for?"

"In just a minute..."

Speaker may be lazy thinker,
finding it easier to repeat
past experience than attempt
to meet new experience with
new idea:;. The things people
"always" say can be dull,
boring, and are rarely helpful.

A variation on #1. In many
cases, a person of limited ex-
perience builds his own ego by
developing an "oracle aura" and
assuming that, whatever he says
is Right, and Cannot Be Questioned.

When n plan is underway and
someone says "what for?" it

can be an honest lack of under-
standing of what is going on.

Some people use repeated "What
fors?" to gain attention and
to block, if only momentarily,
a going project to which they
cannot contribute.

The perpetually tardy may just
be disorganized and unable to
get anywhere on time. Or it
may be an attention getting
device. . .keeping a group wait-
ing may give such a person a
feeling of importance.
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5. "Y'know what I think? I think..." Many people have positive
opinions on Everything. These
are ol'lcn Ml.at.otl w.l l.hout, much
though!., or undor-slamling of
the feelings ol others. Shallow
thinkers who are energetic people
can often demonstrate the same
amount of enthusiasm for a new
paper clip, as for the UN-
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Li:; Lening Readiness

ATMOSPHERICS: THE NONVERBAL SIDE OF PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS.

REFERENCE: ARE YOU LISTENING ?, NICHOLS, R. G., AND STEVENS, L. A.

MCGRAW HILL, P. $9

FREUD: "Self betrayal oozes from our pores."

GARDNER: "Voices betray other thoughts and emotions. The average
man has not trained his ears to the fine nuances of sound
so that he can appreciate these tilings. Animals have this
ability. Your dog with his delicately atuned ears, can
tell so much about your emotions and thoughts from the
simple sound of your voice that if he could speak and tell
you what he has learned you'd be astounded."

ATMOSPHERIC EXAMPLES IN LANGUAGE: The use of the word "Oh" can mean
any one of the following:

"You surprised me!"

"I made a mistake."

"You're a pain in the neck."

"You make me happy."

"I'm bored."

"I'm fascinated.

"

"I understand." (NICHOLS, PAGE 6l)

IN HOW MANY DIFFERENT WAYS CAN MANY OF THE ORDINARY PHRASES USED
EVERY DAY BE EXPRESSED? USE THE FOLLOWING AS EXAMPLES (THERE ARE
MANY SUCH PHRASES) :

Hi!

Hello!
Good Morning!
How are you?
Well, it's been a long time.
See you around.
Goodbye

.

What's new?

CAN THESE EXAMPLES EACH BE USED TO EXPRESS THE FOLLOWING?

Happiness
Excitement
Boredom
Dread
Embarrassment
Sadness
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EXERCISE 17.

Listening Readiness

IN ADDITION TO THE CUE WORDS AND PHRASES, WHAT OTHER WORDS, PHRASES,
SOUNDS, GIVE CLUES OF IMPORTANCE IN HUMAN COMMUNICATION? (THE IN-

STRUCTOR MAY WISH TO BRING OUT SUCH SOUND CLUES BY DISCUSSION.) HERE
ARE A FEW EXAMPLES:

1. "Yeah, well that may be, but. Chances are the speaker has an
opposing view point, and didn't
bother to listen to what you said
because his mind was made up. Then
again, some people use this phrase
often because their personality
status is heightened by even casual
disagreement, or, by disagreeing,
they never have to accept any of the

responsibility for the final agreed-
upon action.

2. "Don't look at I didn't do it." This attitude, if not the words, con-
tinues beyond childhood. Some people
feel they are being blamed for some-
thing in even casual situations. For
people who cannot handle even the
guilt of small mistakes, their de-
fenses may be so high that they use
this or a similar phrase, whenever the
other speaker is emotionally involved
in something he is discussing; it need
have no implications for the respondee.

3. "Whadd.i ya know?" This question often follows a greeting.
It can mean a casual interest in what
you are doing. Some people thrust the
words at you to keep you talking, so
that they do not have to trouble them-
selves to speak; or to put you on the

defensive. Whatever you say, is... like
a tennis ball. . .immediately batted
back into your court for you to deal
with. This is a game, a battle, not
communication.

"Yes, well.. He hasn't been listening to you; he

does not want to be involved in any
way with what you are saying; he

is abstracted, in a hurry, etc.
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5>. "I don't really care; what do you Sometimes, just a lack of interest;
want to do?" sometimes, exhaustion; sometimes

the speaker is not strong enough
bo accept the responsibility of

making a decision for bowling, for

a walk, etc. He wants to know what
you want to do, before revealing him-

self. If he speaks first, you may
disagree, and he cannot stand dis-
agreement .
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EXERCISE 18.

The following exercise does not only contain information but are also

highly emotional laden. In lho.se paragraphs it. i.s very important t.o

understand emotions that lay behind the words. Very often a person

betrays a true meaning through the "background music" of his words.

The teacher can read the following paragraphs or have them taped fully

utilizing the emotions that come with the words. The group is then

asked to discuss what the words themselves tell us but also to discuss

and try to listen through the lines to detect the true meaning of what

is going on. The teacher can use some or all of the paragraphs as is

finds necessary. The group should be encouraged to bring out personal

examples of how people say one thing and are also meaning something

else.
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PHASE I

EXERCISE 18.

t.cninr Ucnlii

1. I hate geometry! I hate everything about it. Mr. Davis is

awful. I never liked him when I had algebra from him and

this is worse! It's the worst period of the whole day. I

can't understand it at all and my grades are lousy. I hate

it! Absolutely hate it!

2. It was the most wonderful day I've ever known. Ann packed a

lunch and we went out to Grant's park way up on the hill where

you can feel every breeze in the whole State. It was cool

and bright, and I played my guitar... Oh, it was wonderful!

I can't tell you how great it was! We laughed all the way

back.

J. Really, Edward, I don't see why you have to go out with

those boys every night, and every weekend, too. I don't

like that crowd you're always with. They look like young

hoodlums ... I'm sure the police must be watching the whole

bunch of you. If you ever got picked up, you know what it

would mean to your father, and I simply would never live it

down. Never. Edward. ..why can't you just stay home more.

I'm sure you could think of something to do. Oh, Edward,

won't you stay? For your own mother, Edward?

h. Sherry, I simply won't stand it another minute. For two

weeks now, you've been coming late and leaving early, and

taking extra time on coffee breaks and everyone in the
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office has been covering for you... and we've been doing

your work, too! Well, I'm through! You just type out copies

of these memos yourself. AND the Staff Notices. AND the

quarterly report. Helen and Mona and I are through! No-

body minds helping out a day or two or three-:... but two weeks!

Tame to wat-m up YOUR typewriter, Chum, I'm through!

5. Y'don't believe it, do you? I tell you that fish was THIS

long. . .and it weighed 1&% pounds .. .biggest Muskie of the

month, they said at the Fish Store in Lake City. A beauty!

An absolute beauty! And how he fought! I was using heavy

tackle, see. Jack and Stan had lighter stuff.. .but I'd

heard there'd been some heavy ones about .. .Fell ow over at

Split Rock got a fifteen pounder last Saturday .. .Well, we'd

been out nearly an hour and the lake was rough... He didn't

nibble any. . .He was going like a jet when he struck! Nearly

yanked me nut 'a the boat! And fight! You never had anything

on a line that battled like that! You'd a thought you'd hooked

a shark!

6. Mother! Oh, I'm so glad you got home! I've been calling and

calling! Guess what! No, John hasn't got word yet on the new

job... No, it's the baby! He smiled! He finished his bottle

and I put him in bed for his nap... and he smiled! It's his first

smile! I wrote it down in his baby book, and I called John at the

office! It's the most thrilling thing I've ever seen! He smiled!
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7. Hoy, Steve I I got a dog for my birthday I A puppy but he's

gonna be .1 iln/ 1

;
my Dad says. Dome on n 1 see him. Hi:; name

is Sparky, and he's mostly brown with a black face and three

white socks... A dog! A real live dog! They had him waiting

when I got home from school. I never thought my Mom would

let me have one... but, gee, Steve...y'd' almost think it

was HER dog! She hold.-; it alia time.* .0 'moni C'mon and see

Sparky! Just wait, LilJ I Lei J Tim and Johnny. ..A dog! I've

got a dog!

8. Operator! Operator! Listen! Lis ten... a terrible thing's

happened. . .There was a loud noise in the basement...

(INTERRUPTED) My number? I I can't remember. . .the smoke

is everywhere... There's a f'i re. . .1-— .1 opened the door bo

the basement. ..and it it, r lamed right oul Operator...

Operator? You still there? Get... help Help!

9. We had three men on base... the last of the ninth with. . .with

one out I... They were leading us 7 to $... and Cochrane was up.

They called two balls and one strike on him before you could

blink! Then the pitcher wound up and let go! Cocky popped

it high toward the South Fence .. .and everybody ran like the

devil was loose after 'em! The outfielder-, .the best in the

League! ... tipped it on the edge of his glove and it bounced

off 1$ feet to his left... He dove on it and threw it in...

but Douglas and Baston had already scored, tieing the score..

Jesson was on third. . .Cochrane on second... and then... it was

MY turn to bat!
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10. Now just one blasted minute, Davidson I My dog did NOT bite

your Joey! Don't you yell at me J Rowdy knows your Joey

as well as she knows my own kidi Everybody in the neighbor-

hood knows your Joey was climbing trees at Donaldson's, and

that 01 Man Donaldson caught him! He tried to jumpdown to

get away. ..and scratched his arm bad on a branch. . .Those

AREN'T teeth marks on your kid's arm! I don't care what he

tells you, he was over at Donaldsons when he knows as well

as any other kid, that THAT ' S off limits around here. Wonder

he wasn't bit by Jeff Donaldson's labrador. And one more

thing before you leave, Davids on. . .this yard is OFF LIMITS

to your Joey for the rest of the month. YOU tell him thatJ

Any kid who plays in my yard, with my dog... and then lies

and says the dog bit him just to get out 'a a scrape— — —

Well, I don't want him around. My son doesn't want him aroundl

And most of all, ROWDY doesn't want him around'. Now, blast

off!

11. OK! OK! Ho.. you waited up again tonight, Dad! Well... it's

the last time... I'm moving out! Clean out! I've asked you

nice... I told you I was old enough to go out and come in by

myself... but NO! You don't trust me! You don't trust any-

body! Well, you promised me when I was 2£ YOU would stop

waitin' up! Well, now I don't trust you! You promised and it

didn't mean a thing! Promises work both ways! I promised
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I'd ho in by I n'clocli ;imi| I .1111! I kepi, my promise! But

you didn't trust me! And now. ..I don't trust you! I'm

moving out... just as soon as I pack my stuff! I've had enough!

12. You, Mr. Dudley, the manager of this Garage? Will you look

at my car? I had it in here yesterday because it's all

crooked in the front... the springs are broken on the right

side;. Just .stop right there and look at it! See? It's

slant/; down to the right. This car was hit on that right

front fender. . .nearly ripped it off! It was parked and some

kid came wheeling down on the wrong side of the street...

Your garage gave me the estimate .. .and I had the car repaired

in here. I've got the bills right here $2b,7 it cost

and that kid doesn't h.-ivo ANY insurance.' So. ..I get my car

home and look at it and it's ALL CROOKED! I brought it in

here yesterday. . .talked with Chris Ingle he worked on it...

He promised me those springs would be fixed. This car was OK

before it was hit, and i f MY insurance is going to have to

pay for these repairs, THEY DAMN WELL HAVE TO BE WELL DONE!

Nobody ... NOBODY in your whole place put a finger on that car-

yesterday! Now how much time do you think 1 got? I need that

carl And T need it now! NOW!

13. Now just one minute, Marcia! Of course, I put the Jack of

clubs on your Nine! I just had two clubs.. the Jack and the

Ace! What did you want me to do? Pass? I took their Queen
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wi Id t.l i. Am, didn't IV I I i'il you back d Ianionds 1 l!' you'd

only think once in awhile, you'd KNOW better than lead out a

stupid nine of Clubs 1 I don't want to play anymore! I'm

going home! Can I drop you off, Jeannie?

Ill- Now just a minute! What do you mean Flight 206's been can-

celled? Isn't ?06 the Plight to Billings, Spokane and

Seattle? Now look here! 1 was scheduled out of here on

Flight 72 at 1:38 for Spokane. . .and that was cancelled!

Then I booked on Flight A109 leaving at U:0£ and at the last

minute your airlines cancelled the Spokane stop! I never-

heard of such a thing! Then I was to leave at $:$h on

I'-Tight 206. . .and YOU :;ay that's been cancelled, too! I

don't believe it! I just don't believe it! You. ..you just

can ' t do that!

15. Hello? Hello, is this Longyear's? Give me the Lost and

Found, please .. .Yes !.. .Los t and Found? Look... I was in

your store just before closing last night... I had two-three

things in one of Longyear's regular paper bags... I lost

it! I don't know whether I 1 dropped the bag... Maybe

on the front elevators .. .there was an awful crowd... or else

in the luggage department. I bought a small overnite case

and maybe I put the bag down a moment. . .it 's terribly im-

portant .. .Was a bag turned in? What was in it? Well, just

little things... but very important! Well, let's see... there
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was a white linen handkerchief with a wide border of white

lace around it... and a long white slip with a lace top...

and a blue garter edged with lace, with a white ribbon bow...

You found it? Oh! I'm so glad! SO GLAD!

1.6. All right, Whittacherl What's your excuse this time? You

didn't punch out again yesterday! Forget? Too much effort,

Whittacker? Too good to punch out like everybody else? I'm

going to watch you, Whittaker! One reason a man doesn't

punch out is maybe he's cutting off the job at noon. . .hoping

he'll be paid for a whole day! Well, not when you work for

me, Whrttaekerl This is the absolute last time, understand?

One more time and you get docked, understand? TWO more times,

Whittaker, and I find me a worker who doesn't forget something

as important .. .as punching out! What are you standing there

for? Get to work!

17. Curtis Randolph lived in a big old house in an older part of

Kansas City, right where the freeway was scheduled to come

through. He had received his notice to vacate the house, and.

indeed, he had found a small, green house on the North side of

town. Curtis had never moved. He had been raised in this

big house. He hated to leave it. The moving van was coming

in the morning. Curtis w.-ilked all over his old home, wonder-

ing what, he should take in his car, and what fie .should leave

for the movers. Gradually he started bringing things to the





kitchen tables— things ho was n I'jviid Ihe Movers might laugh

at. THESE he would move himself. It was almost midnight

when Curtis stopped for a can of beer and looked at all the

things he'd chosen. . .There was the stuffed peacock named

Mr. Pride... by his Grandfather who'd bought the peacock in a

pawn shop... The iron dog who scared him so much as a child...

because: its tail was a dandle and the vicious jaws cracked

nuts... four Ralph of the Roundhouse books he'd loved as a

kid. A red sailboat sail he'd been given for a birthday——

only, he'd never owned a sailboat. A beer keg he was saving

to make an end table out of. Or a table lamp. Or a big

mailbox. He'd pried off his regular mailbox. . .There was a

half-box of Cold Water All. A white plastic table cloth

with a hole in it...which he'd worn one Hallowee'n when he

went tricks -or-treating with his nieces... A suitcase which

had been in a closet and nobody ever knew who it belonged to.

Or where it came from. It was locked. Curtis rattled it as

he had done for years .. .someday. . .someday. . .he 'd take that

bag somewhere and have the lock opened. Curtis opened another

can of beer and wondered what other people took with them

when they left a house where they'd always lived...

18. The rope, Jim I Grab the rope I Don't try to swim in these

waves... Tho' anybody fool enough to back off the deck when

we're only fifty feet from the dock. . .OK. .. I' 11 throw it
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n»r" In! (.'HUlKAMINCi) You Idiot.' Y hirki'tll ('.UAH l.liti ropt>!

J did not hit you on the head. .. (BREATHING HARD) Keep calm!

Keep calm, Jim...tred water... I'll pull... pull in this rope...

and throw it. . .again. . .You just tred water. . .waves in the bay

always kick up bad...with just a little. . .little breeze...

just tred water.. I'll rescue you, Jim, 01' Buddy. . .1 '11. .

.

(PAUSE) What'r'y'doin' , Jim? JIM! Tred water, Man! Jim...

you' re. . .just .. .standing in the water.. Tred, Man! Tredl

You'll sink like an anchor. . .you '11. . .What 's that? You're

standing ? STANDING, Jim? You mean... JIM! What are you

standing on? Is . . . Is it the mast of a sunken ship, d'y'think?

Is it a floating chest of pirates' gold? What? What do you

mean you're n banding on bhe bottom of bhe lake? Lake Poe-

KEG-ee-mah is the deepest lake in Chippewa County! Pokegema

is where everybody comes for muskies...If we drove three

hundred miles to fish for muskies in a fool lake only four

feet deep— What's that, Jim? Turn around and look at the dock?

What sign? Oh! On the dock. .. (READING) "Wood. . .Duck. . .Lake.

Average depth... 3. 7 feet deep..." Wood Duck Lake? Jim, it

says this is Wood Duck Lake...What do you mean I'm the idiot!

YOU helped me put the boat in this lake! So OK! I did say

this lake was Pokegema— Come on! Climb Aboard! What a way

to start a day of fishing! All I know is ... (MUTTERING TO HIMSELF)

Pokegema was right here last summer. . .Wonder why they filled it in
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and changod tho name? (TO JIM) OK! fin we put, tho boat, back

on tho trailer.. .This time, for Pete's sakes, look where

we're goingl Least you can do when I'm driving...

19. That is the most impossible man I've ever in my life worked

fori THREE times he's lost the January sales report and EVERY

time I have to do it all over again. Well I've had enough!

Ab—so— lute-— ly e—oughj From now on T keep a carbon copy

of every fool thing I type . . .r.ales reports, invoices, in-

inventory charts... I wouldn't even say "Hello" to him without

typing it out and keeping a copy!

20. Now just one minute, young man! I'm your mother and I will

NOT be talked to that way! It is NOT too much to ask any

man whori ho 'a going to bo almost a half hour late coming homo

from work... that he call and let me know! It's almost six!

I simply do not believe that traffic was that heavy... you

stopped for a drink with "the boys". . .that 's what you did!

Boys! Irresponsible men! I simply will not be lied to,

William! As long as you are living in this house, I expect

the common courtesy of your being on time for meals... and

speaking civilly to me! It is not much to ask when one

thinks of all I have done for you and your sisters.. and all

alone, without any of the comforts other women have. I don't

ask a thing of you, William, except that you. . .William

I
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Where are you going? I was speaking to you, William! Don't

you Leave the room when I'm speaking to .. .William? William...

Why! He he walked right out of the house! It's those terrible

hoodlums he works with! William would never have treated me

this way ten years ago!

21. What do you mean 'you'll see me Thursday? Dona! Dona, you

haven't forgotten that tonight's the night I was able to

get tickets for the Tijuana Brass concert at the Auditorium?

Yes, tonight.' Dona you said six weeks ago you wanted to

go! That's why I got the tickets! You can't have forgotten!

We talked about it Sunday. . .Yes , we did! Now you're doing

what you always do... You're pretending that you never heard

about, it! Well, I'm not taking anymore of it! This is it!

We go to that concert tonight, Dona- or we go no where

together again! Now...what's your answer?

22. Just one minute, operator! I've waited almost two hours

for this call to be connected to Charleston. . .and now

I've been dis connected TWICE! I'm absolutely furious and

I don't want to hear any excuses! You just connect me to

your supervisor. .and NOBODY better disconnect that call...

NOBODY!

23. You're the man who repairs the watches here? Well, then

you're the man I want to talk to! I brought a watch in
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here I, he middle ul" Kebru.-i r.y . . . i t. needed :\ now I. ran.*: 1 s Lor—
clean.1 ng. . . routine check. And i wanted a new calendar. ..1

picked it up about a month ago, the day I brought you the

small gold watch... this one right here. As for the other

watch the side switch which regulates the days and dates—
seems broken off. It wasn ' t when I brought that watch in. As

for the little gold watch! You broke the catch I I signalled

a left-hand turn out the window the other day... and it flew

right off my wrist.' Went under a parked carl It fell off

twice today! And it runs 10-12 minutes fast.' I paid $21+

for the transistor watcli to be repaired and $27 for this

one! Now, what's the matter? If you can't FIX a person's

watch, at leant you shouldn't wreck 'em!

2h. Hey! Buddy I You're not thinking of driving off after

smashing in my grill, are you? Yeah... yeah! I own the

car you just banged in to! What'say matter? Can't

ya shift that heap you're driving? You go to pull out'a

a parking spot and put it in reverse. . .been driving long?

Look at that grill! I'm damn sick and tired of wrecker joekeyr

Like you banging into a legally parked car and then jetting

off! Get out your insurance CARD, buster! This is one repair

job I'm gonna enjoy collecting on!

25. Scott! Scott, come here this instant! I specifically told

you you were to stay right here on the porch and watch the

baby! She'll be waking up anytime, and she'll try to get





out of that buggy. Now, march right back up here, young

man! Good thing I happened to look out just when I did!

The very ideal What if Cindy had... had fallen out and hurt

herself? Now sit right down there on the white chair and

don't you budge off it until Cindy wakes up! Not one step!

You know you agreed to watch the baby two hours a day this

summer if your father' d agreed to raise your allowance! Well,

I've a good mind to tell him you're just not big enough to

live up to your side of the bargain. Slip away one more

time, Scott... and you'll be grounded! I warn you!
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PHASE I

EXERCISE 19.

Thin cixcum: .Win .in. I the f'oj Jowl n^ rx.mr.lMu l:i ronln up of Ml,orl««i,

experiences and directions. This is more or less a testing point

within the group to find out if they are utilizing the content

of former exercises. When the group and the individuals within

the group are able to discover the main ideas within the stories

and paragraphs, to tune out useless information and to tune in to

their own emotional filters and come out with a total story then

the class is ready to proceed to Phase 2 which deals with

Development or Further Development of Listening Skills.
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EXERCISE 19.

Listening Readiness

1. Art has worked in the Recreation Pool Hall for three years. One Saturday

in October, a stranger came in and asked to play with some of the re-

gulars who were just starting a game. Everyone agreed. They played the

rest of the evening and the stranger beat everyone else. He was a

terrific player. No one got his name. When he left at 11 o'clock, he

said he was driving through to Omaha. They still talk about him at the

Recreation Pool Hall, Art says.

2. Marylou was absent yesterday from the sixth grade. She had had to

have her eyes examined in the morning and go to the dentist in the

afternoon. When she came to school this morning, she gave Mrs. Larson

a note from her mother explaining her absence. Marylou' s throat started

to hurt after she got to school. She explained it to Mrs. Larson at

noon, and was allowed to stay inside after lunch. At 1:30, Mrs. Larson

took her to the school nurse, who checked Marylou's throat and took

her temperature. Ft was decided to have Marylou's mother pick up the

child for she had a I'evvr and her throat was inflamed. Mrs. Larson

said it was too bad Marylou was missing so much school.

3. Jim, Mac and Tommy left work at the plant last Thursday about an hour

early, because the distributing machines had broken down about four

o'clock and could not be repaired until the next day. They stopped at

a bowling alley to play a few frames before going home. Somehow, they

were lucky right from the start. At 5:30, Jim and Mac called their wives

and asked them to come on down to the bowling alley. Tommy isn't married.

The girls arrived inside an hour and all five of them bowled, ate ham-

burgers and had a wonderful evening. When they left to go home at a

quarter of ten, Tommy had the highest score.
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h. John, Henry and Dave took their coffee break at the same time each

afternoon. They were planning a canoe trip in the wilderness area of

I.Ik; Canadian Horder country lor early KaLJ. On Tuesday, Limy talked

about the best kind of sleeping bags to buy. On Friday, they read over

all the information Henry had gathered about fiberglass canoes. On

Wednesday, they tried to set a date for the start of the trip, but

couldn't set on a specific date in the fifteen minutes they had.

lj. Greg and Dona loved dogs. They had three of their own. Dona was

recovering from tuberculosis and the doctor said it would be at least

sijc months before she could work again. The days at home were very

long for her. Besides, she felt they could use a little extra money.

Together, she and Greg worked out a plan for baby-sitting dogs while

people work. Greg had to be at work at 8:30 each morning. They ran an

ad in the paper and in one evening, :;ix people failed. Greg made

arrangements to pick up the seven dogs... one man had two cockers...

each morning between seven and eight, in his station wagon. He took

them home and let them out in the back yard which was very large and

fenced. He built a little door into the garage where they could go in in

case of rain. Dona kept the water pans full, fed them all each noon,

and spent long hours playing with them. It kept her out in the sun,

and her strength improved remarkably. Besides, at $1 a day per dog, she

was taking in $35 a week and loved the work.

6. Janet, Cathy and Doug drove to Emporia Sunday where Janet's sister

Mary Ann had prepared a lovely dinner for them. They arrived about

2:30. After dinner, Doug played nine holes of golf with Mary Ann's
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husband, .lack, and bhc girls all went swimming at the club. Cathy

\,n\ifrh\, .J.UK'I. find Mary Ann Iimw In improve) tlmlr back tttrokt'M, and

Janet practiced diving. Doug and Jack picked them up at the

club at 6:30. They had a light supper in Mary Ann's backyard, and

Janet, Cathy and Doug started the drive home while it was still

early.
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PHASE I

EXERCISE 20.

Listening Readiness

1. Flight #619 boarding at Gate 1?, the Blue Concourse, for

Dallas, with stops in Wichita, Tulsa, Oklahoma City and Red

Cedars. Flight #619 leaving at 7:U5, Gate 12, Blue Concourse.

All passengers please board.

2. Nancy's first class was at 8:30 in Pillsbury Hall. At 9:30

she had Chemistry, in Eddy Hall, and then she studied in

Walter Library for an hour and at 11:30, three days a week,

she reported for work in Morrill Hall. She filed cards in

the Admissions office until two o'clock, then she had a

quick lunch, and raced for her 2:30 class in Fraser Hall.

That class was in Criminal Law. At 3:30 she had Psychology #7 1

next door in Scott Hall. If she was lucky she could catch

a bug home at Ji:)iS. She was always ti rod by that time.

3. Jerry, Art and Pete always bowl at the Tall Tree Lanes on

Mondays and Thursdays. They meet for hamburgers at the

drive-in next door at 6:30, and then go right to the bowling

alley where they have reservations for 7:13. At ten they

stop for a snack at one of their homes. Two weeks ago on

Thursday, they stopped at Art's. His wife had fresh brownies

for them, and hot coffee. Last Monday night, Pete's mother

fixed hot dogs and sauerkraut. Thursday they stopped at

Jerry's apartment, and his wife had just baked a spice cake.
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Tony took thin job two years ago last August. Before that

he had worked for Western Auto for almost four years. He had

liked the Western Auto Job, because he was a salesman in their

store and he liked people. In this Job he met people, too,

but he was a buyer, not a salesman. He remembered that first

September when he attended his first convention in Oklahoma

City. It had been terribly hot, and he'd been nervous, but

after a couple of days, he was too interested in the new

lines of merchandise to be nervous. The following March,

we'd spent five days in Da lias, buying, and in May the big

convention was in Now York. That one lasted a week. Okla-

homa City, Dallas, and New York... all in that two yea^ >





LISTENING EDUCATION

PHASE II

Development of Listening Skills
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INTRODUCTION

Phase II is a continuation, more in detail, of the skills that were

introduced in Phase I. Lessons now begin to appear more in the "whole"

than before. The teacher should continue to discuss, from time to time,

the importance of mental imagery, continually looking for the main ideas,

tuning in to information that is desired and to never forget that one

listens from clues from the total self rather than just from the ear. More

emphasis is now placed on verbal clues and cues, more detailed exercises

regarding the emotional filter, and the idea of logical thought. Some of

the exercises might be too long for any one particular group, however,

more advanced groups might want to extend any certain exercise. Many

groups will plateau in learning before the end of a particular exercise.

The teacher has to use his own judgment formed from working with the group

and knowledge of the individual within to know when to advance to the next

exercise. These exercises are more of a total group involvement than the

previous exercises. Generally it is found in this phase of listening ed-

ucation that the group is now more eager to concentrate on learning to

listen. The group generally becomes more responsive to bringing in materials

from the outside. There seems to be more warm interaction in the group

than before.

During this period as the teacher begins to recognize certain in-

adequacies or adequacies that might lie with any one individual, interviews

with the individual and the instructor will become beneficial. Particularly

in regard to inadequacies, the individual will sometimes not feel free to

discuss this within the group situation; however, they will be eager to

discuss this on an individual basis with the instructor. In some instances

the individual will spontaneously, within the group, recognize some of his

poor habits and will want to talk about this within the group. At other

times the inadequacy will be quite obvious to the instructor and perhaps
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with a little individual help the person will be able to recognize same.

The beachor should encourage the relating of* peraoriMl experiences within

the group that pretain to any one lesson they would be currently working

on. This sometimes encourages the student to recognize where he has used

good listening and where he may not have used good listening.

References are made in this phase to Dr. Ralph Nichols' book: Are

You Listening by McGraw-Hill, publisher.
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE I.

"CUE" WORDS OR "CLUE" WORDS HELP THE LISTENER TO ORGANIZE WHAT HE HEARS,

AND TO REMEMBER IT WITH GREATER EASE. SUCH "CUES" OR "CLUES", HOWEVER,
VARY ACCORDING TO THE LISTENING SITUATION. MOST INDIVIDUALS HAVE CONSCIOUS

OR UNCONSCIOUS SPEECH MANNERISMS WHICH ARE CUES TO HOW THEY FEEL, WHAT THEY
ARE THINKING, WHAT THEY WANT, I.E. NOTICE THE WORDS "I DON'T SUPPOSE" IN

THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES:

I don't suppose you have time to stop at the Dairy Queen, do you?

I don't suppose the Andersons will want to go on the picnic.

I don't suppose you want to leave now so I'll have time to stop at the drug store,

I don't suppose my work will ever be noticed by the Superintendent.

I don't suppose the government will ever do anything for this part of the Nation.

WHAT WORDS OR PHRASES HAVE YOU NOTICED YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS USE OFTEN?
WHAT DO THEY REALLY MEAN OR WANT WHEN THEY USE THEM?

IN ADDITION TO WORDS, THERE ARE PATTERNS IN CONVERSATIONS AND SPEECHES,
WHICH HELP THE LISTENER TO ORGANIZE WHAT HE HEMS.

IN CASULA CONVERSATIONS, THE PATTERN GENERALLY IS THIS ONE, OR A VARIATION
OF IT:

PART I: VERIFICATION OF THE STATUS QUO

PART II: VERIFICATION OF PROBLEMS THAT LIE AHEAD

PART III: VERIFICATION OF WHO WILL BE AFFECTED

PART IV: DISCUSSION OF PERSONALITIES UNTIL SUBJECT CHANGES

SEE ARE YOU LISTENING? BY NICHOLS & STEVENS, P. 7h-6
PUBLISHER MCGRAW-HILL COMPANY, INC. NEW YORK, N.Y.

EXAMPLES OF THIS KIND OF STRUCTURE OR FORMAT IN CASUAL CONVERSATION:

PART I: Margaret! How wonderful to see you! I've been thinking
about you all weekend! Your cold is better, isn't it?
You're looking great, absolutely great!

PART II: Margaret, what I've been thinking about is this. I

heard that Mrs. Foster asked you to be one of the
hostesses for the May meeting of the club. Well, she
asked me, too. Just decorating that barn-like hall
will be a problem. I suppose everyone will have plenty
of Spring flowers, though. And then, there's the re-
freshments. I do wish we could have something besides
cake.
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PART III: Look, Margaret, why don't I pick you up early some

afternoon next week, and we'll go over to the hall and

look at it... really look at it, and see what we can
plan for decorations...

PART IV: Y'know, maybe if we asked Mrs. Foster, she'd appoint Jo Ann
Gleason to the committee. I worked with her once at the

PTA. She has more ideas good ideas... than anyone
I've ever met. She could be a wonderful help. I think
I'll just call Mrs. Foster and and hint a bit.

BODY: STATES SPEAKERS' REASONS AND EVIDENCE FOR THESIS STATEMENT.

CONCLUSIONS:
SUMS UP REASONS, AND RESTATES PROPOSAL, RELIEF, IDEA...OF THESIS.

"CUE" WORDS ARE THOSE WHICH INDICATE THAT SOMETHING OF IMPORTANCE IS ABOUT
TO BE STATED. CUE WORDS ARE OFTEN USED TO INTRODUCE SUMMARIES AND CON-
CLUSIONS, BUT THE OPENING OF THE BODY OF A SPEECH MAY UTILIZE CUE WORDS
ALSO. HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES: NO DOUBT A WEEK OR TWO OF CASUAL LISTENING
WILL BRING OUT A HALF DOZEN SIMILAR EXAMPLES:

1. "To sum up , the three points of agreement with the present City council, are",

2. "Before I go , I want to be sure you understand that..."

3. "You will remember that Senator Dixon's position on the question is..."

h. " In conciusion , J urge you to consider this plan for these reasons..."

£. "Tonight, I have spoken along three main lines . .
.

"

6. "Before concluding, I want to leave you with this thought ..."
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PHASE 1 I

DEVEL0R1ENT OK LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE 2.

THROUGH GROUP DISCUSSION, THE STUDENTS MAY BE ABLE TO DEVELOP A LIST FOR THEM-
SELVES OF WORDS OR PHRASES WHICH HAVE USEFUL, IMPORTANT MEANINGS IN SPEECHES
OR DIRECTIONS. WHEN USED, THESE WORDS ORDINARILY MEAN THAT SOMETHING OF
IMPORTANCE IS ABOUT TO BE SAID. THESE EXAMPLES ARE JUST SUGGESTIONS. WHAT
OTHER WORDS OR PHRASES ACT AS SIGNAL FLAGS?

DIRECTIONS:

"Well, the first thing you do is..."

"If you're going all the way by bus, there are two things to remember..."

"There are two ways to get there..."

"There are four steps in making this..." (cake, apron, table, bench)

"Now, let's see if that's clear..."

IN SPEECHES:

"My main purpose in coming here tonight is..."

"I have three things I want to say to you citizens this evening..."

"I strongly believe that..."

"In conclusion, I want to say..."

"To sum up..."

"I leave you with this thought..."

"Now is the time to act! You must..."

"One more thing..."

"Furthermore. .
.

"

"If you agree with me, then..."

NO OTHER GROUP OF OUR SOCIETY IS AS DEPENDENT ON THE SPOKEN WORD FOR EVERYDAY
LIVING, FOR VOTING, FOR REALIZING ANY OF THEIR ABILITIES. . .AS ARE THE BLIND.
BUT 20TH CENTURY WORDS ARE USED SO VERY OFTEN TO DECEIVE (ie. Hitler), TO
SELL REGARDLESS OF QUALITY (ie. much advertising), TO ALTER TASTE OR LBOT IT
(POUNDING, CRUDE, NOISY RADIO ANNOUNCERS AND THEIR RECORDS AND COMMERCIALS),
ETC. THEREFORE, IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT EACH STUDENT, TO THE EXTENT OF HIS
ABILITY, BE HELPED TO LEARN HOW TO EVALUATE—VERY CRIT ICALLY—WHAT HE
HEARS, PARTICULARLY FROM MASS MEDIA. THE BASIC QUESTION ALWAYS IS: WHAT IS
THE TRUE PURPOSE OF THE SPEAKER? AN IMPORTANT SECONDARY QUESTION: HOW
MUCH DOES HE PROFIT IF HE GETS ME TO AGREE WITH HIM? (Even rock and roll
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disc jockeys often get rebates from record companies for plugging certain
records, so some records are heard repeatedly; other records, a washing
machine, a car, a prize fighter, or a stove is called "The Best", "The

biggost", "Tho finest" not because it is_, but to get you to listen, buy,

watch.

)

IN TERMS OF CIVIC RESPONSIBILITIES, THE STUDENTS SHOULD BE AWARE OF SOME
METHODS USED TO SWAY THEM. THE FOLLOWING LIST CITES TECHNIQUES LABELED
AS "PROPAGANDA TECHNIQUES" BY THE INSTITUTE FOR PROPAGANDA ANALYSIS. A
FULLER EXPLANATION OF THEM MAY BE FOUND IN NICHOLS, PAGES 13U-137:

1. Name calling

2

.

Glittering generalities

3. Transfer

h. Testimonial

5. Plain folds

6. Card stacking

7. Band wagon

THESE TECHNIQUES ARE EXPERIENCED AS OFTEN (OR OFTENER) IN DEALING WITH
SALESMEN OR COMMERCIALS, AS WITH POLITICAL SPEAKERS. IT IS WELL TO
UNDERSTAND WHAT A PHONY TECHNIQUE REALLY IS, WHEREVER IT IS FOUND.
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILL

EXKRCIT.E 3.

ANTICIPATING CONCLUSIONS IN CONTEXT:

RETAINING WHAT IS HEARD IS NOT THE SOLE FACTOR OF IMPORTANCE IN

LISTENING. A GOOD LISTENER ORGANIZES WHAT HE IS HEARING AS HE
HEARS U , AND BECOMES INCREASINGLY SKILLED AT ANTICIPATING THE
CONCLUSIONS. ABILITY TO ANTICIPATE CONCLUSIONS EXPEDITES
CONVERSATION AS WELL AS ABSORPTION, FOR THERE IS LESS NEED OF
LONG PAUSES TO ASSIMILATE WHAT HAS JUST BEEN HEARD BEFORE RE-
SPONDING INTELLIGENTLY.

DRILLS IN ANTICIPATING-CONCLUSIONS CAN BE TAKEN FROM ARTICLES
AND STORIES IN NEWSPAPERS AND IN DIGEST MAGAZINES, SUCH AS THE
READERS DIGEST . THE INSTRUCTOR CAN STOP PERHAPS 1/3 OF THE WAY
THROUGH FOR STUDENT ANTICIPATION OF CONCLUSION, AND THEN STOP
OFTENER AS THE ARTICLE DRAWS TO A CLOSE. BROADCASTS OR TAPE
RECORDED SPEECHES CAN BE USED AS ACTUAL EXERCISES WITH THE
SPOKEN WORD.

FOR MORE ADVANCED TRAINING, SPEECHES OR TALKS BEFORE ANY CIVIC
GROUP, CLUB, POLITICAL PARTY, OR COMMITTEE CAN BE USED BY THE
STUDENT. NOT ALL SPEECHES HE HEARS WILL BE WELL ORGANIZED,
BUILDING TOWARD A LOGICAL CONCLUSION. BUT THEN, NOT ALL CON-
VERSATIONS ARE EITHER. PRACTICE IN DEALING WITH RANDOM THOUGHTS,
NONPERTINENT MATERIALS, AND FAULTY CONCLUSIONS FROM TIE EVIDENCE,
WILL MAKE HIM A FAR ABLER PERSON THAN HE MIGlff BE IF HIS ONLY
PRACTICE MATERIALS WERE WELL CONSTRUCTED, LOGICAL STATEMENTS.
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE 3.

ANTICIPATING CONCLUSIONS t THE THREE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES REPRESENT THREE
DEFERENT KINDS OF MATERIAL, I.E. TELLING OP A RECENT, FUNNY INCIDENT*
A CHILDHOOD ADVENTURE; AND THE PREPARATIONS FOR A CRITICAL MEETING
BETWEEN HEADS OF STATE. NONE OF THE CONCLUSIONS SHOULD BE TOO DIFFICULT
TO PREDICT. IN FACT, THE THIRD EXAMPLE MIGHT BE USED FIRST, AS IT IS

THE SIMPLEST.

IN ANTICIPATING CONCLUSIONS THERE MAY BE A TENDENCY TO TREAT THE "CLUES"

IN THE MANNER OF MYSTERY STORY CLUES AND TO ELABORATE ON THEIR MEANING.
CLUES IN ORDINARY SPEECHES OR STORIES ARE MUCH MORE MUNDANE.

AS THE STUDENTS IMPROVE THEIR SKILL IN ANTICIPATING CONCLUSIONS IN
SIMPLE MATERIAL, LONGER SPEECHES (BY TAPE RECORDING OR BROADCAST) CAN
BE ASSIGNED.

1. Every weekday morning for three years, Michael Tolan had walked

down the flight of stairs from his second floor apartment, exactly

at 7 :U0. He would cross the street and wait, with the others,

for the 7:1*5 bus headed Downtown. Then, one morning, he missed.

His friends at the bus stop thought perhaps he was sick. The

following morning, Michael Tolan was there waiting for the 1 :h5

bus. Several asked him if he'd had the flu. Michael was quite

embarrassed as he explained that he'd gotten so used to leaving

his apartment exactly at 7:1*0 that he never really thought about

it anymore. On the morning he missed the bus, he had left his

apartment as usual, thinking about the work he had to do during

the day. He had walked down one flight of steps to the main

floor, but instead of stopping, he kept right on walking down to

the basement. There he must have crossed the hall and sat on a

chair on the far side. He was still thinking about the work,

and did not notice that he was not on the bus, until he tried to

get off and walked into the laundry room. Then he came to,

and caught the 7:57 bus. Everybody laughed all the way downtown.
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2. Kathy was new to the church and a bit nervous about attending her

first meeting of parish women. Everyone was very kind, and as

they sat there sewing, the conversation turned to the weather,

and then to storms. Someone asked Kathy if she'd ever been in

a bad storm. She told them what had happened to her when she was

a child in Nebraska.

Her family lived about two miles from town... her father, mother,

two younger brothers and herself. She was seven. It wasn't a

farm so there was no livestock to worry about. All they'd

had were two cats and a dog. It was March, an overcast, windy

day. The snow started about dark and by midnight the drifts

had started. About h:30 in the morning everyone was awakened

by a loud bumping and battering noise on the roof. Her father

said he thought bricks had been blown from the chimney. He

said he'd have to fix it to prevent fire, for they had to keep

the house heated... the baby was only three weeks old. He made

Kathy 's mother stay in bed with the baby, while Kathy and Peter...

he was almost six. . .dressed in their heaviest clothes. Her

father tied them together with a strong rope and tied one end of

the rope to the railing of the front porch. The children were

to hold the ladder, while he climbed to the roof. The drifts

were over Peter's head, and the wind must have been k5 miles

an hour. The children struggled to hold the ladder. Their

father, somehow, reached the top and had just started edging

along the roof when a terrific blast of wind struck him and

blew him off the roof. His foot caught in a rain pipe, his
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leg twisted and snapped. He landed deep in a snowdrift.

Kathy and Peter dug him out. With the children helping,

he pulled him-mlf along I.he rope bo the hour.u. Tho,y slid

him down a drift, to I, In: porch, pulled him inside, and he

fainted. Kathy's mother got a call for help through on the

telephone, but the wires went down before she could give any

details. They still had electricity by some miracle, so they

all stayed in the kitchen with the oven on. The snow stopped

about noon and the sun came out about three. . .They 'd arranged

a mattress on the floor of the kitchen for her father. Every

hour, Kathy or Peter would go upstairs and look out all of

the windows to see if anyone was coming. It was a little

after five when Peter yelled and came racing downstairs. Some-

body WAS coming. They took turns watching that distant cap

until it was dark. Only the dog stayed upstairs by the window,

barking. It was two o'clock in the morning when the shouting

started. A man pounded across the porch and into the house.

He was a young man and nobody knew him. He just stopped long

enough for coffee and then started back to town for help. By

six in the morning, he was back with Doctor St. John, and

seven firemen, with a stretcher. Kathy and Peter each buttoned

a cat inside their coats. The doctor took the baby and the

firemen helped the rest of them. The dog came by himself. By

8 o'clock her father was in the hospital and the rest of them

were at her grandmother's, sound asleep.
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When Kathy finished the dory, the women agreed it was by far

the most exciting story they'd heard. Then one of the older

women who had been very quiet asked, ,rWas your dog's name

'Rowdy'? And was she a black cocker spaniel?" "Why, yesi How

did you know?" Kathy asked. "Well," said the woman smiling,

"I've heard the other side of that story dozens of times. That

young man who shoveled through the snow was my brother. He

always says he never could have made it in the darkness and

the drifts, if that dog hadn't kept on barking. He found the

house by the sound."

3. Prime Minister Everest was accompanied to the airport by

Secretary of State David Whittacker, and Mrs. Whittacker.

During the delay caused by heavy banks of low lying clouds

,

reporters asked the Prime Minister what he hoped the upcoming

talks with Amal Kajalman would produce. Prime Minister

Everest turned to Mrs. Whittacker and politely asked her

pardon for discussing matters of state at such a time, then,

smiling, he told reporters that the coming talks would lay

solid foundations under the uneasy peace in the Middle East,

strengthening the determination of present authorities in

troubled areas, and providing funds, teachers and doctors for

rapid expansion of health and education facilities in a million

square mile region of blistering deserts and craggy mountains.

While Prime Minister Everest spoke, Secretary Whittacker was

on the phone with the State Department, and Mrs. Whittacker

checked with airport officials on the incoming flight of
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Mr. Kajalman. They informed her that a twunty-minute delay

was anticipated. The manager of the airport then suggested

that the official party move into the private reception

lounge while waiting. This beautifully furnished room is

reached by a private elevator. The room itself faces south-

east with one entire wall of windows overlooking the runways.

In these comfortable surroundings, over coffee and drinks,

Prime Minister Everest, joined by Secretary Whittacker, held an

informal, but informative, press meeting with 28 newsmen re-

presenting the wire services and major papers across the

world. The delay lasted nearly an hour and it was almost

five o'clock when the official government jet landed through

the overcast. Following the airport welcome, the motor cavalcade

circled south past Government House to Kingsley Castle, where

Amal Kajalman and his party are staying during their official

visit to the capitol.
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I1IARK I I

DEVELOMENT OF LISTENING .SKILL".

EXERCISE U.

TRAINING m ANTICIPATING CONCLUSIONS IN EXPOSITION OR NARRATIVE SPEECH. (See

Nichol's for importance of this skills.) INTRODUCTORY ITEMS ARE
VERY SIMPLE. FOR STUDENTS OF ESTABLISHED ABILITY, RECORDED SPEECHES,
TALKING BOOK SELECTIONS, ETC. WILL GIVE PRACTICE. THE STUDENT MAY
WANT TO STOP THE TAPE, STATE WHAT HE THINKS THE CONCLUSION WILL BE,
PLAY A BIT MORE, REVISE HIS CONCLUSION IF NEED BE, AND PACE HIMSELF
THROUGH A SPEECH. AS HIS SKILL IMPROVES, HE WILL BE ABLE TO ANTI-
CIPATE THE CORRECT CONCLUSION EARLIER IN A GOOD SPEECH. IN THESE
SHORT DRILLS, READING CAN BE STOPPED AT "/", FOR STUDENTS TO ANTI-
CIPATE CONCLUSION OF SPEAKER.

1. Ladies and gentlemen. This evening's speakers have been selected

to give us various interpretations of the new proposal to come

before the voters next week, about the need for a playground for

the Brooks ide area of the city. Our first speaker, is Mr. Leonard F.

Knox

.

KNOX: Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, I have lived here in

Brooks ide since before the War and I've seen it grow from a few

suburban homes to this built-up neighborhood we have today. And

I've watched the new apartment houses being built along both

sides of Hubbard. . .a lot of two bedroom apartments and that means

children./ Now the school's almost three miles away and all the

Brookside children go by bus... the nearest playgrounds these kids

have got is three miles away at the school./ So where have these

children got to play? Yards? Sure. We've all got yeards...but

2-3, maybe h kids in a yard is plenty, at one time. Can't play

baseball with three kids... so they play in alleys and in the

streets./ Last Tuesday, Marian Litman was brushed by a car on

Tower Drive. Before we have a tragedy, I say, let's get a play-

ground where these kids can be safe. Thank you.
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2. Look, you guys. This is the way I see it. If we want to take the

Harrlfl Cubin on Loach I /ike I'or a weekend of I'lshlng, wo gottn

make up our minds on which weekend, and reserve it, see? Now some

of us want to take the weekend of the sixth and some want the 20th

and some want the 27th, right? Well about the 27th, the next

Sunday is July u, and a lotta guys send their families up a week

early, and then they take a few extra days around the Fourth for

a vacation. That lake will be so full of motor boats and water

skiers, every fish will be right on the bottom that weekend before

the iith. Now, that won't be as true about Sunday, the 20th./ Still

that's the weekend of graduation at the college and 7 out of ten

of us are going to get invitations from some neighbor's son, or

some niece, or some fellow at the office with a kid who's graduating.,

and our wives will want to go. Maybe that's the best date anyway...

but remember the graduation business./ Then there's the 6th. Now

some of us feel that's pretty early and a later date would be better

when the water is warmer. Lotta fishermen think the fish bite

better in warmer water. I don't think so... I've been fishing in

Canada where the water's like liquid ice even in July, and you should

see the fish you can pull in in a good morning./ Besides, if we go

up to Leach early in the summer, maybe we can get away for another

weekend late in the summer without too much trouble at home. In

the middle of the summer, it'd be a one-time thing. So,/ let's

go on the 6th, huh?
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILL"

EXERCISE {j.

EXERCISE TN LOGIC:

THIS EXERCISE WILL PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE STUDENTS TO RE-

SOLVE PROBLEM SITUATIONS IN A LOGICAL FASHION OF THEIR OWN DEVISING.

GUIDE LINES TO THE "LOGIC" OF THE RESOLUTIONS, SHOULD BE IN THE COMMENTS
OF STUDENTS, SUGGESTIONS OF THE INSTRUCTOR.

FOR REFERENCE, SEE: HOW TO BE A LOGICAL THINKER
BY: Raymond J. Murphy
PUB: Citadel Press, N.Y. 196$

(Mr. Murphy equates logical thinking
with Instant Success. If one over-
looks this aura, the methodology is

workable.

)

EXERCISES:

1. Donald Chalgren is twelve years old. He has gone with his father
to spend the day in Kansas City, where his father has a conference.
Donald spends the day sight-seeing, returning to the corner where
his father was to pick him up. He waits one hour and his father
does not come. He knows no one in Kansas City. He has 10 cents
in hi Is pocket. WHAT IS THE LOGICAL Til TNG FOR HTM TO DO?

2. Nancy Temple is a housewife who is president of the local PTA,
State Chairman of a fund drive for the local hospital, and an
assistant director of a neighborhood U-H group. She is offered
a part-time job in the City Treasurer's Office which she would
like to accept, but it means cutting down on at least one of
her activities

.

WHAT IS THE LOGICAL THING FOR HER TO DO?
(Hint: perhaps assess the personal and civic value of

each activity.

)

3. Mrs. Grant returns home from the store expecting to find her
three children watching TV. Instead she finds two empty pop
bottles, a half-eaten sandwich, the TV set is on, the back
door is unlocked, the cold water is running in the sink, Dave's
homework is spread out on the dining room table and the dog is gone
WHAT DOES MRS. GRANT DO?
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h. Douglas Chapman has a sore throat. It,':; not very sore but
he ha:; i slight fever and would prefer not to use his

voice. However, he must use it at least some. He has an
afternoon talk scheduled before the regional salesmen of
his company, he is supposed to sing a solo for Metropolitan
Musical that evening, and he is scheduled to do the reading
at the Vesper Services at his Church at dinner time, a re-
sponsibility he does not treat lightly. IF HE CAN MANAGE ONE,
WHICH ONE?
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE 6.

RE-ALIGN PARAGRAPHS IN LOGICAL SEQUENCE.

EMPHASIS HERE IS IN THINKING THROUGH THE LOGIC OF THESE GARBLED
PARAGRAPHS, SORTING THEM INTO SOME KIND OF LOGICAL ACTION. IT

IS SOMETHING LIKE PLAYING DETECTIVE, SORTING THROUGH A HATFUL
OF CLUES TO FIGURE OUT WHAT REALLY HAPPENED.

Carefully she wrapped the present on the kitchen table,

using yards of ribbon for a really large bow. Friday was
circled on Maxine's calendar, for that was her sister's
birthday. Tuesday noon on her lunch hour, she took the

package to the post office and mailed it. Monday night
she stayed down town and shopped in three stores before
she found exactly the sweater she was looking for for her
sister.

2. Ginger, the family cocker, had not barked at all. The
lock on the French doors next to the fireplace was broken
but there were no fingerprints on the door knob. Mrs.
Eustis discovered that two bracelets and four rings were
missing from her jewel box yesterday morning. The jewel
box was in her dressing room, beyond her bedroom. The
dressing room opened into the hall just at the top of
the steps. No one outside the family knew where the
jewels were kept, and the family had all been home that
night, except Mrs. Eustis' Brother, Ted Pearson. He
usually barked at every stranger he saw or heard. There
were no fingerprints on the jewel box... it had been wiped
clean. She called the police at once and they came and
investigated. They found two late hikers from the village
had cut across the lawn after midnight... WHO DID IT?

3. There were three things Mac could do with this weekend
and he had to choose between them. There was no chance
of getting out of the office before Saturday noon, for
the safety inspectors were scheduled to go through the
plant that morning. It was k%0 miles to Grandview Lodge
where his class reunion was being held, and some of it
was in heavy traffic... so that would take 7-8 hours of
driving each way. The Cheneys asked him to spend the
weekend with them at Larchmont Estate just west of town.
They had an excellent tennis court. His cousin Dick was
driving to Tulsa on business and asked him to come along,
only he'd have to come back by bus, for he had to be at
his desk by 8:30 Monday morning, and Dick wasn't coming
back till afternoon. The reunion would be fun with a
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big banquet Sunday night followed by a dance which should
last until dawn, with breakfast on the Lodge's wide
deck just as the sun came up across the lake. The State
tennis meet was only three weeks away and he needed the
practice if he were going to stand a shadow of a chance
against Clint Bigelow, the Champion. Dick was one of
the most interesting men he knew... a fine conversationalist.
The ride to Tulsa would be one he wouldn't forget for a
long time, but the bus trip back would be deadly. Mac
poured himself another cup of coffee and thought until he
arrived at a decision. WHAT DECISION?
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS

KXKucir.F. y.

TIME SEQUENCE: THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE GARBLED IN TERMS OF TIME. AFTER
LISTENING TO ONE READ-THROUGH OF A PARAGRAPH, THE STUDENT THEN
TRIES TO RE-ALIGN THE ACTION INTO THE SEQUENCE IN WHICH IT

PROBABLY HAPPENED. VERBATIM RECALL NOT NEEDED.

1. John waited anxiously for the closing bell to ring. Although
John had gotten plenty of sleep, it was hard to keep awake
during first hour class. After school was the best part of

the whole day, for that's when the baseball team practiced.

2. At ten years of age, Margy thought a good deal about food.
After three hours in school every morning she came home
starved for lunch. An evening snack before bedtime made it
possible to go to sleep. Margy had no trouble getting up
in the morning, for she loved breakfast. After school there
was always a sandwich and a glass of milk, to hold her until
dinner time at 6:00.

3. Every week, Jed made the long drive to his company's office
in Newton to check the books and look at the orders. It

ncvur took more than a couple of hours, but it took nearly
two hours of driving each way. He used to hate it until
he got in the habit of sorting out the whole week during the
drive. Tuesday night was the Building Committee meeting
at Church. Saturday morning he had a dentist appointment
and he'd promised the kids a hike in Gilley Woods in the
afternoon if the weather was good. Monday night Peggy's
favorite TV show was on... he mustn't suggest anything for
that night. Thursday was Bridge Club night. . .meeting at
Kawalskys, he thought. Peggy would know. Wednesday night
might be a good time to clean up his golf clubs. Working
his way through the week mentally, Jed arrived in Newton
in no time at all.

h. During the first World War, the Barclays lived in Cleveland,
and three of the Barclay boys were in the Navy. Grandma
Barclay never seemed to tire of telling of the families
travels and moves, and just what the Barclays were doing
when American History was being made. Henry Barclay was
a paratrooper in the Korean War and his sister, Nancy,
was a Navy Nurse. A hundred years ago, great, great
Grandmother Barclay worked in an Army Hospital in Pennsyl-
vania, after Gettysburg. In World War II, the Barclays
were living in San Francisco. In that War, the Barclay
men fought in the Pacific, the Barclay women were stationed
in Europe and North Africa. A hundred years from now,
Grandma Barclay promised that Barclay men would be ex-
ploring at least one planet, with their women along to
operate the hospitals.
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5. Mr. Stephens had known the Governor and his family
for yearn. He and the Governor went through Law School
together*. In ton years the Governor planned to ret. ire
from politlea and he and Mr. Stephens and their wiveu
were going to take a long trip around the world. The
Governor's family lived next door to the Stephens during
the 1920 's and the boys went to grade school together.
Whatever happened Mr. Stephens and the Governor would be
friends as long as they lived.
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE 8.

TIME SEQUENCE: THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE GARBLED IN TERMS OF TIME. AFTER
LISTENING TO ONE READ-THROUGH OF EACH PARAGRAFH, THE STUDENT
THEN TRIES TO RE-ALIGN THE ACTION OR ITEMS INTO THE PROBABLE
TIME SEQUENCE, FROM EARLIEST TO MORE RECENT, OR LATEST. VERBATIM
RECALL IS NOT NECESSARY.

1. Andy walked slowly from the doctor's office. The doctor
had told him he had to let up for the next six months,
cutting back on everything but his job and his family. .

.

and the family would have to take over some of the energy-
consuming tasks he usually did. So many things to sort
out. He sat for a long time in his car before starting
it, while he thought. . .The Men's Club at Church. They'd
understand. . .They met every 2nd and Iith Wednesday evening
of the month. The Boy's Archery Club from the Y...he
worked out with them every Saturday afternoon at the
park... he'd have to give that up, too. He and Jeanne
had a standing date for Bridge every Thursday night with
the Sullivans , and Friday nights he and Jeanne did the
week's grocery shopping. . .now the children would have to
help. Slowly, Andy started the car and drove home, wondering
how to explain what the doctor had told him.

2. Carefully, Mr. Conway checked the week's filming schedule.
They'd need at least a day and a half for the big scene
at the airport. . .and the set wouldn't be finished until
Tuesday night. They'd rehearse Wednesday morning, and
film in the afternoon, and all day Thursday. Tuesday
afternoon, the stars of the film had an appointment at
three for publicity pictures. Monday morning. . .and maybe
till about three in the afternoon, would be tests for
costumes and hair styles, and make up. There was one short
scene in the elevator. . .They could film that between 3:00
and 7:00 on Monday. He'd issue a call for 7:00 o'clock
Tuesday morning and see if the sequence between Tony and
Diane in the living room could be beat out in the next
six hours. Friday morning at f?:30, the buses and trucks
pulled out on location in the desert country. It was a
seven hour drive. If the crews worked all night and
all Saturday, they might... if the weather held, be able
to start shooting in the mining camp scene in Rattler
Canyon, early on Sunday. Anyway you looked at it, it was
going to be a rough week.

3. Janice decided what she really needed was a nice orderly
calendar for the whole year listing everyone's birthday
and all the other special occasions when she should send
a card. Carefully she wrote the name of each month across
the top of her paper. August 25 was cousin Eileen's
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birthday, and Margaret's was June 26. Mark would graduate
from College on June lijth, and Ruth would get her nurses '

cap at the hospital on March 30. September 11th was Aunt
Mary's birthday, and Uncle Leo's was October 20. There.
That should do for a start.
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE 9.

INFORMATIONAL PARAGRAPHS: STUDENT SHOULD RETELL IN HIS OWN WORDS WHAT HAPPENED,
WITH EMPHASIS ON PROPER SEQUENCE OF EVENTS, IN TERMS OF TIME AND LOGIC .

EXAMPLE: "Mary put the saucer of milk on the floor. Her cat sniffed it

and started to drink. Mary watched him drink the milk." NAMES AND PLACES
ARE NOT TOO IMPORTANT AT THIS STAGE.

THE PARAGRAPHS APE GARBLED FOR STUDENTS TO STRAIGHTEN OUT. FOR THE
CONVENIENCE OF THE INSTRUCTOR, THE SENTENCES ARE NUMBERED IN THEIR
PROBABLE ORDER OF OCCURRENCE.

1. (3) At a quarter after four Saturday afternoon, Jim stopped at the

drug store for the cough medicine.

(1) Saturday morning before eight, Jim's brother had called, asking if

Jim and his wife, Marge, would like to play cards that evening.

(h) Then he started home.

(2) At. noon, Marge returned from the beauty shop, coughing.

(6) Jim and Marge had a fine time playing cards, Saturday evening.

(5>) The medicine helped so much, Marge hardly coughed at all during dinner.

2. (2) In the spring of 1958, the Wagners moved to Topeka for the first time.

(1) In 19ii6, the Wagners moved to Los Angeles.

(3) In 1961, Tony Wagner was transferred to Tulsa.

(5) The second time in Topeka, they bought a house.

(U) They lived there until last Fall, when Tony was transferred back to

Topeka.

3. PUT IN PROPER TIME SEQUENCE, MONDAY THROUGH SUNDAY:

Wednesday, Friday, Monday, Thursday

Tuesday, Saturday, Thursday, Monday

Friday, Tuesday, Monday, Thursday
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h. (8) John came home to his apartment with his arms full of groceries.

(1) One afternoon at work, Bob, Mike and John got to talking about

good cooking nnd diecovered that they all loved to cook.

(3) They all thought that men were the best cooks in the world.

(2) During their coffee break, they planned a half dozen great meals.

(5>) That Saturday, John went to two stores to find the freshest lettuce

for his tossed salad, for which he had invented his own special

dressing.

(h) John agreed to cook a dinner for the others the next Saturday,

and Mike the following Saturday.

(9) John prepared onion soup from a special French cook book and even

heated the bowls he served it in.

(6) John had the butcher carefully select three excellent steaks for

broiling.

(7) Then he bought fresh mushrooms, green beans, and a lovely cauliflower.

(10) The steaks could not have been better and the coffee was excellent.

(11) They enjoyed the meal so much, they decided to cook dinners every

Saturday night, taking turns between the three of them.

5» (h) The call for Mr. Jacobs on was from Cleveland and it came about

ten o'clock.

(1) Nancy worked as a switchboard operator at Jacobs on Manufacturing,

the largest plant in town.

(2) At a quarter of nine each morning, Mr. Jacobson left his office

to start his rounds of the entire block -long factory, calling on

each foreman.

(!?) Somehow, the call seemed important.
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(3) It usually took him two hours to check with each foreman.

(6) It was hard to find Mr. Jacobson for he could be anywhere

in the factory.

(7) Nancy called office after office before locating Mr. Jacobson

in Maintenance.

(12) Nancy left Mr. Jacobson's office very, very happy.

(8) She transferred the Cleveland call to him in Maintenance.

(13) He had given her a $100 bonus for getting the call through

to him.

(9) At 11:30 that morning, on his way back to his office, Mr.

Jacobson stopped by the switchboard, and asked Nancy to come

to his office at four o'clock.

(11) It was a huge order for the factory.

(10) At four, he told her the call had been very important and

she had been very wise to get the call through to him.

6. (3) After Helen had her hair fixed, she bought a pair of

stockings before going home a month ago.

(1) Stan had asked Helen to go to the Ambassador's Ball on

the 21st.

(2) She shopped three days before she found the yellow dress

she wanted.

(5) She started getting ready at seven o'clock.

(li) When she got home, Helen found that Stan had sent her a

lovely yellow orchid to wear with her new dress.

(6) When Stan picked her up at nine o'clock, she felt as

wonderful as ahe looked.
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7. (3) They wern both cold whim they woko up In the tont. the next morning.

(1) benny and Jack left the car at Mill City, and started hiking north

to Leach Lake, carrying their gear.

(U) Jack started breakfast, while Benny chopped wood and built a fire.

(2) It was nearly dark when they came to an old campsite, so they de-

cided to spend the night there.

(5>) After breakfast, they filled the big thermos with coffee, cleaned

up the campsite, loaded their gear, and started walking the last

ten miles to the lake.

8. (1) When the Stevens moved to Chicago four years ago, they asked Bill

and Meriam to take their puppy.

(3

)

Her name was Lady.

(7) Now when Bill come3 through the yard after work, Lady has her

front paws on the window sill, looking out the kitchen window,

waiting for him.

(2) The puppy was five months old.

(U) Meriam loved dogs, too, so they took the little bundle of fur.

(8) She gives him the biggest welcome in the world.

(£) Three years ago, Bill and Meriam moved to a house with a big fenced

yard which was better for Lady.

(6) She loved the yard.
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE 10.
i

TAPED SEQUENCES:

THIS IS AN EXTENDED SEQUENCE OF THE "SOUND PICTURE" EXERCISES FROM
PHASE I. SHORT SOUND CLUES FROM A PARTICULAR ENVIRONMENT SUCH AS A
BUS STATION, RESTAURANT, DENTIST OFFICE, BARBERSHOP, ETC. SHOULD BE
PLAYED OUT OF ORDER TO BE RE-ALIGNED INTO A PROBABLE SEQUENCE OF
EVENTS TO FORM THE TOTAL "SOUND PICTURE".

OTHER EXAMPLES THAT COULD BE INCLUDED:

1. Sounds related to baking a cake in the kitchen.

2. Taking a bus ride.

3. Crossing a street.

h. Going to a party.

5>. Typing a letter (from rolling in the paper to taking it out and

folding for mailing).
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DEVELOPMENT OK LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE 11.

TIME SEQUENCE: THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE GARBLED IN TERMS OF TIME. AFTER
LISTENING TO ONE READ-THROUGH OF A PARAGRAPH, THE STUDENT THEN
TRIES TO RE-ALIGN THE ACTION INTO ITS PROBABLE TIME SEQUENCE,
FROM EARLIEST TO MORE RECENT, OR LATEST. VERBATIM RECALL IS

NOT NECESSARY.

Maxine transferred the clothes from the washer to the
dryer while she wondered if she'd have time to make up
a meat loaf for dinner, and straighten up the living room
before the clothes were dry. Maxine rather hated Tuesdays
for Tuesdays were always so very busy. Right after lunch
was her hair appointment. On Tuesday mornings David had a

7:00 o'clock breakfast meeting at the Big Owl Cafe with
the members of the Neighborhood Improvement League. That
meant getting up very early. At 3 :30 Maxine picked up Tim
at school for his weekly trip to the dentist for his brace
adjustment. Tuesday mornings from 9 to 11:30 she worked
in the library at school. Dinner was always early on
Tuesdays because that was David's bowling night. He had
to leave no later than 6:l£. It was only the evening
Maxine enjoyed. She would put on some quiet music and
knit while the children did their homework. Yes, evenings
were very pleasant.

2. Keeping an appointment calendar for Big John Blodnik was
not easy, Miss Wheeler thought as she sorted through the
calls and appointment notes on her desk. Thursday at
1:00 o'clock there was the Chamber of Commerce luncheon;
Thursday at £:U0 Mr. Saunders' plane would arrive from
Los Angeles for the Friday meetings at Stenson Steel.
Monday night Mrs . Blodnik had tickets for the concert at
Scott Hall. Wednesday at 9*1!? Mr. Tenpenny had an appoint-
ment with Mr. Blodnik. Tuesday afternoon from 2 o'clock
on was the district meeting in the Gray Lounge room.
Miss Wheeler slowly straightened up all the slips in
order to enter in Mr. Blodnik 's desk calendar.

3. As he drove along the turnpike, Greg wondered about the
crops and the coming change in seasons. Seasons sure
were funny things. He wondered for the thousandth time
which was really the finest season. Fall had much to be
said for it. The air was always crystal clear in the Fall
and the colors of trees and flowers were their most brilliant,
Summer was a lazy time with fishing every weekend at the
cottage and a long swim in the late afternoon. Winter
wasn't bad in this part of the country. . .mostly it was
the number of dark days that bothered him more than the cold.
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Spring? Why, spring was as glorious as a child waking
up on its long awaited birthday morning. Whichever season
wan tho finest, the important thing—Greg thought—was
that there wcirei changes* ft munt be ho vory thill, living
where there was only one season.

Wally's head bent lower over the book. How could anybody
ever remember all those dates in English Historyl 1066—that
was the Battle of Hastings, when William the Conqueror
became King; from about I6UO-I66O there wasn't any king...
England was ruled by Oliver Cromwell. In 121^, the nobels
forced King John into signing the Magna Charta. In 1603
Elizabeth the First died, and Shakespeare died in l6l6.
George the III was king during the American Revolution...
it was just too much to remember. Wally slammed the book
shut and headed for the refrigerator where he comforted
himslf by making a Poor Boy Sandwich.
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PHASE II

DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS

EXERCISE 12.

INFORMATION PARAGRAPHS, EMPHASIS ON TOMK SEQUENCE, WHO DID WHAT . (Thorn)

paragraphs are sometimes more effective when taped by other members of the

staff to break the monotony of one persons voice.)

1. It was a quarter of seven when the alarm went off. Jim's first thought

as he reached for it was... "Now why.. on Saturday..." and then he re-

remembered. Greg and Andy were picking him up at ten after for the drive

to Carson and if the storm hadn't washed the road out, they'd go on to

Rocky Gap and look at the new Federal Dam there. He was just finishing

a cup of coffee when Andy honked. The drive to Carson took four hours

and brought them into the foothills of the Mountains. The day was over-

cast and clouds covered the peaks. At the coffee shop in Carson where

they had lunch, there was some doubt about the road up to Rocky Gap.

Thursday's storm had sent water racing over the road and it had rained

again last night in the mountains. Jim, Greg and Andy talked it over

and then took a walk after lunch and looked at the mountains. They

decided to try it and drove west out of Carson at 1:30 Saturday after-

noon. A storm broke in fury at a quarter of three and lasted into

the night. It was not until Tuesday morning, that the bedraggled,

hungry threesome walked into Carson after a wild weekend in the

Mountains

.

2. Jean started watching the clock at b:30. It moved so slowly. She had

promised to take care of the music store until the manager, Mr.

Kilpatrick returned. Five o'clock. Ten after. There were four or

five teenagers playing records in the booths. A half dozen more

looking for favorites in the record racks. Five twenty-five. The

blonde curly haired girl bought three singles, the red haired boy,

two albums. She listed three records to be ordered. Twenty to six.
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Three girls came in. Quiet kids. They were looking at show tunes. The

tall serious boy bought a Beethoven Symphony. Five minutes of six. Jean

wondered if anything could have happened to Mr. Kllpatrlok. The klda

in the booths left for dinner. The girls bought HELLO DOLLY. Six

twenty. . .Thank Heaven! Mr. Kilpatrick was back.

November is half way between everything. Peter was walking home,

kicking dead leaves and remembering. August had been great. They

went to the lake for three weeks in August and Pop came out on week-

ends, and Gramma and Grandpa even came for five days and they'd all

fished... and wished it could go on forever. June had been pretty good,

too. School had let out, and he'd taken swimming at the Park pool

every morning. He swam the length of the pool twice by the end of the

month. His brother's birthday in September had been fun. The night

had been very warm and their mother had let them sloop out in the

back yard in their sleeping bags, with the Hartley kids from across

the alley. Yep, that was fun. Next Easter they were all driving to

Wisconsin to visit their cousins for a week. That'd be great. And

next summer there 'd be more swimming, and they'd go to the lake again.

But... Peter sighed. It was now November. Nothing happened in November.

It was half way between everything.

Mr. Merwin stopped reading the paper and listened. The public ad-

dress system was announcing another delay of half hour before his

flight took off. That would make it 9:10... if they got off the ground

then. Blast that weather front. That was the worst of being at small

airports. He would have saved six hours if he'd of taken the bus into
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Cleveland, where planes could take off without any trouble in weather

like this. Oh, well. He'd still be in New York by midnight. He'd

ntay In the hotel at- the airport, and try lo gut a cancellation on the

early flight to London. If he didn't run into another cursed front in

England, he'd get a late afternoon flight north and be home in Glasgow,

at this time tomorrow. But now, he most wait. Mr. Merwin sighed and

went back to his paper.
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PIIA.'JE J J

DEVKLOIMSNT OK LISTENING SKILLfl

EXERCISE U.

DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN WORTHY AND GROUNDLESS OPINIONS:

IN A BUYING-AND-SELLING CULTURE, THE ABILITY TO DETERMINE
BETWEEN WORTHY AND GROUNDLESS SALES PITCHES INCLUDES ABILITIES
IN HUMAN INTER-RELATIONSHIPS AS WELL AS A STRONG SENSE OF
ANALYSIS

.

THESE ARE SIMPLE STATEMENTS WHICH IT IS HOPED WILL INTRODUCE
A BROAD AREA OF HEIGHTENED LISTENING TO SPEECHES, TO NEWSCASTS,
TO GOSSIP, TO WORKING DIRECTIONS, TO POLITICS. . .ANY AREA WHERE
A SOURCE MAY BE REFERRED TO SUPPORT A. POSITION. (This lesson
should be supplemented with appropriate sequences from local
radio commercials, TV commercials, recorded public speeches,
controversial discussions, etc. It is good to take these from
the locale where the lessons are being used as the subject
matter being related to local or state events provide additional
motivation to lessons. Assignments can also be made so that
the students, on an individual basis, can bring to the class
examples for this lesson.)

1. Monday Magic! Startling discoveries in laboratories everywhere have

lead to the development of Monday Magic, the wash day detergent which

treats your daintiest clothes like feathers, your grimiest clothes with

tough persistence. Get some today! Monday Magic! The detergent labor-

atories all over the world are boasting of its accomplishments. Get

some this weekend. Brighten your next Monday with Monday Magic!

CUE: WHAT SPECIFIC LABORATORY? WHERE? JUST HOW IS IT BETTER?

2. I have worked in this department for 11 years, Madam, and that sweater

is the finest I have seen for this money. You'll notice the brand

name? It's a Mohawk sweater. They are listed in the best buys by the

Consumer's Union Report on sweaters. This yarn will not ball up, it

will not shed, and it is spot resistant. It is guaranteed by Mohawk

against moths and mildew. Now, we have it in your size in a wide range

of colors... Do you like pinks? Here is a gorgeous apricot one with the

new rolled collar...
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CUE: WHAT IS CONSUMER'S UNION? ARK YOU FAMILIAR WJT1I THE
MONTHLY, NON-COMMERCIAL MAGAZINE CALLED CONSUMER'S REPORT S I

IF YOU KNOW AND RESPECT THE BRAND NAME, THE STATEMENTS AND
GUARANTEES HAVE MEANING FOR YOU: IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THE
BRAND, HOW ABOUT THE WORD OF THE SALESPERSON? IS TT A

REPUTABLE STORE? DOES IT INDICATE A HIGH CALIBRE PERSON
IF SHE HAS BEEN WORKING THERE SO MANY YEARS? WHAT DID
YOU THINK OF HER?

3. Our next speaker is Mr. Arthur W. Willowby, President of the firm of

Willowby Tire and Rubber Company. Mr. Willowby' s topic this evening

is "Selecting Books for the Public Library.

"

CUE: MR. WILLOWBY MAY HAVE GRADUATE DEGREES IN LITERATURE.
HE MAY READ A BOOK A DAY. NOTHING INDICATES (IN HIS
INTRODUCTION) ANY QUALIFICATIONS TO SPEAK ON A HIGHLY
SPECIALIZED SUBJECT. A TITLE OR QUALIFICATIONS IN ONE
FIELD DO NOT TRANSFER STATURE TO ANOTHER FIELD. THIS
IS PARTICULARLY TRUE IN POLITICS AND PUBLIC OFFICE.
A FAR EAST EXPERT IS NOT, PER SE, QUALIFIED TO SPEAK
ON LOCAL URBAN RENEWAL.
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HIASK II

DEVELOPMENT OK LISTENING SKILLS

EXKRCE3E 111.

INFORMATIONAL PARAGRAPHS: EMPHASIS ON TIME SEQUENCE, WHO, WHAT AND HOW.

IT IS ESSENTIAL TO HAVE THESE PARAGRAPHS TAPED EVEN ADDING SOUND EFFECTS
IN THE BACKGROUND WHEN CALLED FOR.

1. It was about noon on Tuesday when the phone rang in the kitchen.

Marjorie had just finished preparing a plate of sandwiches and the

soup was heating. As she went toward the phone, she glanced out

toward the garage. The boys would be bursting in for lunch in a

minute. She did not recognize the woman's voice on the phone. A

Mrs. Allport, she said. Had Marjorie been at the Golden Center Drug

Store on Saturday morning about 10:30? The Golden Center was a nearby

shopping center. . .there was a drug store. Saturday? Saturday morning?

She'd taken Ted to the dentist. . .and while he was there, she got gas

in the car... yes! She'd stopped at the drug store for Marty's cough

prescription and the air mail envelopes ... It was about 10:30, yes.

Well, said Mrs. Allport, the pharmacist had written her name down as

having been in the store about that time. Had she looked at the color

of her receipt? The color of her receipt? What nonsense was this?

Of course she hadn't. It was an ordinary color she supposed. Did

Marjorie have the receipt, Mrs. Allport asked? Y-y-yes. . .Marjorie

thought. She'd found it in her purse Sunday and given it to Marty

for the income tax envelopes. She asked Mrs. Allport to hold on. Marty

had been sorting out the income tax receipts yesterday at his desk on

the sun porch. . .Thank Heaven he was so orderly! Here was the envelope

marked Deductions for Medicine. . .and her small receipt was the last

one... here it was. It was green. What possible difference could its

color make to anyone. Marjorie went back to the telephone, turning the

burner down to low under the soup as she passed the stove. "Green",
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she told Mrs. Allport. "Green!" shouted Mrs. Allport, "That means you've

won the month-long sweepstakes! My dear, you've won $500! Just bring

the receipt to the store and you will be paid. My congratulations! I'll

tell the manager your name. He'll be expecting you. Just ask for Mr.

Allport." $500! Marjorie had never won fifty cents before. She leaned

against the wall after she hung up. $500! She must tell Marty. . .but

he'd be out to lunch now. Well, she'd do the next best thing. She

shoved the sandwiches in the refrigerator, turned the stove off, grabbed

her coat from the hall closet and picked up her purse. She was outside

and racing for the garage when she thought of the car keys... yes, they

were in her coat pocket. She backed the car out, and waited in the

driveway. Not more than a couple of minutes .. .Ted and Jim came racing

down the sidewalk and up the drive. She had the car doors opened, and

before the boys had their breaths she was backing into the street and

had turned toward the Golden Center. "We're going to have a treat today."

She told them. . ."We're going to have lunch at the Drug Store... and you

can order anything you want! I have business at the drug store, and you

two can eat while I... I attend to my business." At one o'clock she was

back in her kitchen, a cup of coffee in one hand, the phone in the other.

A check for $500 on the table in front of her. "Hello, Marty? The most

wonderful thing has happened... I had to call..."

Hello! Bentley, Murdoch and Cavanaugh! Good morning! Oh, yes, Mr.

Murdoch, I have the schedule right here. The airlines just called with

the last confirmation. You leave Kansas City at 10:25, Flight #390 for

St. Louis; your luncheon with Mr. Saunders is at 1:00 in the University

Club. They'll meet you there in the lounge. You leave St. Louis at 3:U0
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for Tulsa, Flight #29. Mr. Gould will meet you at the airport.

You're having dinner with him and hie partners at 6:30 and there

is a Board of Directors Meeting at 8:l£. They estimate it will

last two hours. Your Chicago flight leaves Tulsa at 11:U5 p.m.

There are several stops... I'm sorry we could not get a through

flight until the next day...This flight gets into O'Hara Airport

at 3:20... I know it's a ghastly hour...Your reservation has been

confirmed at the Palmer House and it's marked "Hold... for late

arrival." The Chicago committee is meeting you at 8:30 for break-

fast in the Empire Room. And if you call here when that meeting

is over, we should have the appointments confirmed for Cleveland

and Buffalo, and your flight reservations. If there are any

developments, we'll call you in St. Louis, Tulsa, or Chicago.

Have a good trip.

3. Phyllis, you'll never believe it. George just called... he stopped

at the travel agency on his way to work this morning, and they

had the itinerary all worked out I His meeting is in Copenhagen

the first ten days of July. We're leaving New York on TWA for

London on June 7, and we have five days there. On the 12th, we

fly to Dublin. . .George has cousins in Roscommon. We leave Dublin

on the li^th, and fly to Glasgow. We're going to rent a car, and just

drive through Scotland for a whole week! We'll see the Scotch

Highlands ... the old castles, everything. We fly back to London

on the 22nd and meet the MacNamara's. . .they're just changing

flights the re...and we'll all go on to Paris. Think! Paris on

June 22nd!...we may go to Switzerland for a few days... or maybe
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rent a car and drive around France a little bit... it' 11 depend

on what the MacNaniara's want to do... and then we all fly to

Copenhagen on June 30... Oh, Phyllis I I never thought in a million

years that George and I would ever get to Europe.

Now, Mrs. Taylor, this is a bit complicated, so perhaps you should

write it down. We are experimenting with the medicine and the

dosage, you know, and you are to call in here and tell my nurse

the moment you feel any reaction, any uncomfortable reaction, do

you understand? Yes, well...at 7 in the morning, take one of the

yellow pills, and three of the small white pills. This should be

at least a half hour before you eat breakfast. And no eggs for

breakfast, Mrs. Taylor. Some people are allergic to eggs and since

we're treating an allergy here, we'd best be careful. At 8:30,

take two of the brown ones that are shaped like little footballs . .

,

yes, they are brown. Then one yellow pill at 9:00, 11:00, and

1:00. Then lie down for at least two hours. At h o'clock start

the yellow pills again... one every two hours for four times...

that's right... U:00, 6:00, 8:00 and 10:00... then no more until

the next day when you start the schedule over again at 7:00. Try

this three days and call me. If the congestion in your head has

not cleared up, we'll increase the dosage. Yes, Mrs. Taylor...

I think these may help. Let me hear from you. . .Goodbye

I





LISTENING EDUCATION

PHASE III

Development of Recall and Retention through the Techniques of Review
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PHASE III

INTRODUCTION

The development of recall and retention through the techniquea of review Jn

accomplished through more detailed organization and discussion reviews of

the previously learned skills in Phase I and II. Longer and more detailed

material of directions, news stories, informal paragraphs, speeches, music,

personal conversation and non-verbal sequences of sound on tape that form a

pattern, story or orientation to time and space is used. During this period,

taped sequences from radio, television newscast, commercials, etc., are used

for testing our immediate recall. Immediately following each exercise

paragraph, story or news account there should be a discussion within the

group reviewing the main ideas and recalling the total story or experience

through these main ideas.

Listening retention is tested through followup testing after readings of

ten to fifteen minute 3hort stories. For example: many of these stories

are taken from Reader's Digest and read only once to the group. The group

is given follow-up tests over a period to see how much of the original

material has been retained.

In all of these longer and more detailed sequences of listening, the individual

constantly reviews, as a whole, what he has heard. He reviews the general

ideas, puts them together to form a whole, which allows pertinent facts to

emerge from the total picture. Please remember these class exercises are

not set up on an hourly basis. Material pertaining to these listening phases

are set up in individual exercises varying in length. Naturally some groups

will make faster progress than others. And some groups will reach a plateau

before the expectations of the teacher. A teacher must know his or her own

group and their background to be able to evaluate when they have reached a

plateau following each lesson.
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PHASE III

EXERCISE 1.

INFORMATIVE PARAGRAPHS: STUDENT REPEATS IN HIS OWN WORDS, FOR RECALL AND
UNDERSTANDING.

IF A TAPE RECORDER IS AVAILABLE, THE PARAGRAPHS AND THE STUDENT'S
RECAP OF IT, COULD BE TAPED SO THAT BOTH COULD BE REPLAYED AND HE
COULD HEAR HIS OWN VOICE, AND PERSONALLY CHECK HIS UNDERSTANDING OF
THE ORIGINAL.

THE TEACHER CAN SELECT PARAGRAPHS TO FIT THE LEVEL AND INTERESTS OF
THE STUDENTS, FROM NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BULLETINS, ETC. THE
FOLLOWING MAY BE USED IF DEEMED HELPFUL.

1. The Tuesday Garden Club of Maplehurst will meet this week at the home

of Mrs. Laurence McKinley, co-founder and past president of this out-

standing civic group. Mrs. McKinley and her committee have planned

an interesting program combining home gardening hints, with an

appraisal of highway beautification plans now underway in Taylor

County. Ralph Rodgers, president of the Maplehurst Chamber of

Commerce, will speak on the topic "Beauty Comes to Taylor County."

All club members will gather for a luncheon in Mrs. McKinley's sunken

garden, before proceeding to the business of the afternoon.

2. Arthur Webber, owner of Webber's Wayside Drive-in at 39th and West

Lincoln Avenue, reported to the City Council this morning in the

Municipal Building, that traffic going south on 39th street backs up

three to four blocks each evening between four-thirty and six, as

suburban drivers struggle to get to the three suburbs south of the

city, Emerson Heights, Rocky Hill, and Alice Springs. West Lincoln

is a through street for 29 blocks starting at Grant Drive. The

only semaphores permitting easy crossing of West Lincoln, are at

17th and 23rd. Seventeenth has been under repair since Easter,

with all traffic directed further west. Mr. Webber earnestly
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aaked the Council to consider the immediate placement of a semaphore

signal at 39th. He stated that there had been four fender-bender

accidents on that corner in the last six days. The Mayor thanked

Mr. Webber, and referred the matter to the Traffic Committee of the

Council, asking for an evaluation of the problem within forty-eight

hours

.

3. Gregory Pokaski, last year's top winner in the Colburn Track Meet,

and three-time winner of the Midwest Memorial Day Track and Field

Event, at Des Moines, was declared eligible yesterday afternoon, for

the Honors Race at the Rocky Mountain Mile-High Championship meet,

to be held on the 23rd and 2ltth of next month in Denver. This will

be Pokaski' a first time in competition against such track stars as

Davidson of Arizona, Burbank of Oregon and Stalb runner of UCLA.

Carl Marcotte, track coach at Colburn, said that the college was

overjoyed by the judges' decision, and that Pokaski would leave for

Colorado by the fifth of next month, to assure him ample time to

adjust to the altitude before the start of the grueling meet.

ii. A routine fire drill yesterday afternoon at the Cunningham

Elementary School was suddenly turned into the real thing, when child-

ren of Miss Marcia Abrahams on's third grade room noticed smoke seeping

out under the door of the nurse's office, as they marched along the

hall. Miss Abrahamson directed the children outside, and notified

the principal, E. H. Prentiss, immediately. The fire department

was summoned, and the children were lead across the street to Hotch-

kiss Park to insure their safety. Mr. Prentiss, assisted by Leroy Jenks
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and 1)1 *'k Mfonlcki Sohou] (5iinl»i»iUnrirt , mtttrnKml l,<> brwrtk down Mm door

to the Nurse's Office juat us the fire department arrived. The

school nurse, Miss Corine Richter, is assigned to Cunningham mornings,

and Vaughan Junior High afternoons. The office was empty at the time

of the blaze. The fire was brought under control in forty minutes,

with all damage localized to the northeast corner of the building.

Cunningham teachers turned the enforced stay in Hotchkiss Park into

an extra gym period for the children, while the firemen mounted huge

fans to blow the smoke out of the building. The air had cleared

sufficiently by 2 :h$ to allow the children to return to their rooms

for their books and wraps. School was dismissed early and the

playgrounds cleared. Mr. Prentiss said that the fire department

had not yet located the cause of the blaze which caused an estimated

$U,5>00 damage with the losses mounting higher, as each teacher checks

her room for smoke damage today. Mr. Prentiss said that the fire

department investigators had definitely ruled out arson and wiring

breakdown. Cunningham School will be closed for the rest of the week

for repairs

.
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PHASE III

EXERCISE 2.

DIRECTIONS:

KMHIASIS IS ON UNDERSTANDING THE DIRECTIONS HEARD ONE TIME, AND RE-

WORDING THEM ACCURATELY IN STUDENT "S OWN WORDS.

THE DIRECTIONS CAN BE EITHER OF LOCALE, OR OF PROCESS.

THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES ARE JUST SUGGESTIONS.

1. (PROCESS) ANN PAGE MACARONI AND CHEESE DINNER

Bring six cups of water to a boil with one teaspoon salt.

Add macaroni and stir. Bring to a boil again. Cook 7-10
minutes, to desired degree of tenderness. Drain. Add 1/2

stick of butter or margarine, 1/k cup of milk, and the
contents of the cheese envelope. Add salt, pepper, or
paprika to taste. Mix lightly. Makes 3-1; servings.

2. (PROCESS) SUNNYFIELD PANCAKE MIX: DESSERT PANCAKES

1 cup pancake mix
1 cup of milk
2 eggs, separated

Combine beaten egg yolks and milk; add to mix, stirring
only enough to dampen. Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites.
Pour or spoon batter onto a hot, lightly greased griddle.
Bake turning only once. Spread with fresh or canned fruit,
preserves or apple sauce, roll and sprinkle with confectioner's
sugar. Serve plain with lemon, or with orange sauce.

3. (PROCESS) NIAGRA SPRAY STARCH

Shake container well before using. Hold container at slight
angle, about 6-10 inches from material. Press button firmly,
arrow pointing toward the fabric. Fabric may be dry or slightly
damp. Spray evenly in a sweeping back and forth motion. Iron
at correct temperature for material. For best results, spray
and iron a portion at a time. Never puncture or put spray
can in fire. May burst above 120 degrees F. Keep out of the
reach of children.

h. (PROCESS) LIPTON'S HOT TEA: GREEN

First, heat your teapot by rinsing it with boiling water,
Then just put in one teaspoon of tea for each cup. Pour
fresh, bubbling, boiling water directly on the tea and
steep 3-5 minutes. Sugar, milk, or lemon to taste.
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$. (LOCALE)

To fjot to HogJurul'n Qruonhouaej tnkn a northbound, #17 bun
to Broadway and Emerson. The #19 bus turns there and goes

up Emerson. . .you want to continue on Broadway. Wait on the
corner where you get off the bus. The #12 bus comes from
the East side and runs out Broadway to the suburb of Twin
Lakes which is further than you want to go. Anyway, take a

#12 bus north, which will be to your right as you face the

street. You want to get off at Oakdale and 31st. Walk to

the curb, and turn to your right. The Greenhouse is a half
block back down the street. Keep on the sidewalk past a

parking lot, and the medical building. Then there's a short
hedge for twenty feet or so... then Hoglunds. Door is in
the center front, up two-three steps. The counter is in
the back of the store on the left side. There may be plants
sitting around on little tables and benches. Just ask for
Mr. Hoglund. He's expecting you betwen 2:30 and 3:00.

6. (LOCALE)

Capper Foundation? Well, the easiest way would be to take
the bus here on Sixth, going west. Transfer at Gage
Avenue for a south bound bus. That means you cross Gage
and wait on the northwest corner. You take that bus to
Tenth street. Then cross Gage behind the bus and walk about
two blocks. It'll be on your side of the street...but set
back, with lawns. It stretches for a half block along the
north side of Tenth Street. . .tell you what...walk past it
to the corner, see? Then turn left, oh, maybe thirty feet.
There'll be a wide driveway swinging up to the front doors.
It's cement... you can't miss it.
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PHASE III

EXERCISE 3.

THESE ARE PRACTICE EXERCISES AND IT IS SUGGESTED THE TEACHER OR MEMBERS OF

THE CLASS TAPE LOCAL, CURRENT NEWS CASTS AND WEATHER REPORTS.

INFORMATION PARAGRAPHS t NEWSCASTS, EMPHASIS ON GENERAL CONTENT

1. Tomorrow afternoon at two the Governor will unveil the statue of

George Washington, in the Capital City Park. The public is invited.

2. Fire destroyed two buildings at 17th and Acorn during the early

morning hours yesterday. Damage estimates exceed $11,000. The

owner had closed up the buildings at six o'clock. Repair work had

been going on in both buildings preparatory to their opening for

business by the first of the month.

3. Marylou Sweeney, eight year old daughter of the Harry S. Sweeneys

of Osage City, was found sound asleep last night on the rear seat

of a station wagon in the parking lot of the Golden Circle Shopping

Center. Mrs. Sweeney had driven to the shopping center yesterday

afternoon, leaving the girl with an older sister at home. Marylou,

however, had wanted to go with her mother, and pretending to visit

a neighboring child, she walked the twelve blocks to the shopping

center. She searched for the family car in the parking lot. Find-

ing a blue Chevrolet station wagon exactly like the family car,

she got in to wait for her mother. The station wagon belonged to

C. T. Kelly, owner of the Apex Shoe Store, who was taking inventory

last night. He worked until midnight. At which time, returning

to his car, Mr. Kelly found the sleeping child and called the

police. Mrs. Sweeney had reported the child missing at six o'clock

and a house-to-house search of the Sweeney neighborhood was in

process when the parents were notified of the child's safety.
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U. George K. Rodrigues, winner of the Theodore Carter Award for

Citizenship last year for the neighborhood citizenship classes

which he organized throughout the entire norths ide, has been cited

nationally for his efforts and invited to Washington. On the 23rd

of next month, the President will present to Mr. Rodrigues the

Golden Medal of Citizenship. A presidential committee selects the

winner from the recommendations of the fifty Governors. Mrs.

Rodrigues will accompany her husband on the trip. From Washington,

they will proceed to New York for five days where a series of

seminars have been set up at New York City College. Mr. Rodrigues

will be the guest lecturer at these seminars, designed for volunteer

citizenship groups from all of Greater New York. He and Mrs.

Rodrigues will return to Topoka from New York. Later in the year,

Mr. Rodrigues will conduct similar seminars in Detroit, Chicago

and Los Angeles. Mr. Rodrigues is a native of Wyandotte. He moved

to Topeka following High School, and has been employed as a Senior

Shipping Clerk for Hallmark Cards, plant 2, for the last fourteen years.

3>. The weather system moving into Eastern Kansas during the next twenty-

four hours, is the tail-end of a large low pressure system which

originated on the Canadian border late last week, bringing heavy

snows and high winds to the Dakotas , Minnesota, Nebraska and Iowa.

Fourteen inches of snow were recorded at Fargo on Friday, and

eighteen inches fell in Duluth. Minneapolis listed nine inches, Rochester

seven inches, Omaha and Des Moines five inches each. Snowfall

locally is expected to be one to two inches with a wind of 8-10 miles

an hour from the Northwest. A strong high pressure center now over

Eastern Colorado will bring clearing skies by early afternoon

tomorrow.
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PHASE III

KXKUCIJ'.K )i.

This i3 a good Lime to again use music lo help dove Lop more creative

music to help develop more creative mental imagery. Musical suites by

Ferde Grofe such as the entire Grand Canyon Suite and the Mississippi

Suite. Before the music is presented the teacher should review the

"story" the music is to present and the composer's motives for writing

same.

Stress a relaxed mood and how the "emotional filter" can at any time

make the presentation more vivid. Remember the more vivid we 'make any

listening situation the more we retain and remember.





PHASE III

EXERCISE $.

NEWSCASTS: EMPHASIS ON RECALL ACCURACY OF IDEAS EXPRESSED

1. This morning Captain Thomas S. Stewart of the State Police Patrol,

appeared before the Kansas Board of Pardon in behalf of Gerald H.

Foster, currently serving a life sentence for five burgulary con-

victions and a felonious assault with a deadly weapon. Gerald

Foster has been in prison since 195U when he was tried and found

innocent of the death of a Wheatby Insurance Agent. He was found

guilty of felonious assault at that time, and convicted for life

under the habitual criminal statutes of the State. In his state-

ment to the Board of Pardons, Captain Stewart said that he had

certified copies of a statement made by Foster's brother-in-law

in Omaha before his death three weeks ago, in which he admitted

19 major burgularies in four states, including the five for which

Foster is imprisoned in Kansas. Stewart said that Foster went to

prison rather than jeopardize his sister's happiness by accusing

her husband.

2. Mrs. John Davidson moved with her family to Topeka nineteen months

ago. Her husband, stationed at Forbes Air Force Base, found a

house near a school, and Mrs. Davidson moved in with their three

children. Soon afterwards strange things began to happen.

One morning a large bouquet of yellow roses was delivered to her

door. Mrs. Davison called the florist to report a mistake in de-

livery. The florist checked his records, said it was a cash

order, and that the address was correct. No name had been given.

Three weeks later, Mrs. Davidson's vacuum cleaner broke down. While

she waited for the repair man, a new vacuum was delivered to her house,
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Investigation revealed that it was a cash purchase by an unknown

peroon, and tho address wan accurate • In the nineteen monthn sinco

moving to Topeka, the Davidson's have received roofing for their

garage, fencing for the back yard, two pure blood collies, a port-

able air conditioner, two Christmas turkeys, a swing and slide

set, a fiber glass boat, a new water heater, and twenty-seven de-

liveries of plants and bouquets. In an interview this morning,

Mrs. Davidson laughed and said her children refer to the mysterious

donor as a "fairy godmother". All attempts to discover the giver

have failed.

3. The Governor of New Mexico left Municipal Airport this morning

at 9:5>0. Fifteen minutes later, Cindy Starret, Hollywood glamor

girl, arrived from Los Angeles. She said she was sorry she had

missed meeting tho Governor and hoped she would have the oppor-

tunity of meeting him soon. Miss Starret is here to make a personal

appearance at the Annual Banquet of the Advertisers and Agencies

Convention which is underway at the Sheraton Hotel. The Governor

addressed the principal session of the group yesterday afternoon,

and met with committees last night. Tonight the convention winds

up with the banquet and the appearance of Miss Starret.

h. A small black dog, estimated to be about eight months old, was

found last night at the corner of Wilcox and Seventh Street.

It was sitting on the corner near the mail box. Mrs. Lola Adair

who lives at 672 Wilcox saw the dog about five o'clock, and noticed

it again at 6:15. She took it home with her, fed it, brushed it,

and after fixing it a bed, she put an ad in the paper. At noon
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today, a man apj>earud at the Adair homo, and the dog J'low into

his arms. The dog, Boots by name, belongs to the son of J. K.

Carter, of North Topeka. Boots had gotten into a delivery truck

at the Carter home two weeks ago, and the family had despaired of

finding him again. The Carters have asked Mrs. Adair to come to

dinner on Sunday so they can express their appreciation of her

kindness to Boots

.
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PHASE II I

EXERCISE 6 .

DIRECTIONS: SERIES DRILL FOR UNDERSTANDING, NOT VERBATIM RECALL; REPEAT

IN OWN WORDS WITH EMPHASIS ON ACCURACY. (DIRECTIONS OF LOCALE

AND TIME, NOT PROCESS.)

1. Mrs. Tredwell has set up an appointment for you with Doctor

Jordan, Tuesday, the 23rd, at 9:30 a.m. Doctor Jordan has

his office in the Medical Center on the fourth floor. All the

dentists have their offices on that floor. If you take the

#11 bus East on 3rd Street, and get off at Wentworth, crossing

in front of the bus to go North. . .let 's see, how far is it?

You walk North four blocks on Wentworth until you get to 7th.

Yes, 7th. Then turn right, cross Wentworth, and go 1/2 block

East on 7th. The Medical Center Parking Lot is in that 1/2

block. It's pretty busy all the time, with three or four drive-

ways out before you come to the Medical Center itself. The

front door is in the middle of the building. It leads into a

hallway with maybe five elevators on the right side. When you

get off at the Iith floor, go straight ahead to the Receptionist's

desk in the middle of the room. It's a great big room, see

with the dentists office opening off it all around. The re-

ceptionist will tell you where to wait for Doctor Jordan.

2. A kitchen table? That would be in Home Furnishings on the

fifth floor. Just go ahead two aisles, turn to your right about

thirty feet to the elevator. Tell the operator fifth floor...

when you get there, walk ahead through the book department,

turn right through children's toys. That's always so noisy,

but if you get through it—why, just beyond the electric toy

section, there is a broad aisle. Almost a hallway, really.
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In the center of the far wall of the hallway, opposite the

electric trains and things, there are double glass doors.

Just go in there. That's the Home Furnishings Department.

3. Good morning! Davis, Corrick and Wagner! Mr. Davis is in con-

ference until 2:15. He will be in his office until 3:10 when

he has to leave for an appointment. He should be back by five

minutes of four for about fifteen minutes. Then there's a

conference which should last about an hour. He will be back

in the office by 5:15 and he expects to stay until 6:30 when

he will leave for a dinner meeting. You'll call about U:00

o'clock? Good! I'll tell Mr. Davis so he'll be expecting

your call. That name was William Gladstone? Thank you. We'll

be waiting to hear from you.

h. It's really quite easy to get to the ballpark. Let's see...

Just take a cross town bus going south and get off at 38th.

Walk West two blocks on 38th, then turn south for three and a

half blocks .. .you'll be close enough to hear the yelling by

that time. Let's see...When you've walked that last half

block, see, cross the street to the west. . .there's a short

street comes in there on the west side... it's h^h, I guess.

So you walk along this little street. There'll be an open

field north of you and an automobile parts store on the

South. When you've gone about 250 yards, that field on the

North becomes a parking lot. There are a lot of driveways in

and out, but just stay on the sidewalk and go straight ahead

for about a block. There's a street runs around the park.
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Anybody will tell you where gate 26 la . . .there ' iti lota of police-

men. They'd be glad to explain. I think it's on the East side

of park but I can't remember. If it's on the East side. . .you'll

be right on top of it when you come along Ix^h.. ..Have a good time!

Wish I were going!

3'. Peggy said she'd be expecting you both about 8:00. She lives

at U028 Lake Road. Just take the #2 9 bus going North, until

you get to hOth. Walk East on l40th...it slopes downhill for a

block to this four-lane highway. There are semaphores there

and there's a pedestrian button on the semaphore that gets

you across to the boulevard in the center between the north-

bound and southbound lanes. Now on this center boulevard,

there's another semaphore with a button which stops the north-

bound traffic and gets you across the highway. You walk

along UOth, on the North side of the street for two blocks

and you come to Lake Road. It's a quiet residential street.

Cross to the East side of it, turn left, and walk about a

block. Peggy's house is the first one up a little bank, so

there are two steps leading up to her sidewalk. She's got a

great big dog who is the world's friendliest. He thinks every-

one comes just to visit him. He's a Samoyed with long white

hair...and he sheds. So it's better to pat him while you wait

at the door, rather than risk his trying to crawl up in your

arms. He's kinda crazy. . .thinks he's a lapdog. You don't

have to worry about his getting in the house when Peggy comes

to the door...he's in and out all the time. His name is

Sam. Boy, will Peggy every be glad to see you. She said she

could hardly wait!
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PHASE III

EXERCISE 7.

Exercise 6 la a preparation l*or exercise 7. Or t-hey can be given

during the same hour and in some instances the teacher could use Exerise

6 as "background music" while reading Exercise 7.

Exercise 6 is taped sequences of traffic sounds; from one vehicle to

several at once, starting and stopping of traffic and noices created by-

crowded sidewalks.





PHASE III

EXERCISE 8.

SERIES DRILL: COMPLEX DIRECTIONS OF LOCALE, NOT OF PROCESS; REPEAT IN OWN

WORDS, NOT VERBATIM, BUT TO DEMONSTRATE UNDERSTANDING AND ACCURACY.

EXAMPLES:

1. Take the number 19 bus East on tenth street, and go about three

miles until you get to Franklin. Get off at Franklin and cross

Franklin, to the East side of the Street. Wait there until the

bus for the North Suburbs comes by... that's number 31. Get on that

bus going North and get off at U3rd Street North. There's a drug

store on the corner, and next to it, on Franklin, is the business

office of the contractor. Your appointment with the contractor

is for 2:ir5« I should think if you left here about two o'clock

you should have plenty of time.

2. If you want to take Dandy to the Veterinarian, the fastest way to

go is East on Sixth Street, until you get to MacVicar. There are

semaphores there. Continue East on Sixth, crossing MacVicar...

Sixth runs East and West... so keep to the North side of Sixth Street,

there's a drive-in hamburger and malt place on the corner of

MacVicar. ..then further along some business offices and salesroom.

The Aid Animal Hospital is about a third of a block East of

MacVicar. It's a wooden building, with a kind of wooden porch

in front of it, just one step up. Dandy will probably start to

pull away. Then you'll know you're there. You know how he

hates going to the doctor. The door is right in the Center front.

Just take him right in to the waiting room. The doctor or his

nurse will be out in a moment. They're very prompt.
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3. Foloy City? H'n not tho easiest place to get to... let's see...

Foley City...] think this will do it. There la a bun for

Oklahoma City which leaves here at 3:30. It has a regular stop

in Boardman's Bluff at 6:10. You get off there... have your self

a sandwich at the bus station. . .and take the Ozark Express Bus

at 7:25. Now this bus goes through Foley City at 10:£0. There

are no scheduled stops, so be sure to tell the driver when you

board, that you want off in Foley City, OK?

U. The best shoe repairman I know is out in Wats on ... that ' s a suburb

just to the East of town. Fell's name is Ryan and he runs the

Acme Shoe Shop. To get to the Acme, you better take a Number 2°

bus on Oakdale, going East. Get off on Larpenter. . .the bus turns

south there, and you want to go East. So cross Larpenter, and

walk East on Oakdale until you get to Prairieview, that's about

six blocks. Turn right, or should I say South? About two and

a half blocks, and you're at the Acme Shop. There's an oil

station in the middle of the block. Ryan's repair shop is the

first building south of it. You can't miss it. .. 'specially if

he's got any of the machines going. You can hear those motors a

block away.
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1^6

EXERCISE 9.

INCREASINGLY COMPLEX DIRECTIONS: STUDENT REWORDS FOR CLARITY AND UNDERSTANDING
(STRESS MENTAL IMAGERY)

1. There are three sizes of cardboard boxes on the shelves at the far

end of the supply closet. Take the middle sized box, and start

packing the books. Each box should hold 22 books, packed in

snugly. If they're loose in the boxes, they'll rattle around and

get scuffed looking. I think you can pack ten boxes an hour. As

you pack each box, place it on the pile by the loading dock door,

where the trucks can pick them up easily. I think you should

have 2 5 or 30 boxes done in the next 3 hours. If they're too

heavy to carry alone, ask Tony to help you.

2. Marcia will be waiting for you at the Walgreen drug store, in the

stationery section. She'll be humming softly, so you can't miss

her. I'll pick you both up in the car, in front of Walgreens at

half past. We should get to Graham's by six o'clock. I'll have

to start back immediately, and Marcia is staying with Mrs. Graham

until tomorrow. Graham's live at the edge of town. There's a

dirt road west of their place that angles north along the creek.

You follow that until it crosses the bridge. On the other side

of this little bridge, the dirt road forks. You take the right

fork which goes north along the creek. The Jensen's live in the

first house you'll come to on your left. . .They've got a big

friendly dog who'll bark you the wildest kind of welcome, so you'll

know you're there. It shouldn't take you more than twenty minutes

to walk from Graham's to Jensen's.
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It's very nice of you to offer to help clean out this cupboard.

It hasn't been cleaned out for years. If you start at the top

and work down, the dust will just fall on the shelves you haven't

cleaned yet. In the cupboard are boxes of envelopes, three or

four different sizes and they're all mixed up. Sort the envelopes

into four different boxes, by size, and then line them up in each

box neatly. The stacks of paper are all mixed up, too. The

paper is all standard size Q% x 11 inches, but some of it is good

bond paper, some of it flimsies for second sheets, and some of

it the cheap yellow second sheets. Oh, yes, on the bond, some of it

has the printed letter head, some of it is plain. The paper should

be sorted into their boxes. It's such a nuisance to have it all

mixed up. The cartons of paper cups, the empty flower vases, and

the boxes of spiral notebooks ^o on the top shelf. The paper

and envelopes go on the second shelf. On the third shelf, put

all the small supplies, boxes of paper clips, staples, pencils,

rubber bands .. .stuff like that. On the bottom shelf, just

stack up all the pads of office forms. There are the memo forms,

and the requision forms, and the telephone order form... oh, maybe

six or eight of them, all different sizes. Just stack each kind

up neatly, and that should do it. Oh, yes, dust off each shelf

well, as you work your way down.

Roger will be waiting at the gas station at the corner of Twelfth

and Fairmont. Take the Hanover Street bus going East, and get off

on the corner of 7th and Marxen. The bus turns north there, so

that's the closest place to get off. Right at the bus stop,
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there's this big drug store. The front of it is on Seventh.

Thfl n1<ln of 11. In «ui M.Mt*x<<ii. Y.ui wn 1 1< airing the aide nf \\,

,

south on Marxen, Tor five blocks to Twelfth Street. Turn left

there, cross the street and walk two blocks to Fairmont. The

gas station is on your left, before you cross the street. Right

there are the southwest corners of Twelfth and Fairmont. Roger

will be watching for you. He said he'd be there by 9:30.
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EXERCISE 1°.

DIRECTIONS: REWORD IN OWN WORDS

1. The moving men have put all the boxes with the dishes in them, out

In thu kitchen* Could you unpack them? The .-link Iium a stopper

that fits over the drain. And the soap powder is in a box on the

drainboard to your right. Just fill the sink with water and the

soap, and unpack the boxes directly into the water. The dishes

will have to be washed before we can put them on the shelves

.

When you get a sink full, wash them and dry them. ..the towels are

on the first shelf of the cupboard to the left of the sink, and

then you can stack the dishes on the table. Sort all the plates

by sizes, and be careful of the handles on all the cups. The three

big boxes hold about two dozen each of cups, saucers, dinner plates

and salad plates. There are. . .perhaps a half dozen bowls and

serving dishes. When you get that far, call me and we'll put them

away on tho shelves, and then you can tackle the glasses. There

are two boxes of those in the dining room.

2. Doctor Abrahamson will be waiting for you at a quarter of three

in his office. He will take the x-rays of your chest. It shouldn't

take more than fifteen minutes. Since I'll be at the dentist's, and

I don't know how long he'll take, why don't you wait for me down

stairs in the coffee shop. Have a cup of coffee and a sweet roll,

or something. I'll find you there. The coffee shop? Well, when

you come out of Doctor Abrahams on's turn right about thirty feet

down the hall to the elevator. It has sliding doors so you

can tell it from an office. The call button is on the door jam at
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the right. You'll want the main floor, and the operator always

calls them off. When you get out of the elevator, turn left about

ten steps or so, and then turn left again. The elevator is in

kind of a recessed hall, and about ten feet along that brings you

to the main hallway. Go left along this hall... and better stay

away from the wall, there are benches there where people wait...

it's maybe fifty or sixty feet to where the hall turns left. Now

right at that corner, is the coffee shop. Instead of turning left,

you go straight across the hallway. . .maybe ten steps, see... and

there are three or four glass doors. Go :in, the coat rack is

to your right. . .straight ahead from the doors brings you to the counter

where the seats are. It shouldn't be too crowded about three...

half hour later it will fill up with the coffee break crowd. They

have wonderful sweet rolls .. .particularily the kind with apple

slices in them. I'll meet you there.

3. What I really need done this afternoon, is to have this box of

nails, screws, nuts and bolts sorted. A construction company went

out of business and sold boxes of stuff all mixed up. The screws

are all one size, so they're no problem. Just put them in the

middle sized box. There are three sizes of nuts and bolts,

though... so those better be sorted for size into the three coffee

cans. Most of this box seems to be nails. I've counted four

different kinds .. .there may be more. In any case, there are six

square boxes to the left on the counter, and you can sort the

nails by kind and size, into those. If there are more than six

kinds of nails, let me know, and I'll get you some more boxes.
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There's only one drug store at the intersection of Ninth and

Kansas. It's on the northwest corner. When you come out of the

drug store, turn left. . .you' 11 be going left on Kansas. The blocks

are long, but you'll be on the west side of the street and that's

the side. Two blocks should take you to 7th. Turn left there...

it slopes down hill a bit... and go as far as the alley in the

middle of the block. Just beyond the alley, is the entrance to the

hotel. It'll be on your left. The doors are set back away... kind

of an alcove, see? It's about one step up... to the right, in this

entrance alcove, there's an outside phone on the wall, which is

directly connected with the taxi company. It's quite simple.

Just tell whoever answers where you are, and a cab will come in no

time. I'll see you back here about 5>:30, OK?
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PHASE III

KXERCEJE 11.

In this exercise recorded music, sounds and dialogue of the Atlantic Suite

by Grofe are used.

The person must listen "hard" to get the story from this record. Almost

all listening skills are used; mental imagery, "background" music, logically

re-aligning the dialogue, ones own emotional response to the story. After

listening to this piece plenty of time must be allowed for discussion.

Students should individually be allowed to repeat the story from their own

interpretations. There usually is disagreement among the group as to

correct interpretation and the teacher should encourage the group to relate

how they reached their particular interpretation; what words, sounds, gave

them their ideas . Do not disclose the story content before playing the

record.
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PHASE III

EXERCISE 1.2.

In thin exercise the instructor is to bring to clans a longer, more detailed

nnw» article from a local newspaper". The subject matter .should be at leu3t

vaguely familiar to the whole class and preferably one of controversial

nature

.

A tape recorder should be set up before the teacher begins class in order

to tape reading and discussion sessions.

After reading the article there should be a general discussion of what has

been heard. After the subject has been "worn thin" the teacher should re-

play in its entirety the reading and discussion session. (The lesson

usually takes two class periods, reading and discussion one period and

replay and discussion the second hour. ) Students should listen to their

own discussion, arguments and conclusions and then review in a following

session if they have logically expressed themselves and how, if any, they

might have better expressed opinions pertaining to the reading.
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PHASE III

EXERCISE 13.

Exercise 11, Retention Reading Units, is made up of five short readings with

review tests following each.

The reading should be presented only once. Immediately afterward the group

should be encouraged, and probed if necessary, for a good review of the en-

tire story. The main idea should be brought out first. Then various vivid

ideas should be discussed. The group should work around to finally being

able to completely relating the "whole" in their own words.

The follow-up review tests should be given during following hours . It is

possible to overlap some of the readings and tests. These tests should not

be stressed as a testing situation but as one organized means of review for

retention.

The review tests can be given orally to the entire group. The teacher reads

a test item and then allows about 30 seconds for members to decide on an

answer. The teacher can then give the correct answer and the student can

keep count of his own correct answers. Stress that these are valuable to

each individual in evaluating his own retention and it isn't necessarily

important for the teacher to record these or reveal to the whole group

each individual's progress.
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PHASE III

Unit I

Retention Reading Unit and Tests

Five Tests

READING MATERIAL:

"Abraham Lincoln—Everybody's Business " by Greer Williams

-

Kiwanis Magazine—February 195U—Copyright 195U—by Kiwanis
International, 520 Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois. Taken
from Reader's Digest, February 1955.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS:

Test: 1. True-False
2. Multiple Choice
3. Sentence Completion
h. Matching
5. Combination
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN: EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS by Greer Williams

In the 90 years since his death, Abraham Lincoln has been written and

talked about more than any other human being. He is the great American

folk hero. His popularity has steadily grown and purified itself until

he has come to be worshipped by mankind far beyond the limits of his

own country.

Since Lincoln's own fellow citizens first mourned his passing, in one

of the longest funeral processions of all time, millions from all

over the world have visited his tomb in Springfield, Illinois. More

millions have paused in reverence before his statue in the Lincoln

Memorial in Washington, D.C. Each year hundreds of thousands tour

the "Lincoln country," from the cabin where he was reputedly born

near Hodgenville, Kentucky to New Salem State Park, 20 miles northwest

of Springfield, where stands a faithful restoration of the pioneer

village in which Honest Abe spent his young manhood.

Ralph 0. Newman, owner of the Abraham Lincoln Book Shop in Chicago,

refers to his business as part of the "Lincoln industry." With a

$2^0,000 a year gross, Newman is a chief beneficiary among an estimated

500 persons who make a direct living from Lincoln. These include rare-

manuscript and book dealers, monument custodians and souvenir sellers.

Perhaps 10,000 Americans collect printed matter about Lincoln. This

need not be an expensive hobby; much information may be obtained from

historical libraries and societies at little or not cost. But big-

league collectors have invested huge sums in things that were Lincoln's,

The Gettysburg Address, for instance.
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There nxl:.' Ln 1. 1" >Iii'm handwriting rive ccipltvj of Ihtwii ^66 immortal

words. The two drafts he vna.de before giving the speech are both in

the Library of Congress. Afterward, he made a third copy at the re-

quest of Edward Everett, who had given a two-hour oration that same

day and had received practically all the applause. The Everett copy

was written to be sold at auction in a benefit for wounded soldiers.

Many years later it brought the highest price ever paid for a Lincoln

"autograph"—$150,000, This was paid by an anonymous Chicago business-

man, not long before the 1929 stock-market crash. In ±9hk the man's

widow sold it for $60,000—the second-highest price. Illinois school

children raised $50,000 and Marshall Field gave $10,000, so it could

be placed in the Illinois State Historical Library.

The fourth and fifth copies Lincoln penned for historian George Bancroft,

again to raise money for war veterans. One of these is now in the

possession of Cornell University. The other belongs to Oscar B. Cintas

,

former Cuban Ambassador to the United States. He paid $5ii,000 for it.

The last big turnover of Lincoln relics was in the 1952 auction in

New York City of the collection of the late Oliver R. Barrett, Chicago

attorney. The little book in which Lincoln as a boy wrote, "Abraham

Lincoln, his book and pen, he will be good, but God knows when," went

for $3600. The Waltham Company paid $1600 for the Waltham watch

Lincoln gave his cousin, Di nnis Hanks. Total sales amounted to

$273, 610.

Lincoln writers are an industry in themselves. Tw 2 outpouring of

words began the day after Lincoln's death; there are now some 6000

books and pamphlets about him.
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Biographies number hundreds; they have been written in German, Spanish

and Norwegian. One of the best was by an Englishman. Lord Charnwood.

After World War II, three Japanse published books about him.

Early biographies glorfied Lincoln beyond his human proportions, causing

certain associates, such as William Herndon, his old law partner, to

react with reminiscences unduly vulgarizing the man. Later, objective

historians reached a more balanced view.

Literary interest rose to a high plateau with the 1926 publication of

Carl Sandburg's two-volume Abraham Lincoln : The Prairie Years . Sand-

burg finished his job in 1939 with four volumes called Abraham Lincoln;

The War Years . The literary tide has been high ever since, and added

to it in 1953 was Roy P. Basler's eight-volume, 115>-dollar Collected

Works of Abraham Lincoln .

Hoaxes and whole-cloth inventions have given much trouble to truth-

seekers about Lincoln. Dealer Newman, of the Lincoln Book Shop, has

turned down enough Lincoln hair to stuff a sofa, and a rag-bag full of

alleged scraps from the blood-stained pillow case on which Lincoln's

head rested in his final hours.

Yet even the palpable frauds may achieve collector's value, such as

the small stone inscribed: "A. Lincoln Ann Rutledge were betrothed

here July h, 1833," This stone, said to have been found in Old Salem

in 1900, brought $75 at auction.

Herndon 's unproved tale of the Ann Rutledge romance is undoubtedly the

biggest fraud of all. He used this to buttress his contention that
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there was no love between Abraham and Mary Lincoln (untrue); the story

of young love and untimely death captured popular imagination and let

to further hoaxes

.

In 1928 a Miss Wilma Frances Minor convinced the editor of The Atlantic

Monthly that a series of Lincoln letters, including love letters to and

from Ann Rutledge, was authentic, and the magazine published it. His-

torian Paul M. Angle pronounced the letters a fraud and, in an article

also published in The Atlantic Monthly , spelled out the discrepancies:

Green ink was used in some of the letters .. .yet green ink contains

aniline dye not introduced until later. The handwriting alleged to be

Lincoln's was similar to his.. .but nowhere else had he begun sentences

with a small letter. In one of Ann's letters was written: "I am greatfull

for the Spencers copy-book. I copy frum that every time I can spair."

Ann Rutledge died in 1935 • Spencer's first penmanship book was not

pub 1in hod until 181*8.

All that cold-blooded scholars can determine for sure is that Abe and

Ann lived in the same town at the same time, and that she was engaged

to someone else. Yet the legend of Lincoln's love for her lives on.

^-According to legend. Lincoln dashed off the speech while on the

train to Gettysburg—writing with a pencil borrowed from young Andrew

Carnegie on the back of an envelope borrowed from Secretary of State

Seward. Actually, he wrote a large part, if not all, of the first

draft while still at the White House, beginning the text in ink on
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Executive Mansion stationery and finishing it in pencil on ruled, blue-

gray foolscap. He finished writing the speech on the morning of its

delivery, November 19, 1863 . There is good historical evidence that

he copied off the second draft (to be used as a reading copy) in

Gettysburg.
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(Lincoln)
Unit I—Test one

True & False

T 1. This article was written 90 years after Lincoln's death.

F 2. Lincoln's body rests in the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C,

T 3. Perhaps 10,000 Americans collect printed matter about Lincoln.

T U. There exists in Lincoln's handwriting five copies of the

Gettysburg Address

.

T 5. Biographies about Lincoln have been written in German,
Spanish and Norwegian.

F 6. Early biographies about Lincoln did not glorify his

greatness

.

T 7. Lincoln's romance with Ann Rutledge was never proven to
be true.

F 8. In 1928 a Miss Wilma Frances Minor allowed the Atlantic
Monthly magazine to publish a collection of authentic
letters, including love letters from Lincoln to Ann
Rutledge.

T 9. Illinois school children raised $50,000 to help purchase
an original copy of the Gettysburg Address.

T 10. In 1939 Carl Sandburg published a U-volume book called
Abraham Lincoln: The War Years.
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(Lincoln)
Unit l"--T<>;il, |,wti

Multiple Choice (Correct answer underlined)

1. Abraham Lincoln was reputedly born in:

a. Hodgenville, Kentucky
b. Lincoln, Illinois
c

.

Louisville , Kentucky

2. The estimated number of people who make a living buying and
selling Lincoln artifacts is:

a. 100 people
b. 5>00 people~ 1500 people

3. There exists in Lincoln's handwriting how many copies of the

Gettysburg Address

:

a. $ copies
b. 2 copies
c. 7 copies

h. According to legend, Lincoln wrote the Gettysburg Address with
a pencil borrowed from:

a. Secretary of State Seward
b. Young Andrew Carnegie
c. A conductor on the train

5. The last biggest turnover of Lincoln relics was in:
a. 1952
b. 1931
c

.

1900

6. Which one of the following was a Lincoln author?
a. William Herndon
b. Oliver R. Barrett
c

.

Carl Sandburg

7. Which of the following was a genuine Lincoln relic?
a. blood-stained pillow case
b. enough Lincoln hair to stuff a

pillow-case
c. a little book Lincoln wrote in

as a boy .

The author of the "false love letters" that were published in
a 1928 Atlantic Monthly was

:

a. Carl Sandburg
b. Wilma Frances Minor
c. Ralph G. Newman
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(Lincoln)
Unit I—Test two

'). Tho riiiMmr lUinnrUimJ Mm Lincoln FunurviJ proc:onnion us:
a. "One ol' the lon^o.st. I'unora L

processions of all time..."
b. "One of the most revered

services in history."
c. "The most depressing funeral

procession ever held."

10. Each year "Lincoln Country," from Kentucky to Illinois, is

visited by:

a. hundreds of thousands of people
b. thousands of people
c. a million people
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(Lincoln)
Unit I—Test three

SENTENCE COMPLETION:

1. Lincoln is a great American folk hero .

2. Millions from all over the world have visited his tomb in

Springfield, Illinois.

3. Perhaps 10,00 Americans collect printed matter about Lincoln.

U. There were two original drafts of the Gettysburg Address.

5. These drafts are now in the Library of Congress .

6. The highest price ever paid for a Lincoln autograph was $1^0,000.

7. There arc some 6,000 books and pamphlets written about Lincoln.

8. Green ink was used to write some of the false "love-letters"
published by the Atlantic Monthly.

9. Even some of the frauds and hoaxes have achieved collector's value ,

10. One hoax was a small stone inscribed "A. Lincoln-Ann Rutledge
were betrothed here July h, 1833 .

:

"
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(Lincoln)
Unit I—Test four

MATCH 1 NO:

1. Lincoln's tomb 1

2. Carl Sandburg 2

3. Possessor of an original
copy of Gettysburg
Address

3

u. Lincoln Memorial h

5. 1863 r"

6. "Lincoln Country" 6

7. 1835 7

8. Ralph G. Newman 8

9. Author of Lincoln Hoax 9.

10. William Herndon 10,

Washington, D.C.

Owner of Lincoln Book Store

Springfield, Illinois

Lincoln's old law partner

Reported year of death of

Ann Rut ledge

Lincoln writer

Illinois State Historical Library

Hodgenville, Kentucky to New
Salem State Park

Year Gettysburg Address was made

Wilma Francis Minor
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(Lincoln)
Unit I—Test five

COMBINATION TEST

TRUE & FALSE ;

1. Lincoln' a body rests in the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C.

2. There exists in Lincoln's handwriting 5 copies of the Gettysburg Address.

3. Lincoln's romance with Ann Rutledge was never proven to be true.

h* Early biographies about Lincoln did not glorify his greatness.

5>. In 1939 Carl Sandburg published a ^-volume book called Abraham Lincoln :

The War Years .

MULTIPLE CHOICE ;

6. Which one of the following was a Lincoln author?
a. William Herndon
b. Oliver R. Barrett
c . Carl Sandburg

7. Abraham Lincoln was reputedly born in
a. Hodgenville, Kentucky
b. Lincoln, Illinois
c. Louisville, Kentucky

8. The author described the Lincoln funeral procession as:

a. "One of the longest funeral processions
of all time .

"

b. "One of the most revered services
in history."

c. "The most depressing funeral procession
ever held.

"

9. Each year "Lincoln Country," from Kentucky to Illinois is visited by:

a. hundreds of thousands of people
b. thousands of people
c. a million people

10. The estimated number of people who make a living buying and selling
Lincoln artifacts is:

a. 100 people
b. 5g0 people
c

.

1500 people

SENTENCE COMPLETION :

11. There were 2 original drafts of the Gettysburg Address.
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UniL 1--Teat i'lvo

12. One hoax was a small stone inscribed "A. Lincoln Ann Rutledge
were betrothed here July h, 1833."

13. The highest price ever paid for a Lincoln autograph was $1^0,000.

Hi. Millions from all over the world have visited his tomb in
Springfield, Illinois o

15. Perhaps 10,000 Americans collect printed matter about Lincoln.

MATCHING:

16. William Herndon 16.

17. Lincoln Author 17.

18. Possessor of an original copy 18.

'of Gettysburg Address

19. "Lincoln Country " 19.

20. Owner of Lincoln Book Store 20.

Illinois State Historical Library

Ralph G. Newman

Lincoln's old law partner

Carl Sandburg

Hodgcnvillo, Kentucky to
New Salem State Park
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PHASE III

Unit 2

Retention Reading Unit and Tests
Four tests

READING MATERIAL:

"The night of the Hayride " by Marcella Tallant from Reader's
Digest, November 1950.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS:

Test: 1. True-False
2. Multiple Choice
3. Sentence Completion

k» Matching
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THE NIGHT OF THE HAY RIDE by Marcella Tallant

Though I never mot. Cora Holbrook during the yv;iv J lived in a western

state, I know the Pacta of hur Life Lo be true in every dota:U aa I bell

them here—except that I have changed names and concealed the locale.

Cora Holbrook had been a semi -recluse for 16 years, after having been

jilted the day before her wedding. Excepting for occasional shopping

trips to the city she confined herself to the big estate she had in-

herited, cutting off all ties with the people in the nearby little town

of Holbrook, which had been founded by her great-grandfather. At the

time of which I write she was 37 years old, the last of her clan.

Yet Holbrook, against which she held her grudge, wasn't such a bad little

town. Gossipy at times, yet often warm and friendly too. But it took

a catastrophic to make some people realize that.

One evening the 13 -year old daughter of the banker in Holbrook gave a

hay-ride party for some of her schoolmates. When they were coming

home under a harvest moon, a drunken driver crashed his three-ton truck

into the hay wagon. The top-heavy vehicle overturned in the ditch

and threw some of the victims against the high iron fence that surrounds

the grounds of Cora Holbrook's estate. The truck driver, terrified,

backed away from the wreckage and drove off without giving aid, leaving

the wagon driver and 20 bruised and broken young bodies strewn along-

side the country lane.

The horses gave warning of the accident. They raced madly home to

their stable—broken harness dangling and the doubletree, held by one
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trace, dragging at their heels. The owner oi' the animals, a retired

farmer living in town and the father of one of the youngsters in the

party, knew at once there had been trouble. Because he could not

know how serious it was, he gave no general alarm; instead, he drove

his car to the home of the town's only doctor, got him and his nurse and

a couple of helper's, and drove out the route they knew the party had

taken. It was always the same route for hay rides—to the river grove

and back.

Eight miles from town they found the wreckage. The nearest hospital

was in the distant county seat, but right where the accident occurred,

a hundred yards back of imposing gates, stood the Holbrook mansion,

the only house nearby.

To the town's newcomers Cora Holbrook was a legend only; it took the

forceful 39-year old Dr. John Armsby, driven by the necessity of the

moment, to apply to her for help. But then, he too was new to the

town.

After a quick survey of some of the children's injuries he hurried

to her door. When a white-haired maid answered his ring he said,

"Im Doctor Armsby. There's been a ghastly accident at your gates.

We're bringing the injured in here."

When she demurred he said angrily, "You can't let those kids die out

there. Quick— I'll want hot water, soap, blankets, sheets. This is

an emergency."
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A woman's voiou i'rom bhu back of th« ha I 1 said, "
I I' it.':; serious,

of course we can't refuse, Martha. Bring your- patient in, doctor."

"I've more than a dozen patients. We'll have to turn your house into

a hospital for tonight."

They carried the youngsters in. Rough men with gentle hands bore im-

provised litters. Shortly there were rows of sofas, cots and mattresses

in living room and library. Doctor Armsby was cool, efficient, dynamic.

He had everyone working. He phoned and asked that nurses, an anesthetist

and necessary equipment be rushed from the hospital at the county

seat. It was better to bring aid to the suffering youngsters than to

move them U5 miles to the hospital.

The doctor set broken limbs and cleaned and :;ewt'd up wounds . A servant

would hand him a cup of black coffee; he'd gulp it standing, and then

go back to work again. The nurse helped him, handling sedatives,

hypos , bandages

.

Seeing an idle woman in the hall he called to her, "Here, you, get warm

water and gauze and go around washing faces and hands as gently as

possible." Her wide hazel eyes gave him a startled look. A maid, bear-

ing hot-water bags, protested, "But that's Miss Holbrookl"

"She has hands, hasn't she?" Then, turning to the owner of the house,

he said more gently, "We need every pair of ministering hands we can

get tonight. "
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An hour later he found Cora Holbrook comforting a weeping girl. He

said, "We haven't informed the parents yet and it's getting late.

They'll be wondering what's keeping the kids. Here's a list of the

various parents concerned and the wife of the man who drove the hay

wagon. Phone them. Reassure them, in case they've heard rumors."

She stiffened, staring at him coldly. "I couldn't possibly. You

don't understand. I'm—I'm out of touch with Holbrook people. I

can't talk to them."

"Of course you can. Tell them every child will live. Seven, I

admit, are badly hurt, but—God willing—we'll pull them through.

Hurry now, before their families learn and get panicky. I don't want

them rushing out here. I've got more work to do." He thrunt the list

at her and propelled her to the telephone. He looked down at her as

he listened to her first call. She was a slim graceful figure with

fair hair, and now she had a quiet charm. As she dialed a second number

he gave her a pat on the shoulder. "Good girl," he said, and went

back to where the nurse was waiting for him.

Nurses and equipment finally arrived from the county-seat hospital,

and then the really critical work started. Cora Holbrook, shut out now,

moved restlessly about. Hot milk and sedatives had quieted the less

severely hurt; there was little for her to do except to say an en-

couraging word to some feverish youngster.

Day came, and Doctor Arms by, leaving the nurses to carry on alone,

sank into a chair in the kitchen and asked for Miss Holbrook. She came

as she was, hair disarranged, soft around her flushed cheeks; eyes soft,

too, lit with sympathy.
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He said, as if it were his house, "Sit down. First, someone just phoned

that the hit-and-run driver has been caught. Second, about this barg-

ing in on you. I hope you won't mind if we regard this as a hospital

for a few days. Most of the kids can go home, say tomorrow, but we

have nine who'll be better off if not moved. As you know, we have no

hospital in Holbrook."

When she asked, "Where's Doctor Thurston?" he stared at her.

"You live here and you don't know that he died last summer? I've

replaced him." He closed his eyes, then opened them wearily. "God,

I'm tiredl Up all the previous night on a baby case; on the go all

yesterday. . .By the way, why have you buried yourself alive in this

mausoleum? Forty rooms, I'll wager. What a splendid hospital it

would make 1

"

Too exhausted for indignation she said, "It's my home, where my father

was born, and his father. My citadel too. You know my story—the

townspeople must have told you. My fiance, the town banker now, eloped

with my best friend the day before our wedding. I've never set foot

in Holbrook since. "

'I know," the doctor said. "I saw you comforting the banker's daughter

last night. I notified him myself. Shooed you off before you learned

her name .

"

"You thought I'd take out an old grudge on her? No, I've ceased to care,

At 21 my pride was hurt more than my heart. It was when I returned

from a trip abroad, months later, and callers came— I encountered pity,
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curiosity, amusement and a sort of smug satisfaction. A Holbrook

humbled! I just wouldn't take it from them. Why should I? I owed

the town nothing. For years I've made myself forget its existence."

He studied her. "Yes, you've been coddling past grievances, and with

a certain relish. Last night you snapped out of it. Last night you

did a hundred unpleasant tasks for bloodstained, frightened boys and

girls. You've got good stuff in you. Why hide it? You're 37, aren't

you? Think of the years ahead. You can stay here, secure, forgotten;

or you can become the best-liked woman in the county.

"Last night you opened your home and your heart to others. Don't think

the town isn't grateful! I've told these kids' parents that it was

your idea; that I met you running down the driveway and you suggested

my moving them in here. I'm new in this town, Miss Holbrook—don't

make me out a liar."

There was a silence he did not try to break. She sat, not seeing him,

hazel eyes shadowed, trying not to hear the little moaning sobs that

came into the bright kitchen from down the hall.

"Strange, I never thought of this as a mausoleum," she said. "I love

this great house and its gardens and orchards and fields."

Suddenly she smiled; something rare and lovely lighted her face, and

for the moment she was brushed with beauty.

"But, you're right, it would make a good hospital. And I could stay

—

I could build myself a smaller house somewhere on the property." She
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rn.'i.-hn.l n hand ncritnri l.h« I «M< . "If you'U Ukn rhmw "<' Uilngn

we'll turn this into Holbrook Hospital. To the town I've despised I

give it—through you."

As she saw her proffered gift galvanize him into complete wakefulness

she added, "It's in payment for last night; in payment to you. You

made me forget myself. You made me help others who needed kindness

and care. Somehow last night cured my own old wound. That's the

cure I should have sought long ago—service of heart and hands."

That was almost ten years ago. Today Holbrook Hospital is known through-

out the countryside. A fine new wing has been added and patients come

to it from near and far.

No one in the entire countryside la more honored or beloved than

its donor. But the credit for everything, she insists, belongs to

her husband, John Arms by, the hospital's chief surgeon.
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F 1.

T 2.

T 3.

T 5.

T 6.

F 7.

F 8.

T 9.

T 10.

(Hayride)
Unit 2 —Test One

TRUE & FALSE:

The unihoronn wuti ,-i purnonn.1 l*r:lnnd of Cora.

Corn was a semi-recluse for 16 years

.

The daughter of the man who had jilted Cora, many years
before, was the hostess of the hayride party.

The driver of the truck, that struck the wagon, stopped
to give aid.

The 39-year old Dr. John Armsby was the town's only physician,

The nearest hospital was miles away.

Several of the children wore already dead by the time
they were carried into Cora's house.

Cora refused to call the parents of the children.

Cora was jilted by the town banker at the age of 21.

Cora, the town and the new hospital had the same name.
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(Hayride)
Unit 2 —Test Two

Multiple Choice (Correct answer underlined)

1. The town of Holbrook was founded by:

a. Cora's father
b. Cora's grandfather
c. Cora's great-grandfather

2. Tho first warning of the accident war. given by:

a. Cora's housekeeper
b. Cora
c. The runaway horses

3. When the farmer became aware that there must be trouble with
the children he

:

a. gave a general alarm
b. he drove his car to the home

of Doctor Armsby
c. he called the town banker

They found the wreckage

$. The accident had occurred:

a. 10 miles from town
b. right outside of town
c. 8 miles from the town

a. in front of Cora's house
b. about a 100 yards down the

road from her house
c . about one mile away from

Cora's house

6. The injured children were hospitalized in Cora's:
a. upstairs bedrooms
b. living room and library
c. kitchen and dining room

Cora helped the Doctor by:

a. gently washing the children's
faces and hands

b. by handling the hypos and bandages
c. by keeping out of the way

Cora's finance eloped with
a. her sister
b. her best friend
c. her maid





9. To turn the Ho lbrook home into a hospital was:

a. Doctor Armsby's idea
Cora's idea
The town's idea

10. Doctor Armsby was

a. h years older than Cora
b. 2 years older than Cora
c. they were the same age

L88
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(liny rl. In)

Unit >* —Test Thrt»«

SENTENCE COMPLETION:

1. The accident happened at night time.

2. Except for occasional shopping trips into town Cora confined
herself to the big house.

3. Cora had been a semi-recluse for 16 years.

h» The horses gave warning of the accident.

5. Doctor Armsby was the name of the only town doctor.

6. The doctor used Cora's house as a hospital .

7. The doctor told the townspeople that it was Cora's idea to
turn her home into a hospital.

8. Cora eventually married Doctor Armsby .

9. At the time of the accident the children had been on a hay ride

10. Cora notified the p;i ren t;i of the accident.
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(Hayride)
Unit, '•' —T«m«. Knur

MATCHING:

1. Cora

2. town's only doctor

3. horses

U. the town banker

5. Doctor Armsby's idea

J.

2.

3.

a.

6. the town's newcomer's legend 6.

7. the truck driver 7.

8. the town's former doctor 8.

9. housemaid 9.

10. at night 10.

jilted Cora l6 years before

to turn Cora's house into a hospital

time of accident

warned of accident

hit and run driver

John Armsby

Martha

Cora Hilbrook

owner of Holbrook mansion

Thurston
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Unit 3

Retention Reading Unit & Tests
Three tests

READING MATERIAL:

"The Unforgettable Character of Dusty Rhoads " by Mary Woodard Lasker
from Reader's Digest, April 196?.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS:

Test: 1. Multiple Choice
2. Sentence Completion
3

.

Matching
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THE UNFORGETTABLE CHARACTER OF DUSTY RHOADS by Mary Woodard Lasker

I never visit Sloan-Kettering Institute, the towering, modern cancer-

research center near New York's busy East River, without pausing in

the lobby before the large oil portrait of Dr. Cornelius Rhoads . The

piercing blue eyes, the close-cropped steel-gray hair, the characteristic

stance, arms akimbo, are so lifelike that I can close my eyes and see

him again, making his energetic rounds of the institution he called his

"tower of hope.

"

I first met Dusty, as everyone called him, in 19hh, when someone near

me was stricken with cancer. Appalled that so little could be done to

save her, I began studying the subject, and my investigation led to

Dr. Rhoads, one of the few doctors then vitally interested in cancer

research. It was during World War II and he was serving as chief of

the Chemical Warfare Service of the Army Medical Corps as well as head

of New York's big Memorial Hospital. Even then, his smoldering deter-

mination to conquer cancer was evident.

We discussed the discouraging outlook: the lack of funds and facilities,

the small and ineffectual cancer organizations, the absence of vital

knowledge of the disease. He pointed out that less than one million

dollars was being spent annually for concerted research into a disease

that had killed nearly 167,000 Americans the previous year. "Our budget

for cancer research at Memorial this year is just $li5>,000," he growled.

"Look at this." He threw open the door of a tiny broom closet. Inside,

bending over a microscope, was one of his brilliant young researchers.

"That's the kind of research facilities we have." Yet, even while out-

lining the obstacles, Dr. Rhoads radiated an urgency to get on with the

fight—and a confidence in eventual victory.
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THAT MANY MAY LIVE. At the end of World War II, Dr. Rhoads immediately

launched an all-out, many-pronged assault on the disease. In the Army

he had achieved some impressive results by attacking research problems

with teams of experts in various fields, rather than with individual

scientists as was customary in medicine. He brought this principle

of teamwork and some of his key Army associates with him on his return

to Memorial. His work in the Chemical Warfare Service had convinced

him that chemicals could be found that would kill the proliferating

cancer cells while leaving normal cells unharmed. He threw all his

energies into this quest. He recruited young doctors. He spoke at

public meetings and medical meetings. He appeared before Congressional

committees to appeal for funds for research.

Soon he had enlisted the support of such men as Frank A. Howard, vice

president of Standard Oil, and Alfred Sloan and Charles Kettering, two

of the founders of General Motors. Sloan gave the initial four million

dollars which led to the building of the Sloan-Kettering Institute—the

first such institute devoted entirely to cancer research. I never saw

Dr. Rhoads happier than at the dedication of his "tower of hope" in

April 19U8.

The fine new building had dozens of laboratories filled with the most

modern equipment, constant-temperature rooms for growing plant molds,

refrigerated storage rooms—even one entire floor for mice. The en-

trance hall of the building bore this inscription: "Within these walls

a few labor unceasingly that many may live." The one who labored most

unceasingly was Dusty Rhoads

.
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His residence was on the top floor of the Institute, and he literally

Mv.kI Mm work ;')i liMiuvi i «l.i.y. Ilci would prowl r-tiM.lnmi l.y Mii-ouri) Iho

gloaming laboratories where technicians wore injooLJng mice with earicox*

tissue. Now and then he would stop to chat with a researcher, or peer

through tiny glass windows into eggs that had been planted with bits of

cancer. "That's a ten strike!" he would exclaim over some encouraging

report. He was quick to spot discouragement and dispel it with his in-

fectious enthusiasm—or with a quiet act of kindness.

His office on the Institute's 13th floor was a hive of activity. He

had several secretaries and assistants, whom he called "chicks," and

his shout of "Chicks!" would bring one scurrying. His door was always

open to anyone. Naturally this imposed a heavy burden on his time.

"Why don't you just close your door and have your secretary keep people

away?" I once asked him. "Oh, I couldn't do that," he said in a

shocked voice.

Although he was concerned primarily with research aspects of cancer

at Sloan-Kettering, his rounds at adjoining Memorial Hospital were a

constant reminder of the personal tragedy inflicted by the disease.

He was always deeply affected after talking with the youngsters at

Memorial who were doomed by leukemia. "It needn't be," he would say,

his face clouded over. "Not always."

Dr. Rhoads was utterly unsparing of himself. Once Dr. Ernest Wynder,

one of his associates, said he needed a volunteer for an experiment.

"What kind of experiment?" Rhoads asked. Wynder explained he wanted

to apply tobacco tar to the volunteer's back for a period of time and

then strip off a small piece of skin and analyze it for signs of cancer.

"I volunteer," Rhoads said—and he proceeded to serve secretly as a

human guinea pig for possible cancer-causing substances.
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AN INTEREST IN EVERYTHING. The son of a Springfield, Mass., physician,

Dr. Rhoads attended Bowdoin College, where he was captain of the foot-

ball team, and Harvard Medical School, from which he was graduated with

honors. At Harvard he studied under the great Dr. Harvey Cushing with

the intension of becoming a surgeon.

Then one summer he got a chance to go to the Grenfell Mission hospital

in Labrador—where there were a lot of tuberculosis patients. Eager to

study the disease, and oblivious to the fact that TB is highly contagious,

the young medical student would sit for hours with stethoscope plugged

in his ears listening to the rumbles, tinkles and splashes in his pa-

tients' chests. When he returned to Boston he suddenly began coughing

up blood. He had contracted TB. He was removed to Trudeau Sanitorium

at Saranac Lake in New York's Adirondack Mountains. Although ill, he

began conducting experiments at Trudeau and finally, still sick, re-

turned to Boston and completed his own cure.

But becauso he had had TB, he decided against a surgeon's career and

turned instead to teaching pathology at Harvard. His work in pathology

showed such promise that he was invited to join the staff of the

Rockefeller Institute in New York. Thus, at the age of 30, he became

a member of one of the most advanced medical-research groups in the

world.

In New York he married Katherine Bolman, an attractive medical secretary

at Rockefeller Institute, and began research into leukemia, cancer of

the blood. He was supposed to be occupied solely with research, but,

when the chief of staff of the Institute's hospital was leaving for

Europe, Rhoads asked if he could treat a few patients. The doctor

absentmindedly agreed. When he returned he found that Rhoads had filled

one whole ward with patients he was treating with experimental drugs.
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One of Rhoads' great qualities wan his innate interest in almost

everything. He somehow found time to sail, fish and play tennis—and

he was good at all of them. A Civil War buff, he sometimes disap-

peared from medical conventions to tramp old battlefields . He raised

, was an ardent gardner and even liked to select his wife's clothes

"LET'S TRY AGAIN." In 1939, when Dr. James Ewing retired as head of

the new Memorial Center for Cancer and Allied Diseases, the position

was offered to Rhoads. At the new hospital, he immediately set about

building a crack team of doctors and researchers . Although he often

recruited young and sometimes unseasoned investigators, many of them

eventually became leaders in cancer research.

With his new team, Rhoads plunged into a massive attack on the cancer

problem. He established assault groups and actively participated in

programs on steroid chemistry, virology, nucleic-acid metabolism,

cancer chemotherapy, genetics, pathology and treatment of cancer. He

was among the first to realize that in one of these new areas sig-

nificant advances might be made in combating the disease. Each week

dozens of new chemicals would pour into Sloan-Kettering to be tested

for possibilities of destroying cancer in animals or test tubes.

Dr. Rhoads could be doggedly stubborn in testing chemicals he felt

might offer a cure. Once, after a promising compound had been tested

on nine children with leukemia without securing a single remission,

Dr. David Karnofsky wanted to abandon the experiment. "No," said

Rhoads. "Let's try a little longer." Karnofsky tried again and

secured a remission on the very next child. Once asked why he kept

leukemia-stricken children alive if they would die eventually, Dr.

Rhoads said, "We're making headway. Perhaps before they exhaust their

last remission we'll have something really good."
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Rhoads gradually became convinced that there is something in healthy

persons that fights off the start of cancer. To test this theory,

living cancer cells were injected under the skins of cancer victims,

and of healthy volunteers from the Ohio state penitentiary. In can-

cer victims the cells grew rapidly and unchecked; in healthy persons

they did not. What made the difference?

Rhoads thought it was a newly discovered substance in the blood called

properdin. The cancer victims, it was found, had little properdin in

their blood, while the prisoners, who remained healthy, had normal

amounts. A dramatic breakthrough seemed imminent. Hopelessly ill

children were injected with the new substance. It was useless. Two

years and tens of thousands of dollars had gone into one more crushing

defeat. Dr. Rhoads must have been bitterly disappointed, but he never

faltered. He simply kept testing—substance after substance.

Eventually, as his responsibilities grew, Dr. Rhoads had to give up

his dual role as head of both Memorial and Sloan-Kettering, to con-

centrate on his duties as chief of the research institute. He no

longer had time to sail or swim. He built a house in Connecticut as

a "hideaway," but spent most of his weekends there poring over medical

papers—dictating to his wife as he drove up and back.

And he became more impatient with nonessentials. Unless Mrs. Rhoads

stopped him, he might go off to an important medical dinner in black

tie and brown sports shoes. Although he went for years without a

vacation, he once surprised his wife by announcing he was taking her

to Bar Harbor, Maine. When they got there, she discovered that he

had come to see Dr. Elise Strang L'Esperance, a former associate who

had inherited a fortune. The result of this "vacation" was the
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Strang Cancer Prevention Clinic at. Memorial—established with funila

given by Dr. L'Esperanee and her sister May Strang.

HIGH ACHIEVEMENT—AND GREAT DARING. The year 1959 marked Dr. Rhoads

'

20th anniversary at Memorial. Under his leadership, the Center had

grown from a single structure to a complex of buildings covering a

square block and forming the greatest private cancer center in the

world.

Moreover, when Rhoads came to Memorial, less than one million dollars

a year was being spent nationally on cancer research. After 20 years

of his tireless enthusiasm, which drew so many supporters into the

campaign, the government alone was pouring 75 million dollars annually

into the research for a cure. And today the government spends 150

million dollars, while the American Cancer Society raises 13 million

yearly for research and training.

But the endless work had taken its toll. Dusty Rhoads' robust health

began to flag. One night in August 1959, he had dinner with a colleague

at a New York club. Although he always liked to walk back to the

hospital from the club, this time he wearily suggested they get a cab.

A few days later he died of a heart attack at his cottage in Connecticut.

The last time I saw Dr. Rhoads he seemed frustrated—something very

rare for him. Some 20 new and useful drugs had been developed, many

of them at Sloan-Kettering, but still his burning ambition to find

the cure for cancer had not been achieved. His crusade, in that sense,

may have seemed a failure. But he had helped to break trail for advances

through which thousands of living Americans have been cured of cancer.
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After his death, a colleague came upon a book containing a speech by

Theodore Roosevelt in which Dr. Rhoads had marked a passage: "It is

not the critic who counts, not the man who points out how the strong

man stumbled, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better.

The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena; whose face

is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs

and comes short again and again; who knows the great enthusiasms, the

great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who, at the

best, knows in the end the triumph of high achievement; and who, at

the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly."

Those words sum up the life of Dr. Rhoads.
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(Rhoads

)

Unit 3—Test One

(One point per correct answer)

MULTIPLE CHOICE (Correct answer underlined)

1. During World War II Dr. Rhoads served as

:

a. Chief Army Surgeon
b. Chief of Chemical Warfare Service
c. Head of Medical Advisory Committee to

the President

2. During World War II less than one of the following was being spent
annually on Cancer:

a. $10,000
b. $1,000,000
c. $10,000,000

3. The initial gift of $U, 000, 000 toward the establishment of the

Sloan-Kettering Institute was made by:

a. Charles Kettering
b. The U. S. Government
c. Alfred Sloan

U. The Sloan-Kettering Institute was dedicated in:

a. April of 19U8
b. February of 1950
c. May of 19li9

5. Dr. Rhoads' favorite name for his secretaries and assistants was:

a. "my friends"
b. "busy bees"
c. "chicks"

6. Dr. Rhoads graduated with honors from:
a. Harvard Medical School
b. Boston College Medical School
c. University of California Medical School

7. While a medical student he contracted and recovered from:
a. Cancer
b. Tuberculosis
c. Polio

8. After his recovery from the dreaded illness he gave up the idea of
becoming a surgeon and became a:

a. teaching pathologist
b. a research scientist
c

.

a General Practitioner

9. Doctor Rhoads' death was a result of:

a. an auto accident
b. cancer
c. a heart attack
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10. Due to Dr. Rhoads ' tireless efforts of 20 years work in Cancer
research the Federal Government's support jumped from one million to:

a. $10,000,000
b. $75,000,000
c. $50,000,000
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(Rhoads

)

Unit 3—Test Two
(One point per correct answer)

SENTENCE COMPLETION

1. Dr. Rhoads was convinced that chemicals could be found that would
kill the cancer cells

.

2. Dr. Rhoads served secretly as a human guinea pig for cancer experiments,

3. Dr. Rhoads' wife was a medical secretary .

U. Dr. Rhoads served as chief of staff at Memorial Hospital.

5. A Civil War buff, Dr. Rhoads sometimes disappeared from medical
conventions to tramp old battlefields .

6. Dr. Rhoads used healthy volunteers from Ohio State penitentiary in
his research.

7. Memorial Hospital is considered the greatest private cancer center
in the world.

8. Dr. Rhoads died in August of 1959.

9. The Federal Government contributes $1^0,000,000 annually and the
American Cancer Society contributes $13,000,000 annually toward
research and training.

10. At his death, Dr. Rhoads was chief of the Sloan-Kettering research
institute.
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Unit 3—Test Three
(One point per correct answer)

MATCHING:

1. When the authoress first met
Dr. Rhoads

2. Dr. Rhoads' residence

3. $150,000,000

I4. Dr. Rhoads became head of

Memorial Hospital

5> . leukemia

6. TB

7. Dedication of Sloan-Kettering
Institute

8. 20th year of Dr. Rhoads at the
Institute

9. Sloan & Kettering

10. Gave first money to form Cancer
institute

203

1. Dr. Rhoads cured himself
of the disease

2 . two of the founders of

General Motors

3. 19UU

I4 • 1959

$. Top floor of the institute

6. April 19U8

7. a form of Cancer

8. Federal Government's annual
contribution to cancer research

9. Alfred Sloan

10. 1939
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PHASE III

Unit k

Retention Reading Unit & Tests
Two tests

READING MATERIAL:

"The Many Careers of Billy Rose " a collection from Reader's Digest,
May 1966.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS:

Test: 1. Multiple Choice
2. Sentence Completion
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THE MANY CAREERS OF BILLY ROSE

Ho was born on a kitchen table in a cold-water tenement on New York

City's Lower East Side and named William Samuel Rosenberg. When he

died last February, Billy Rose was an American legend, a man who had

been an outstanding success in seven varied careers—shorthand expert,

songwriter, nightclub operator, Broadway producer, impressario of World's

Fairs, newspaper columnist, and Wall Street investor who left an estate

estimated at $30 million.

Here are highlights of his life as told by those who knew him and by

Billy Rose himself.

Billy yearned for recognition. It mattered little in what field, just

so long as he came out on top. At the High School of Commerce, he

discovered that there were cups and medals to be won in shorthand con-

tests. After he had won a medal or two, he became so obsessed with the

idea of improving that he paid his sister Muriel a nickel an hour to

read to him so he could practice.

His mother, Fannie, demanded, "Don't I have enough trouble with your

father (a button salesman)? You should spend so much time on something

that brings in nothing but medals .

"

But Billy plugged along, training for the metropolitan shorthand cham-

pionship. He was almost eliminated before he started.

"I had been training so hard," he recalled, "that I decided to unwind

by going skating in Central Park on the day before the test. One of

my skates came loose, and I landed on my right thumb. It started to

swell, and by night it was so stiff and painful that I couldn't possibly

use it."
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Even Gregg or Pitman might have given up at this point, but not Billy.

He stuck a pen through a potato and found that by holding it just right

he could still write. He spent most of the night practicing, and the

next day went out and won the championship—thereby immortalizing the

Gregg system, Billy Rose and one well-worn potato. (Phil Santora in

New York Daily News

)

Shorthand proved to be one of his most important assets. It got him a

job during World War I taking dictation from Bernard M. Baruch, who was

then head of the War Industries Board. Billy also took notes at confer-

ences between Baruch and important industrialists. In later years, Baruch

was to become an important adviser to him on investments.

During this phase of his life, the young man developed an intense ad-

miration for tycoons that he never lost. It was the first time he had

been close to men of great wealth, and he liked what he saw and heard.

(New York Times)

"In the closing days of World War I, I took the President of the United

States out of play for 1$ minutes. I did it with my little shorthand

pencil.

"A Board executive handed me a letter and told me to deliver it to the

proper party—Woodrow Wilson. The White House that day was a jumble of

Senators, Cabinet members, ambassadors and important brass. News of the

Armistice was expected any hour, and the tension was like the' last few

seconds of the Dempsey-Firpo fight.

"I handed the letter to one of Mr. Wilson's secretaries, and was asked to

wait in case of a reply. A few minutes later the secretary returned,

looking puzzled. 'The President would like to see you, ' he said.
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"I got trembly inside. I was pushing 18 at the time—fresh out of the

East Side, and also plain fresh. But my dealings with Presidents had

been limited to the one I had seen on dollar bills.

"Mr. Wilson smiled when he saw me. 'I understand you're quite a short-

hand writer, ' was his greeting.

"My trembles vanished. I knew the President was a shorthand writer of

sorts—the tachygraphy magazines were always bragging about it. 'I

hear you're pretty good yourself, Mr. President,' I blurted out.

"Mr. Wilson blushed prettily. 'Mr. Baruch tells me you can write 200

words a minute. I wonder if you'd give me a little demonstration.'

"He handed me a pad and a pencil, and picked up a newspaper. Then,

in his clipped, precise speech, he read an editorial at about 1^0 words

a minute. When he had finished, he said, 'Now let's hear you read it

back.

»

"Well, as every stenographer knows, it's the reading back that counts.

I shot the editorial back at him a good deal faster than he had dictated

it. And then I started at the bottom of the page and read the editorial

backward.

"Wilson chuckled. He asked me questions about Gregg shorthand--he was

a Pitman writer. By this time, I was patronizing him a little—the

caddie who shoots n 69 isn't ru'lT-conscious when he discusses mashie

shots with a Rockefeller. 1 picked up the paper and handed the pad and

pencil to Mr. Wilson. 'I wonder if you'd mind writing for me, Mr.

President, ' I said.

"Wilson rubbed his glasses on his sleeve. 'Don't go too fast,' he

warned.
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"I read the editorial at about 100 words a minute, then asked him to

read it back. When I told him he had made no mistakes, the President

sighed like a kid who has just finished playing 'The Elves' Waltz'

for Paderewski.

"I picked up his notes. 'If you don't mind, sir,' I said, 'I'd like

to keep them.

'

,rWoodrow Wilson reached for my shorthand notes. 'We'll exchange,' he

said.

"I walked out of the White House and floated back to my office via the

rooftops." (Billy Rose, Wire, Women and Words)

After the war ended, he shortened his name to one syllable and began

mingling with writers, song pluggers, pis.no demonstrators, actors,

singers, musicians, bandleaders. (Maurice Zolotow in Collier's)

"Iwasn'tat all impressed by these people. I saw they were unimportant,

shoddy, second-rate compared to the men I had worked for during the war.

Then I learned that some of these song writers were making as much as

$75,000 a year. And these boys weren't Jerome Kerns or Irving Berlins...

I had no particular desire to write for music, but I saw no reason why

I, with a little preparation and work, could not join the gold rush."

(Billy Rose, interview in Collier's)

Billy picked up the art of songwriting in his own brash but methodical

way. He spent three months, nine hours a day, in the New York Public

Library, dissecting hit songs of the previous 30 years. All popular

songs, he cunningly concluded, fell into well-defined categories: 1)

love songs, 2) nonsense songs , I) jingles, h) songs built around a silly

syllable. Of these syllables, Billy discovered, the double-o sound— "oo"-
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wan tho most successful. On this principle, lu: carefully constructed

some sound effects called Barney Google ("with the goo goo googly eyes"),

Just as his calculations had indicated, it was a smash hit. Billy made

more than $60,000 that year.

In the next eight years, following his formulas, Billy wrote more than

300 songs. Forty were hit3. At least a dozen, including "Without a

Song" (Billy's favorite), "It's Only a Paper Moon," "It Happened in

Monterey," "That Old Gang of Mine," "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder,"

"Would You Like to Take a Walk?," "More Than You Know" and "I Found

a Million-Dollar Baby in a Five and Ten Cent Store," are all-time

favorites and brought Billy a top rating with ASCAP (the American

Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers)—a distinction he shared

with Irving Berlin, Cole Porter, George Gershwin and very few others.

(Time)

In 1923, Rose went into the nightclub business "because I wanted to

wear a black hat and meet some girls. My first water hole was hidden

over a garage on 56th Street near Sixth Avenue. The iron-stomached

citizens who survived the Noble Experiment may remember it as the

Backstage Club—the place where Helen Morgan first climbed up on a

piano to avoid the tables which were advancing upon her across the

dance floor.

"The Backstage Club represented an investment of $14000. It amortized

itself the opening night.

"A few months later, I opened a trap on Fifth Avenue—it was called

the Fifth Avenue Club—and it exhaled so much fake swank that my French

headwaiter suggested I stay out of sight in the office. The show was

written by a couple of kids fresh out of Columbia—Richard Rodgers
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and Lorenz Hart. Later I got rid of the Fifth Avenue Club, and went

back to songwriting.

"In 1926, I wrote a vaudeville act for Fanny Brice. In 1928, I married

the great comodienne and automatically became known as Mr. Brice. A

songwriter didn't rate in the big-name circles in which she traveled.

'If you want your name back,' I said to myself, 'you'll have to become

a producer.

'

"So I rented A. Hammerstein's pretty theater and opened the Billy Rose

Music Hall. Its electric sign was a seven-day wonder on Broadway. It

was 18 stories high, and the Mazdas spelled out just two words: BILLY

ROSE. The first night it was burning I went outside to admire it. As

I stood on the corner, I heard someone ask, 'Billy Rose? Who dat?

'

" 'That's Fanny Brice 's husband, 1 someone answered.

"I finally took care of this Mr. Brice situation a few months later

when I gave birth to a theatrical dream child called Jumbo . No year

in my life has been wackier than the one devoted to producing this

musical circus at the New York Hippodrome. The author, director and

player credits read like a Burke's Peerage of the theater—Hecht and

MacArthur, Rodgers and Hart, George Abbott, Jimmy Durante, Paul White-

man and his orchestra." (Billy Rose, Wine, Women and Words)

On opening night, practically every dropped name in the country was

there to see Billy's idea of a circus—a tour of the big top by "count-

less myriads of dream women."

Jumbo was an artistic triumph but a financial flop—its production was

too lavishly expensive to make money for its backers. (Earl G. Talbott

in New York Herald Tribune)
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After Jumbo closed, the city of Fort Worth called on Rose to solve a

problem. Dallas, its neighbor and deadly opponent for prestige, had

grabbed off the official centennial celebration of Texas ' independence

from Mexico. Fort Worth's honor demanded that it, stage a competing

and, if possible, stronger attraction.

At first, Rose pretended an elaborate lack of interest. He explained

that he had tied himself up with motion-picture commitments and he

didn't want to leave California, where he had gone to write movie scripts

The time was too short; the production estimate would have to be doubled;

and, besides, Fort Worth couldn't pay the kind of fee he would have to

have—which was $100,000, or about $1000 a day. Rose was asked to fly

to Fort Worth.

The buildup had been perfect. When he walked into the committee room,

it was in the role of rescuer. He repeated his demands, and got them.

In return, Rone transformed lljO acres of vacant land into the most

thrilling playground the Southwest had ever seen. He revived Jumbo ,

ran a Gargantuan outdoor nightclub called the Casa Manana and put on

two other shows, Last Frontier and Pioneer Palace . The Southwest was

plastered with posters saying DALLAS FOR EDUCATION, FORT WORTH FOR FUN,

and airplanes wrote it in the sky over Dallas. Visitors came over

from Dallas by thousands. Fort Worthians saw their civic show over

and over again.

The town sank $1,300,000 into entertainment and into an exposition

plant which it still uses, and it considered that it had got its money's

worth. Grateful citizens gave Rose a loving cup, a gold-plated re-

volver and a gold deputy sheriff's badge. (Jack Alexander in The

Saturday Evening Post )
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"After the Fort Worth fair folded, I went back to New York to give

Grove r Whalen, head of the upcoming New York World's Fair, a chance

to get in touch with me. I couldn't see how anybody in his right

mind would try to run a midway without me.

"But a few months later I said to myself, 'Maybe they can't run a world's

fair without you, Rose, but it sure looks as if they're going to try.

If you want a piece of pie, you've got to figure out a plot to make

Grover Whalen come to you.

'

"That night I wore out a lot of carpet, and by morning I had a plot

as complicated as a Rube Goldberg invention. I rented a two-million-

dollar knick-knack called the French Casino, and concocted an ex-

travaganza with an exposition background titled Let's Play Fair . Its

hero was—you guessed it!—Grover Whalen. Then I engaged the elegant

Oscar Shaw to portray the elegant Grover.

"An hour after the papers announcing the show hit the street, Mr.

Whalen was on the phone. 'I understand you're going to do a show

ridiculing me,' he snapped.

" 'I'd suggest you come and see for yourself,' I purred, betting that

no man could stay away from a show in which he was the leading character.

'I'll save a down-front table for you on opening night.'

"It was a cinch bet. On opening night, Mr. Whalen arrived half an

hour before curtain time. My maitre d' hotel did everything but sweep

the aisle with palms, and well-coached waiters formed a bucket line

to ensure an adequate supply of Pol Roger '26.

"Before Oscar Shaw came onstage, you could have toasted bread on

Grover 's good-looking face. But a moment later he was all smiles.
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The actor, immaculately dressed in striped pants and a morning coat,

walked, talked and sang gracefully, wisely, knowingly.

"When bhe nhow w/i:i over, Mr. World's Fair jnvitod me to join him.

'It's a fine show,' ho said. 'Wo could use something like it out at

the Fair. Drop into my office tomorrow morning, and we'll talk about •

it.'

"Next day, with Grover's help, I tied up the 10,000-seat Marine Am-

phitheater at the entrance to the midway for my Aquacade . " (Billy

Rose, Wine, Women and Words)

The Aduacade was a combination of girl-and-music spectacle and National

AAU swimming meet, and it included the best and some of the worst fea-

tures of both.

As things turned out, the Aquacade became the most popular show at the

Fair, (Jack Alexander in The Saturday Evening Post )

Rose was compared interminably with P. T. Barnum (he was frequently

called "the bantam Barnum"), but unlike Barnum he did not play the

public for a sucker; he gave his customers their money's worth. The

World's Fair Aquacade, as Rose said, "spelled the death of the 25-cent

peep show by giving good entertainment for 1$ cents more." (Time)

Meanwhile, Rose had fallen in love with Eleanor Holm, the star of the

Aquacade . "I flew to the coast to ask Fanny Brice for a divorce,"

he recalled later. She had only one question: 'Do you love her?'

" 'I think so,' I said.

" 'That's all I want to know,' she said. 'Good luck, kid.'" (Billy

Rose in McCall's)
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Billy and Eleanor were married, and he bought a $200,000 town house

and a 55-acre estate in Westchester County. He began collecting art,

an Time magazine najd, "the way other men collect neckties."

The town house was redecorated and bedizened with a two-million-dollar

(Billy's estimate) collection of paintings, a $£0,000 collection of

Paul Storr silver, and what Billy called "all the latest antiques."

"Billy has changed," says an admiring friend, "from a Lindy's -table-

hopper to a sumptuous host." The Rose parties are small but as meticu-

lously cast as a Broadway production. "Conversation," says Billy, "is

the password." It admits such famed raconteurs as George Kaufman,

Ferenc Molnar, Ludwig Bemelmans and Leopold Stokowski. (Time)

His private life was spun into a dazzle of exhibitionistic wealth.

And for the few who knew him well, he was an expansive host. He

surroundod himself with all the lavish trappings his Lower East Side

beginnings couldn't possibly anticipate. His Mount Kisco estate had

a swimming pool, stables and saddle horses, a movie theater, a Turkish

bath, a ballroom into which Billy inserted billiard and gin-rummy tables,

a pistol and rifle range. And all these nouveau riches paled into

forgotten treats when Billy, Eleanor and a group of us went belly-

whopping down his own private hill on Flexible Flyers—not without

Billy's subsequent personal delight in noting that nothing like this

had ever been possible where he'd come from on New York's Lower East

Side. (Jack 0' Brian in New York Journal-American )

After World War II, he felt like "running in a new direction." He

took the first steps quite by accident. He began writing a series

of newspaper ads for his Diamond Horsehoe nightclub (started in 1938).

He called them "Miscellaneous Notions on Life, Art, Reforestation and
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Sex among the Aborigines." The ads were written with such sprightly

zeal that all Broadway war; noon babbling about, them. (Time)

While others screamed their thrice-familiar super-superlatives around

cuts of undraped women, he started filling half-columns with solid

type—and soon people who wouldn't be seen dead in a nightclub were

chuckling over his salty Broadway gags.

Rose, by his own doing, thus became the only Broadway columnist so

avid to see his own words in print that he was paying high amusement-

ad rates for the privilege. But still he was lach-rymose. One news-

paper did not carry his "stuff"—the ad-less PM .

Never one to be thwarted for long, Rose did what to him (but to nobody

else) was the obvious. He telephoned PM.

According to the maestro, the following conversation took place between

himself and FM's editor, Ralph Ingersoll:

" 'Hello, Ralph, Baby! • I said very formally. 'Would you be interested

in running my pipsqueak paragraphs for free? I promise not to mention

my Technicolor trap on U6th Street—not a word about the air condition-

ing—never a mention of the $0 girls with the h9 costumes—

'

" 'Okay, ' said Ralph. 'You start Wednesday. '
" (Newsweek)

A syndicate soon bought the column. As "Pitching Horseshoes," it

began in 19U7, running three times a week in as many as U25> newspapers.

For Billy, it was a golden opportunity to give tongue to his wise-

cracking, mordant philosophy and to the thousands of anecdotes that

had come his way in the entertainment business. (Earl G. Talbott in

New York Herald Tribune)
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The column was almost a textbook in vivid writing. Let Billy hark

back to the time when "my ego was the size of a flea's wristwatch"

and we have a clear idea of just how small he felt. And when he

call;! the acting talents of John Garfield "as hot as a string of

Chinese firecrackers"; when he attacks Hollywood as "that gold-plated

popcorn machine on the West Coast"; when he refers to an animal trainer

who makes the big cats slink around "as if they had guilt complexes";

when he calls an impoverished nobleman "a marked-down Marquis" who

owns a "tattered title"; and when he decides that so-and-so looked

"as pale as a ghost who has just seen a man"—when he paints pictures

as vivid as these, we shall not soon forget them. (Senior Scholastic)

After nearly five years of writing his breezy, brassy columns, Billy

Rose called it quits. He underwent an operation, and "I found that,

for the first time in my $1 Novembers, I wasn't snapping back the way

I should—that the ever-lovin' elastic wasn't there any more...Three

weeks after the patch-up job, I've still got a headful of fog and a

skinful of ache."

Rose hated to give up columning. But the tough little showman, who

had been sandwiching his writing in between running his nightclub and

theater, finally learned what every good columnist knows : that turning

out a column three times a week is close to a full-time job. Concluded

Rose: "And now, as the sun sinks in the West and the nurse shoves a

thermometer in my face, I reluctantly say farewell to the lovely land

of green eyeshades and printer's ink. It's been a real nice clambake

and—who knows—maybe we'll bump into each other again." (Time)

Billy now turned to Wall Street, and made still another fortune. He

was reported to be the biggest individual stockholder of the American
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Telephone and Telegraph Co., with a 160,000-share investment. He was

a director of the New York Central Railroad Co., owned 8600 shares of

its stock and controlled liil,U00 other shares through four privately

owned corporations. In February 1°6U, a press agent figured that Rose

earned $10,000 an hour for every hour that the New York Stock Exchange

had been open since the preceding October 15. Not so, said Billy when

the news was made public—it was only 8733 an hour. (Earl G. Talbott

in New York Herald Tribune )

He also made substantial investments in International Business Machines

and electronics. His home at 5>6 East 93rd Street had a "trading room,"

with ticker, telephones and files of vital information.

Just before his death, his real-estate activities included reports

that he was engaged in developing the west side of the Avenue of the

Americas from 5>Uth to 55th Street.

While his financial and real-estate investments increased, he became

widely known a3 an art collector. (New York Times )

Eleven months before his death, he gave his 105-piece collection of

modern sculpture to the state of Israel. "In this clip-clap, ragtag

life," he proclaimed, "this is the most heartwarming thing I have

ever done.

"

But the loneliness of the short-distance runner still stayed with him,

and to the end he never stopped competing.

"If we are ever attacked," Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion

once asked him, admiring the sculpture, "where do you want us to hide

your bronzes?" Rose didn't hesitate a minute. "Don't hide them" he

said. "Melt them down into bullets." (Time)
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He died, age 66, of lobar pneumonia at Montego Bay, Jamaica, where

he maintained a winter home. But he left a mark on Broadway and

American that will long endure

.

"Whatever he was drawn to, it was always as if it were the single

compulsion of his heart and mind. He never squeezed into a new door

—

he flung it wide open." (Rabbi Nathan A. Perilman at funeral service)
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(Rose)
Unit U~Test One
(One point per correct answer)

MULTIPLE CHOICE (Correct answer underlined)

1. Billy Rose's real name was:
a. William Rosen
b. William Samuol Rosenberg
c. Billy Saul Rose

2. During World War I Billy Rose worked as a stenographer for:

a. Bernard M. Baruch
b. Woodrow Wilson
c. Irving Berlin

3. Rose's first song hit was

The Backstage Club was:

The first Mrs. Rose was

a. "It's Only a Paper Moon"
b. "Without A Song"
c .

"Barney Google "

a. Rose's first night club
b. An honorary drama club he belonged to
c. Where Rose first sang his songs

a. Helen Morgan
b. Fanny Brice
c . Eleanor Holms

6. The city of Fort Worth paid Rose $100,000 to produce a show
celebrating:

a. Texas Statehood Centennial
b. 100th Anniversary of Texas independence

from Mexico

Rose's World Fair hit was

8. Rose was often compared to:

9. After World War II he began:

c. Sam Houston's birthday.

a. "Casa Manana"
b

.

"Aquacade "

c. "Let's Play Fair"

a. P. T. Baraum
b. Grover Whalen
c. Irving Berlin

a. producing movies
b. directing Broadway plays
c

.

writing a newspaper column
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10. Rose gave his 105 piece collection of modern sculpture to:
a. New York University
b. The State of Israel
c. Long Island Public Library
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(Rose)
Unit h—Test two
(One point per correct answer)

SENTENCE COMPLETION

1. Billy Rose was an expert in transcribing Gregg Shorthand.

2. Billy Rose had the opportunity to exchange shorthand transcription
with President Woodrow Wilson ,

3. Rose wrote more than 300 songs in 8 years.

U . He went into the night club business because he wanted to wear a
black hat and meet some girls.

5. When he married Fanny Brice in 1928 he quickly became known as Mr. Brice ,

6. In front of his first Music Hall he had spelled out, in letters
eighteen stories high, Billy Rose .

7. His Aquacade became the most popular show at the World's Fair.

8. After marrying Eleanor Holm he began collecting art the way some
men collect neckties

.

9. Billy Rose's syndicated news column known as Pitching Horseshoes ran
three times a week in as many as U25> papers at one time.

10. At one time he was director of the New York Central Railroad Company.
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PHASE III

Unit 5

Retention Reading Unit & Tests
One test

READING MATERIAL:

Taken from the book The Vital Balance by Karl Menninger, M.D,

Pub. Viking Press

New York, New York

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS:

Test: 1. Sentence Completion
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LISTENING by Dr. Karl Menninger

A distinguished American poet has pictured Moses coming down from the

mountain with not ten but eleven commandents, the "eleventh commandment"

being a single word: "Listen."

It is not enough that one's own inner voice

Hike of one's life a lifelong monotone.

I, me, mine, to-for-because-of me, rejoice

A man but little, then less, less, and none.

What does he hear for news who has only heard

From his own island? It is a treasure of dust

On the wind when he unlocks his word-hoard.

Moses ' commandment opens the world's mouth

To utter the memory of life. One listener

Is man multiplied, man taking in time's breath

To be in one body ancestor and heir.

He owes one duty thus : attention. Man

If he means to live shall hold his whole mind

At ready awake. With this the law began.

So Moses brought the eleventh commandment down,

Knowing his will stir, his blood hasten

That the word be said aloud, the word be known,

That on it all men might take hold and fasten

On it, and hear it in all tongues: Listen.

He lifted the tablets up before them saying

The work that gave them all words: Listen.





Yearn ago Mrs. Menningor and ] quoted from an unassuming essay by a

magazine writer because it was the clearest and most persuasive account

of this commandment I had ever read. After another quarter-century I

still think so, and propose to quote from it here even more extensively

than in our earlier book:

Who are the people, for example, to whom you go for advice? Not to

the hard, practical ones who can tell you exactly what to do, but to

the listeners; that is, the kindest, least censorious, least bossy

people that you know. It is because by pouring out your problem to

them, you then know what to do about it yourself.

When we listen to people there is an alternating current, and this re-

charges us so that we never get tired of each other. We are constantly

being re-created. Now there are brilliant people who cannot listen

much. They have no ingoing wires on their apparatus. They are en-

tertaining but exhausting too. I think it is because these lecturers,

these brilliant performers, by not giving us a chance to talk, do not

let un express our thwughta and expand; and it is this expressing and

expanding that makes the little creative fountain inside us begin to

spring and cast up new thoughts and unexpected laughter and wisdom.

That is why, when someone has listened to you, you go home rested and

lighthearted. .

.

I discovered all this about three years ago, and truly it made a revolu-

tionary change in my life. Before that, when I went to a party I would

think anxiously: "Now try hard. Be lively. Say bright things. Talk.

Don't let down." And when tired, I would have to drink a lot of coffee

to keep this up.

But now before going to a party, I just tell myself to listen with

affection to anyone who talks to me, to be in their shoes when they
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talk; to try bo know them without my mirui pressing against theirs,

or arguing, or changing the subject. No. My attitude is: "Tell me

more. This person is showing me his soul. It is a little dry and

meager and full of grinding talk just now, but presently he will begin

to think, not just automatically to talk. He will be wonderfully

alive." ...

Now why does it do them good? I have a kind of mystical notion about

this. I think it is only by expressing all that is inside that purer

and purer streams come. It is so in writing. You are taught in school

to put down on paper only the bright things. Wrong. Pour out the dull

things on paper too—you can tear them up afterward—for only then do

the bright ones come. If you hold back the dull things, you are cer-

tain to hold back what is clear and beautiful and true and lively.

So it is with people who have not been listened to in the right way—

with affection and a kind of jolly excitement. Their creative foun-

tain has been blocked. Only superficial talk comes out—what is prosy

or gushing or merely nervous. No one has called out of them, by won-

derful listening, what is true and alive.

Now how to listen? It is harder than you think. I don't believe in

critical listening, for that only puts a person in a strait jacket of

hesitancy. He begins to choose his words solemnly or primly. But

creative listeners are those who want you to be recklessly yourself,

even at your very worst, even vituperative, bad-tempered. They are

mentally saying as you express these things: "Wheel Hurrah! Good

for you!" and they are laughing and just delighted with any manifesta-

tion of yourself, bad or good. For true listeners know that if you

are bad-tempered it does not mean that you are always so. They don't

love you just when you are nice; they love all of you.
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Besides critical listening, there is another kind that in no good:

passive, censorious 1 In tenlng. Sometimes husbands can ho this kind

of listener, a kind of ungenerous eavesdropper who mentally (or aloud)

keeps saying as you talk: "Bunk . . . Bunk . . . Hokum."

In order to learn to listen, here are some suggestions : Try to learn

tranquillity, to live in the present a part of the time every day.

Sometimes say to yourself: "Now. What is happening now? This friend

is talking. I am quiet. There is endless time. I hear it, every

word." Then suddenly you begin to hear not only what people are saying,

but what they are trying to say, and you sense the whole truth about

them. And you sense existence, not piecemeal, not this object and

that, but as a translucent whole.

Then watch your self-assertiveness . And give it up. Try not to drink

too many cocktails to get up that nervous pressure that feels like

energy and wit but may be neither. And remember it is not enough just

to will to listen to people. One must really listen. Only then does

the magic begin.

Sometimes people cannot listen because they think that unless they are

talking, they are socially of no account. There are those women with

an old-fashioned ballroom training which insist there must be unceasing

vivacity and gyrations of talk. But this is really a strain on people.

No. We should all know this: that listening, not talking, is the gifted

and great role, and the imaginative role. And the true listener is much

more beloved, magnetic than the talker, and he is more effective and

learns more and does more good. And so try listening. Listening to

your wife, your children, your friends; to those who love you and those

who don't; to those who bore you, to your enemies. It will work a small

miracle. And perhaps a great one.
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(Listening)
Unit 5—Test one

(One point per correct answer)

SENTENCE COMFLET TON

:

i. The author pictures Mos es as presenting an "eleventh c ommandment "

.

2. "One listener is man multiplied, man taking in time's breath to be

in one body ancestor and heir."

3. When we listen to people there is an alternating current, and this re-

charges us so that we never get tired of each other.

h- The author says that those who listen are constantly being re-created ,

$. Brilliant people who talk a lot are entertaining but exhausting .

6. When we listen to a person we are allowing them the opportunity to
expand their thoughts .

7. One should learn to be a creative listener rather than a critical
listener.

8. By listening carefully and long to a person you suddenly begin to
sense the whole truth about them.

9. The author says that sometimes husbands are passive and censorious
listeners

.

10. Sometimes people cannot listen because they think that unless they
are talking, they are socially of no account.
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